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ABS1RACT
This study was undertaken so as to develop the observation equations
necessary to utilize lunar laser ranging and Very Long Baseline Interferometry
(VLBI) measurements for the establishment of a primary control network on
the moon. The network consists of coordinates of moon points in the seleno-
detic Cartesian coordinate system, which is fixed to the lunar body, oriented
along the three principal axes of inertia of the moon, and centered at the
lunar center of mass.
The determination of coordinates of points on the moon using earth-based
observations requires the knowledge of the following dynamic behavior of the
earth and the moon: the orbital motion of the moon about the barycenter, the
rotation of the moon on its axis and the motion of the earth about its center
of mass. In addition, the knowledge of the geocentric positions of the terres-
trial stations is essential
Since our knowledge of the parameters related to the above phenomena can
be improved simultaneously with the determination of coordinates of lunar
points, the observation equations derived in this study are based on a general
model in which the unknown parameters included the following:
(a) The selenodetic Cartesian coordinates.
(b) The geocentric coordinates of earth stations.
(c) Parameters of the orientation of the selenodetic coordinate
system with respect to a fixed celestial system.
(d) The parameters of the orientation of the "average" terrestrial
coordinate system with respect to a fixed celestial coordinate
system.
(e) The geocentric coordinates of the center of mass of the moon,
given by a lunar ephemeris.
iii
The orientation parameters of both the earth-fixed and the moon-fixed
coordinate system were represented in this study by three Eulerian angles
which, along with their time rates, could be obtained by numerically integrating
the differential equations of motion of the respective bodies. This resulted in
the reduction of the number of parameters (in the adjustment model), which
are related to the orientation of the two bodies. The general adjustment model
developed for the analyses of laser and VLBI observations is based on the
theory of adjustment computations with matrix algebra.
The numerical tests performed in this study with simulated as well as real
data demonstrated that the numerical integration of the earth's orientation
angles yields values which are very close to the classically computed angles,
and that the initial conditions for the integration are capable of being solved
in an adjustment process. Also, the results of the numerical experiments
performed with simulated laser data confirmed the feasibility of the method
developed in this study.
iv
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1 INTRODUCTION
• 1.1 General Discussion.
The science of lunar mapping is an old one whose origin can be
traced to the beginning of telescopic astronomy, started by Galileo Galilei
in the seventeenth century. Since the first lunar map was published by <
^ Galilei around 1610, numerous authors have been engaged in mapping the
earth's closest celestial object. Traditionally, this field has been part of
; the domain of astronomers. However, things changed during the advent of '
, the space age, and scientists of differing disciplines became interested in
• - lunar mapping and related subjects. The quality of published maps of the ;
moon improved with time, due to the advancement in both theory and
• instrumentation. A detailed history of lunar mapping has been published •
• \
I ,.- by Kopal in Chapter 15 of his book on the moon J!5l1. (
i The mapping of an area requires as a first step, the establishment of a i
f consistent network of control points, whose coordinates have been obtained :
I ' ' • • I1 in a unified and well-defined coordinate system. As opposed to the method \
I of establishing geodetic control for earth mapping, past selenodetic con- j
'.'- - trols have been obtained through the use of earth-based observations. Thus, j
L .. i
t the determination of coordinates of points on the moon through classical \
£. methods is rigorously tied to the following extraneous parameters: I
V; . • ~;
! • • - |
?.•":. (i) the coordinates of the moon's center of mass in a \
; geocentric inertial coordinate system *
JR- (ii) the orientation of an earth-fixed coordinate system 1
?'•' I
r with respect to an inertial coordinate system |
K'- \f --' '• " 7A
t • . i
(iii) the orientation of a defined set of moon-fixed
coordinate axes with respect to an earth-fixed
coordinate system
(iv) the atmospheric refraction model used for reducing
the earth-based observations.
Our knowledge of these parameters is constantly improving due to a
natural loop of events, ii; which improvement in the various theories
demands better instrumentation and observation reduction procedures,
while more accurate observations demand improvements in existing theories.
The classical types of observations used in lunar position determination
were the heliometer observations and earth-based lunar photography. In
many instances, the szur.e observations (with or without additional observa-
tions) were re-evaluated many times as a result of significant improvements
in theory. It now appears that further refinements in the reduction methods
for the old observations can neither significantly improve positional
accuracy of lunar control points, nor contribute to further improvement
in theory. Hence, over the past few decades, new forms of observations
have been used to provide selenodetic control, and the application of new
instrumentation for selenodetic control has been suggested. The main
objective of this study is to investigate how two of the new observational
systems can be applied for establishing a primary network of lunar control.
In the section that follows, a brief review of past methods of determin-
ing coordinates of lunar features will be presented. The last section of
this introductory chapter lists the new observational systems suggested,
the problem areas to be investigated and the approach used in this study.
£
r,
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1.2 Review of Past Methods.
The classical method of determining the moon's rotational constants
(I - the mean inclination of the moon's equator with respect to the mean
ecliptic and f - the moon's so-called mechanical flattening), its geometri-
cal figure and the physical libration uses the reduction of heliometer observa-
tions. The heliometer is a refracting telescope of small aperture which
measures angular distances between a "firstfundamental"point on the
moon and other lunar features and the moon's limb. The "first fundamental"
point is Mbsting A, a medium-sized crater situated close to the center of
i
the moon's disc. The basic observation technique designed by Bessei in
1839 has been used with certain modifications to obtain the numerous
heliometer observations available today [J39].
Those heliometer observations involving the moon's apparent limb
and M<5sting A have been used by many famous astronomers to simultaneously
solve for the lunar physical librations and the coordinates of Mbsting A. The
adjustment procedure involves the fit of a best fitting sphere to the observed
moon's limb, and the coordinates of Mosting A obtained in this manner
are referenced to the center of figure.
The determination of coordinates of other fundamental control points
on the moon utilizes the heliometer observations made between lunar
features and Mbsting A. Using the available physical libration parameters,
these positions are determined relative to the "first fundamental" point. In
1899, Franz, a German astronomer determined the coordinates of eight
fundamental control points on the moon T271. Later, coordinates of four addi-
t.
tional craters were obtained by Hayn. Most of the existing coordinates of
lunar features today are based on the coordinates of these fundamental
control points.
The extension of lunar control was achieved through the use of
earth-based photography. In general there are two types of lunar photography,
namely phase and full-moon photography, each possessing its own advantages
and disadvantages. Furthermore, moon photography is either with or with-
out star background. The star background provides the orientation of the
camera system as well as the focal length of the telescope. On the other
hand, photographs without star background rely on the fundamental points
for scale and orientation.
With the use of full-moon photographs taken at Lick Observatory at
different Iterations, Franz extended the original eight points of Franz into
a system of 150 points [28"l. For the first half of this century this set of
points was used as the primary control network on the moon. Later, in
1956-58, an Austrian astronomer Schrutka-Rechtenstamm undertook an
extensive review of the moon lib ration theory, and then recomputed Franz's
150 points T89]. Thus, the Schrutka-Rechtenstamm system was established,
and has since been used for further control densification.
In the late 1950's and early 1960's, there was a great need for more
accurate control extensions on the moon so as to provide a basis for lunar
cartography and to meet the needs of the manned lunar explorations. Several
individuals and agencies became involved in the lunar control and lunar
mapping work, among whom were two U. S. agencies - the Aeronautical
Chart and Information Center (ACIC) and the Army Map Service (AMS, now
TOPOCOM). Using different types of moon photography as well as reduction
!]
S i
M£
procedures, each agency obtained a set of coordinates for lunar features.
In spite of large differences between the two systems, a combined
solution was performed by the Army Map Service in which both the ACIC
data and the AMS data were used to obtain selenodetic coordinates of
734 craters. This solution is now referred to as the Department of
Defense (DOD) Selenodetic Control System 1966 [ 7 ].
Another direct result of man's lunar exploration over the past few
decades is the addition of satellite-borne methods of determining coordinates
of features on the moon to the classical methods mentioned above. These
methods include photography of the moon by lunar satellites and direct
angular observations of features of the moon by astronauts in a manned
spacecraft. These and other methods are discussed in F78],
The main features of the classical methods of obtaining selenodetic features
as reviewed above are that they are based on earth-based photographs and
on a fundamental control network established through heliometer measurements.
The earth-based photographs suffer from scale and resolution limitations,
and the heliometer is a short-focal length telescope with limited resolution.
Coordinates of points on the moon tied to fundamental control points are
affected by the center of figure - center of mass bias. Relative accuracies
of positions of lunar features from earth-based photography are approximately
1 and 1.5km near the origin, in the horizontal and vertical components
respectively, and degenerate rapidly towards the lunar limb f75].
1.3 Future Observational Systems for Selenodetic Control.
In the summer of 1965, the National Aeronautics and Space Admini-
stration (NASA) sponsored a Lunar Exploration and Science Conference in
Falmouth, Massachusetts [74]. Two years later, a follow-up conference
was held at Santa Cruz, California [75]. Among the groups participating
in each of these lunar conferences was a Geodesy and Cartography working
group. This group, after clarifying its scientific objectives, went on to
suggest ways of achieving these goals. The scientific objectives agreed
upon at the meetings included the following:
(a) more accurate determination of the position and
orientation of the moon (and their variations
with time) with respect to the earth
(b) determination of the mass and gravitational field
of the moon
(c) determination of the physical size and shape of
the moon, measurements of topographic variations
and development of a lunar geodetic network over
the entire lunar surface.
In order to achieve these goals, the group suggested the use of observa-
tional systems (some new and others old) such as
(i) laser ranging (to the moon and lunar satellites)
(ii) earth-based radio tracking of the moon and lunar satellites (with
Doppler and ranging transponders on the moon and on the lunar satellites)
(iii) orbiting camera systems
(iv) independent-clock radio interferometry (VLB!)
(v) surface gravimetry, and gradiometer measurements
taken from lunar satellites.
To this list was later added satellite altimetry, satellite-to-satellite tracking
and earth-moon, moon-moon Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) CIS].
Since these new observational systems were proposed, few papers
have been presented at different scientific.meetings on what some of
"is
f the above instrumentation (notably the laser and VLBI) could achieve in the
S| field of selenodesy. However, these papers are usually of a general nature,
•>. without specific and detailed mathematical development of how these tnstru-
...:?-
ments can be used to improve selenodetic control and related parameters. :
The primary aim of this study is to develop observation equations :
which could be used with new observations to achieve some of the goals -5
listed above. In doing this, only the lunar laser ranging and the VLBI j
have been considered. These observational systems offer a ;
means by which a new primary lunar control network can be j
established, while at the same time the position and orientation ;
parameters of the moon can be improved. Such a primary control ;
network established through the instrumentation considered in this work can :
be extended through other modern methods (see [78]) together with lunar •
surface measurements. The current status of the position and orientation :
parameters of the moon will be discussed briefly below. j
i
Lunar Position. I
!
The problem of finding the position of the center of mass of the moon in !
a g-.ocentric inertial coordinate system has attracted the attention of numer- ;
ous scientists since the time of Newton. This has resulted in a few lunar
theories, each one being an attempt to analytically solve the differential
equations of motion of a perturbed two-body system. A general account
of the different methods used in obtaining the moon's motion in space is
contained in a book by Brown [11 ].
The result of any lunar theory is the lunar ephemeris which contains
the positions of the moon in tabulated form. The ephemeris in general use
today is based on the Hill-Brown theory, with corrections by Eckert T 20].
•J Over the past few years, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) has intro-
j-.' duced another method of obtaining lunar position. This involves the numer-
;_"- ical integration of the equations of motion using digital computers. The
{?•'.
last of the series of numerical lunar ephemeris published by JPL and
available on magnetic tape (DE-69), is the LE-16 [ 77] which is believed
to be gravitationally consistent and the most accurate ephemeris available
today. Nevertheless the estimated uncertainty in the ephemeris is about
50 meters in range and 100-150 meters in position. The expected pre-
cision of laser and VLB1 measurements is much higher than that of any
lunar ephemeris available, and thus the expectation that the new observa-
tions can be used to improve the current status of the lunar theory.
Moon's Orientation.
>;. Traditionally, the orientation of the moon in space is defined by three
P Eulerian angles between a moon-fixed set of axes and the mean ecliptic
:-, coordinate system. The orientation angles are obtained through the solution
|- of the moon's rotational equations of motion. The rotation of the moon
\ follows approximately the empirical Cassini laws, and the deviations of the
V true motion from that defined by the Cassini laws are the physical librations
fe of the moon.
|; The physical libration of the moon is traditionally solved by applying i
I heliometer observations to the linearized forms of the equations of motion. J
; Hence the accuracy of these angles depends on the accuracy of the heliometer J
£ -|
I observations as well as the errors introduced in the process of obtaining the ]
|. linearized form of the equations of motion. Currently, lunar orientation \
\, (i. e. physical libration) is estimated to be accurate to about 20" of arc \
| (about 200-m on lunar surface) [75]. \
f It has been recently proposed that the lunar orientation angles be obtained |
| by direct integration of the original equations of motion T78]. The resulting I
fy |
»; angles and their rates will depend only on the six initial conditions and the ' r
V- 1 -.
^ W2SCT»«»«*Sfi£KG5'ra31CV?V
moon's physical parameters (for example the principal moments of inertia).
These parameters can then be corrected in an adjustment using the new
types of observations.
Earth's Orientation.
Since the laser and the earth-moon VLBI are observations involving
earth stations, the orientation of the earth in space must also be known,
t The earth's orientation in the past has been calculated through precession,
L nutation, and polar motion and its accuracy is considered to be within that
demanded by current types of astronomical observations.
»
\ The use of modern instrumentation of higher accuracy such as the
£.. VLSI and laser introduces the possibility of updating our present knowledge
f. . about precession nutation and polar motion. In order to do this without having
{.• to adjust all the numerous coefficients of the series expressions for nutation andj -"
j.. precession, it has been proposed in this work that the orientation of the
f. - earth with respect to an inertial system be defined by three Eulerian angles.
|\ These angles and their time rates can be obtained by direct numerical
f '•
?;, integration of earth's equations of motion in its original form. The advantage
&~
•:" of this method is that the earth's orientation parameters are reduced to the
?.'•' six initial conditions only.
*
£. In this study, both the earth and the moon have been assumed to be rigid
f'j; bodies, and the equations developed are valid for a rigid earth and moon. The
*
| effects of non-rigidity of both celestial bodies on the equations derived are two-
I- fold. Firstly, there is the direct effect of earth tides and lunar tides on the
'(.-• •| geocentric and selenodetic coordinates of earth and ir.oon stations respectively.
|~ Some discussion on this effect has been included in Appandix B. The non-rigid-
f-'' '
ity of the earth and the moon also affects the rotational equations of motion of
the two celestial bodies in a rather complicated manner. Investigations on
these two effects arc continuing.
The presentation of this work is organized as follows: The next chapter
presents the equations related to laser measured distances. Partial
derivatives necessary for the evaluation of observation equations
are fully derived. Most of the equations in this work are expressed in
compact forms using either vector or matrix notations. In Chapter 3, equations
for the VLBI measurements are derived for three cases (earth-moon baseline,
moon-moon baseline, earth-earth baseline). The numerical integration method
of calculating the earth's orientation angles is presented in Chapter 4. The
equations of motion are derived for the case of a rigid earth without any
other assumptions, and preliminary computational results are included.
In the fifth chapter, equations for a least-squares adjustment pro-
cedure for the laser and VLBI observations are given, and preliminary
computational results using simulated laser observations are presented. .
The last chapter contains the summary of the work done on this study and
the conclusions reached.
10
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2. APPLICATION OF LASErt RANGING TO SELENODETIC CONTROL
2.1 Historical Background
Laser, an acronym for light amplification by stimulated omission of
radiation, is the result of an extension of the principles of microwave ampli-
fiers (MASERS) to amplification and generation of electromagnetic radiation
in or near the optical region. With the laser, it became possible to generate
and control coherent light through the use of electronic transitions in atoms.
The first successful construction of light amplif ier (laser) was made by
Maiman in 19GO [56;. Since then, numerous modifications and improvements
have been made to the laser, and at present, laser has become one of the
most important sources or generators of radiation.
The main properties of the laser are directionality, high intensity, coher-
ency, and narrow frequency width (monochromaticity). Radiation generated by
laser can either be pulsed or continuous. Because of its properties, the laser
has many applications in numerous scientific fields such as in distance measure-
t
ments, communication, medical and biological research, and in the general ;
sciences f60]. 1}
In geodetic science, the laser has been used for the construction of precise tj
electromagnetic distance measuring equipment. Also, laser ranging systems ?
have been built, for the purpose of satellite tracking and obtaining accurate
ranges to the moon. Today, a few satellite tracking stations have been
equipped with lasers, and there is a lunar laser ranging station in the United
States, actively engaged in ranging to the corner reflectors on the moon.
In 1965, Alley at al. [ 1 ] proposed the use of a Q-switched ruby laser in
conjunction with a corner reflector located on the moon for making accurate range
measurements between the eart'j and the moon. This proposal was independently
advocated by a group of Russian scientists in the same year [48]. A group of
I
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scientists and engineers was subsequently formed with the purpose of investi-
gating and planning the lunar laser ranging experiment (LURE). In 1967, the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration officially endorsed the emplace-
ment of a retroreflector on the moon as part of the surface experiments to be
performed on some of the Apollo lunar landing missions. The. first retro-
reflector was placed on the moon two years later by the crew of the first land-
ing mission, and the second retroreflector was deposited on the moon by the
crew of the Apollo 14 mission. A third retroreflector is expected to be placed
on the moon by the Apollo 15 astronauts.
Shortly after the first laser ranging retroreflector (LRRR) was placed on the
moon, reflected laser pulses from the LRRR were acquired with the 120-inch
telescope at Lick Observatory of the University of California, located at Mt. ;
Hamilton, California L2G ]. Subsequently, successful acquisition of reflected
 ;
laser signals were also reported by two other observatories. These are the '
Lunar Laser Observatory of the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories I
(AFCRL), located in the Catalina Mountains near Tucson, Arizona, and the i
McDonald Observatory of the University of Texas at Fort Davis, Texas. After Ij
the initial signal acquisition phase, only the 107-inch telescope of the McDonald |
Observatory is now being used for continuing measurements to both reirore- |j
Hectors on the moon. So far, a range precision of ±0.3m has been achieved \
[ 4 ], and improvement to ±0.15m or better is expected shortly. |
The life expectancy of the retroreflector is in excess of ten years f26l. |
•J
Long-term precise range measurements to retroreflectors on the moon could |
4
not only be used to establish a primary control network on the moon, but could also |
be used for improving our present knowledge of astronomical, geophysical and j
lunar parameters. Infa j l , Kaula summarized the various geophysical problems ^
to whose solution lunar laser ranging might contribute. These problems include 4
f,
short- and long-term wobble (of the earth's pole) and variations in the earth's \
rotation, earth tides, tidal dissipation and plate tectonics. However, for the I
successful application of laser ranging to these and other problems, stations |
actively engaged in making continuing measurements to retroreflectors I
1s(
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on the moon need to be established, while more rctroreflectors should be
placed on the moon.
2.2 Basic Operating Principles of 1 ascr Hanging Systems.
The general theory of the generation and amplification of light by sti-i-
ulated emission is a subject that is well treated in books on lasers and in
modern physics textbooks. It is not intended here to give a detailed descrip-
lion of the laser theory , nor a complete technical description of laser rang-
ing systems. Rather, in this section, the basic characteristics of any
laser ranging system wil l be treated briefly for completeness, and in order j
to make the equations developed in the rest of this chapter clearer. -j
t
The main components of a laser ranging system consists of the laser. *
I
transmitting and receiving telescopes and a correlator. >
The laser component serves as a light source, and generates a laser beam
which may be either continuous or pulsed. The pulsed beam is used in the
laser ranging systems. Also, all present lunar ranging stations are equipped
with Q-switched ruby lasers consisting of an oscillator and three amplifiers.
The laser pulses arc transmitted through a telescope which tracks the
corner reflector on the moon's surface. A small part of the reflected light
is collected by the same telescope (or another telescope serving as a receiv-
ing telescope). The same telescope can be used as a transmitter and a
receiver partly because the light travel time of about 2.5 seconds between
transmitting and receiving allows the mechanical insertion of a mirror
which directs the returning photons collected by the telescope into a photo-
multiplier detector.
The correlator of the ranging system measures the light travel time
to the reflector and back. As the laser pulse is fired, a start signal is
generated to start the travel time counter, and detection of the return
beam generates a stop signal to stop the travel time counter. With current
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laser and timing techniques, an uncertainty of ±lnsec in the absolute
measurements of the round trip travel time is possible. This is
equivalent to ±15cm in the one way distance.
Other minor features in some of the laser ranging systems include an
optical offset guider. This feature is used for pointing to the retroreflector
when the retroreflector is on the dark portion of the moon, by optically off-
setting the main telescope from a given identifiable lunar feature. When the
corner reflector is on the illuminated portion of the moon, the signal-to-noise
ratio of the return laser pulse is considerably lower for smaller telescopes due
to the background light gathered from the surface of the moon.
The laser ranging retroreflectors were designed to serve as reference
points on the lunar surface to be used for point-to-point distance measurements.
The two retrorcflectors already deposited on the moon by U.S. astronauts are
each 46cm-square arrays, consisting of 100 fused silica corner reflectors
(3.3cm in diameter), each recessed by 1.9cm in an aluminium panel. The
corner reflectors are uncoated and use total internal reflection. Each corner
reflector has the unique property that light shining into the corner reflector
will be sequentially reflected from its three faces and will come out in a path
parallel to the incident light. The third retroreflector array which will be
placed on the moon by the crew of the Apollo 15 mission is similar to the pre-
vious two arrays, but consists of three times as many corner reflectors.
The design of the LRRR is such that the reflectors will perform under
essentially isothermal conditions throughout lunar nights and most of lunar
days, thereby ensuring adequate return of signals at all times. The array
also allows for the velocity-aberration displacement of up to 1.6km without
any significant loss of signal. The most important function of the array, how-
ever, is that it eliminates the stretching in time of the return signal which
would otherwise be produced by the curvature and irregularity of the moon's
surface.
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2.3 Earth-Moon Distance Equations.
The pri.naiy purpose of this chapter is to investigate how lunar laser
ranges can be used to establish a selcnodctic control network on '.he moon.
The retroreflectors would serve as the "benchmarks", whose coordinates
could be determined using the lunar ranges from laser stations on t^e
earth. However, the relative position of a lunar point such as the retrore-
flector with respect to an earth station depends on a number of physical and
geometric parameters of the earth, moon and the earth-moon dynamic
system. It is therefore logical to expect a refinement of these parameters
in am/ adjustment of lunar laser distances for the purpose of establishing a
selenodetic control system.
Before one can use lunar laser distances for the purpose mentioned
above, the mathematical relationship between the measured distances and
the following list of parameters have to be established:
(a) The selenodetic coordinates of the lunar retroreflector (M)
(b) The geocentric coordinates of the selenocenter (C)
(c) The geodetic coordinates of the laser station (P)
(d) Parameters of the orientation of a moon-fixed coordinate
system with respect to an inertial coordinate system. These
are given by the physical libration angles a. p. r and the mean
orientation angles as defined by the Cassini laws
(e) Parameters defining the orientation of the "average" terrestrial
coordinate system with respect to an inertial system. In
Classical Astronomy, these parameters are usually given by
the precessional elements (£0. B\, z), the nutational parameters
(Ae, A$), time (represented by Greenwich Apparent Sidereal
Time (CAST)), and the position of the instantaneous true pole
with respect to the Conventional Internation Origin (CIO pole),
given by xp and yp T69].
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From the review of existing literature on this subject, one could find
that a few mathematical formulas have been derived, which express the
earth-moon distance as a function of some of the parameters listed above.
For example. Alley and Bender treated the problem of using laser distances
to improve our knowledge of geocentric longitude in T 2 ], while Alley et al.
offered a simplified model for estimating the expected accuracies with which
some geophysical and lunar parameters can be determined in [3]. A
relatively more detailed mathematical model was developed by Kokurin et al.
for improving certain astronomical parameters in [48] and [491. Their
approach was based on geometric consideration of the earth's and lunar
positions at the epoch of observation. In this section, a different approach
will be used, based on the consideration of the various coordinate systems
involved, which can be transformed to a uniform coordinate system through
the use of rotation matrices (composed of functions of the orientation parameters)
and translations. The main goal will be to express the coordinates of the lunar
point at the observation epoch, in a coordinate system topocentered at the
observing station. The earth-moon distance can then be deduced as a function
of these topocentric coordinates.
Before going into the development of the laser equations, the various
coordinate systems involved and the parameters connected with them will be
given brief treatments.
2.31 The "Average" Terrestrial Coordinate System.
ned by the average ter-
!
The average terrestrial coordinate system is defi  
restrialpoleof 1900-05 (designated as the Conventional International Origin
(CIO)), and an average terrestrial equator r69]. It is the system to which »
absolute geodetic and reduced astronomic coordinates of any physical point on ,-
the earth are referred. ;
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The average terrestrial Cartesian coordinate system (U,V,W) has its
origin at the center of mass of the earth, and its axes are fixed with respect
to the earth's body. The positive \V axis is directed toward the CIO pole,
the positive U axis is directed towards the Greenwich Mean Astronomic
meridian as defined by the Bureau International de 1'Heure (BIH), and the
V axis completes a right-handed rectangular system.
In computing geodetic coordinates of points on the earth's surface, a
reference figure (the reference ellipsoid) is usually introduced. An absolute
geodetic coordinate system can be defined, which is geocentered and has its
axes coincident with the U.V.VV axes defined above. If the absolute geodetic
coordinates of an earth station is given as (tp, X, h), then the Cartesian
coordinates can be computed from:
| (N >h)cos<p cosX
(N+h)cos(0 sinX
U
V
W (N(l - e3) + h) sinca
where
and
o
N = — a '. z'-i, the transverse radius of curvature,
ea = 2f-f2, the first eccentricity,
a, f are parameters of the earth-ellipsoid, denoting the semi-
major axis and flattening of the ellipsoid respectively.
2.32 The Selenodetic Coordinate System.
On the moon, we use spherical coordinates - longitude -t, latitude b and
radius r - to define the location of a point on the lunar surface. Similar to
the geodetic coordinate system, the selenodetic coordinate system is fixed
L
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with respect to the lunar body.
The selenodetic latitude is measured from the lunar equator, defined as
the plane passing through the center of mass, perpendicular to the axis of
rotation. Latitude is measured in degrees positive toward the north lunar
pole and negative toward the south pole.
The prime meridian, -I =0 is a plane which contains the axis of rotation
and the Earth-Moon line when the node and the perigee coincide (i. e. at
zero geometric libration). The longitude is measured in degrees, positive
in the direction of rotation (eastwards) from 0° to 180° and westwards from
0° to-180°.
z North
Mean Earth-Moon
Line
Axis of Rotation
South
Figure 2.1 The Selenodetic Coordinate System.
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The Cartesian selenodelie coordinates of any lunar point (denoted '-v
x.y.7.) is related to the spherical coordinates of that point by the equation:
I r cos b cos'..
r cos b sin'_
r sin b
The xy 7. system is centered at the moon's center of mass. The •/. axis is
coincident with the moon's axis of rotation, the x axis coincides with the
mean Kar'.h-Moon line (sometimes referred to as "first radius") and 'ho
y axis is perpendicular to both x and z axes and completes a right-handed
rectangular system.
The sclenodctic coordinate system is related to the ecliptic system by
the three i?ulerian angles, which will be treated in more detail in section 2. 34.
2.33 The Geocentric Coordinates of the Selenoccnter.
In developing the equations for measured lunar laser distances, the
coordinates of the lunar center of mass with respect to the gcocentcr arc
needed. These coo 'dilutes are obtainable from any lunar cphcmeris which
gives the coordinates of the moon, relative to the earth, as a function of time.
All ephemerides in present use are the re suit of a particular lunar theory <»hich
attempts to apply the la* of gravity to the motion of the moon.
The lunar theory i3 a subject that has been discussed and treated by var-
ious scientists from the time of Newton to the present day. Although different
authors employ different methods in arriving at their lunar theory, they
all start from the differential equations of a perturbed two-body system.
The main problem is to integrate the equations of motion of a perturbed
two-body system given by
r
or
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where:
r is the earth-moon vector
G is the gravitational constant
M®, My arc the earth's and moon's mass respectively
and
R is the "disturbing function". If there were no
I perturbing bodies, H would be zero and the result-|-
? ing motion .^ould be elliptic. If the sun acts as
I the only perturbing body, then R is given by
I »-«e:i-^
t'i
h where
^ \4 p is the moon-sun distance i
H r' is the earth-sun distance !
r \i M0 is the mass of the sun. J
t ' jj
9 The disturbing function generally used in any of the lunar theories is modified |
£ to account for the presence of other perturbing bodies, i. e., the planets. |
| The analytical integration of the equations of motion for thrc<- or more J
i.
I bodies in a closed form is not generally obtainable. Consequently, there are
fe
•t two basic ways in which the lunar ephemeris is obtained:
|- In the first method, the elements of the equations of motion are expanded
I as Fourier series, yielding a sequence of terms that are analytically integrated,
r- and resulting in lengthy analytical expressions for the lunar ephemeris. In
|; the alternate method the original unexpanded equations of ir otion are numeri-
|t cally integrated. The analytical method has been used by classical lunar
£| theorists and its main disadvantage is that the expression for the lunar ephemeris
| is truncated. The number of terms in the final expression depends on the number
H
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of bodies and types of perturbations treated as well as on the accuracy of the :.
• high-order terms required. The present most widely used lunar ephemeris - •{
;. which is the resolt of the Hill-Brown theory [ 12] with modifications by J
Eckert [20] - uses the Fourier series development method. 5
The numerically integrated lunar ephemeris, which was initiated by the
'•' Jet Propulsion Laboratory MPL), is made possible by the advent of digital
• computers and is noted for its gravitational consistency. All the planetary
effects are well taken care of and any differences between the ephemeris and
; the true coordinates of the moon are a direct result of inadequacies in the
i'r
'•• theory itself. The numerical ephemeris is also clearly superior to the
t~ analytically obtained ephemeris in terms of accuracy as demonstrated by
'•': the JPL [ 72]. Consequently, the position of the center of the moon, to |
u. which corrections are to be computed and which should be used in the pre- \
I diction equations for laser distances, should be that from the latest of the f
'I numerical lunar ephemeris - LE16 which is contained in the JPL Develop- j
| ment Ephemeris Tape 69 (DE-69) [ 77]. (
&• . -
1- 2.34 Parameters of the Orientation of the Moon. 1
H; The laser distances, like any other earth-moon observation's a function
5"f: of the parameters that define the orientation of the moon. The orientation
•'• • of the moon is related to the moon's rotation on its axis in the same way as
i:- the lunar ephemeris is related to the orbital motion.
•3,.
V The moon's rotation follows, to a high degree of approximation, the
I empirical Cassini larvs. The physical deviation of the moon's motion
f,. from the described by the Cassini laws is known as the physical libratton
5°. of the moon.
•/• The moon's orientation in space is defined by the three Eulerian angles,
?''~ -'
/ - which define the orientation of a moon-fixed coordinate system with respect
to an inertial system. Traditionally, the inertial system chosen is the
mean ecliptic coordinate system of date which is not truly inertial. but
has secular changes due to planetary precession.
Z
Nodal Line
Figure 2.2. The Moon's Eulerian Angles.
Figure 2. 2 shows the xyz coordinate system which is fixed to the body of
the moon, and the XYZ system representing the mean ecliptic system of
date. The Eulerian angles are denoted by 9, $ and 4.
The Eulerian angles are composed of two parts, namely the mean angles
(which are the mathematical expressions of the Cassini laws) and the pertur-
bations (given by the physical libration angles). The angles are given by
the following expressions:
t!) = O
8 = 1
+ a
+ o
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where
L is the mean longitude of the moon in its orbit
Jl is the longitude of the mean ascending node of the moon's orbit
I is the mean inclination of the lunar equator to the ecliptic
T is the physical libration 'ii longitude
a is the physical libration in node
and
p is the physical libration in inclination.
The mean angles L and Q are obtainable as explicit functions of time from
the following expressions taken from [65].
L = 270?43416r>9 + 481,267? 8831117 T
-0? 113 3333 « lO^T3 + 0?1888889 » Iff5 T3
O = 259? 183 2750 - 1,934? 142 0083 T
+ 0?207 7778 » ItPT8 + 0? 222 2222 « 10s T3
where T is the time in Julian centuries of 36525.0 ephemerts days from Jan-
uary 0.5 1900 (J.D. = 2415020.0). The mean inclination I is given by;
I = 552i:5.
The physical libration angles are expressed as harmonic series having j
fixed coefficients and arguments which are expressed as functions of time: (
• !
T = E A, cos (a, t + b.) I '
with similar expressions for a ami p.
The Eulerian angles which define the orientation of a set of moon-fixed '
axes with respect to an inertial system are obtained through the solution of \
the equations of motion for the rotation of the moon. Classically, the dif- jj:
ferential equations (represented by the Euler's dynamical equations) are 1 '•
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analytically solved by series expansion, and actual observations (usually
heliometric observations) are used to solve for the coefficients of the harmonic
expressions. Recently, the numerical integration of the differential equa-
tions of motion in their original form has been proposed, [78]. By using this
method, the Eulerian angles would be obtained directly by integration without
splitting the angles into two parts - the mean angles and the physical libration
? angles. Inaccuracies in the orientation angles obtained by numerical integration
5 can only result from inadequacies in the lunar rotational theory, and not in
I the type of linearization and approximations that are essential for solving
t analytically the differential equations of motion.
V
:<"• 2. 35 The Parameters of Earth's Orientation.
C ' - - . _ - - - • —
=» In observations made from an earth point to a moon point, the relative
£•'
£• orientation of an earth-fixed coordinate system with respect to a moon-
\:
I' fixed coordinate system is needed. The coordinates of the earth station
i^ :
r are expressed in ; n earth-fixed system while the moon station coordinates
p. are in a moon-fixed system. In practice, the problem of determining the
£l • -
/, relative orientation of the moon *ith respect to the earth at any epoch is
•? •
I" solved by finding the orientations of the earth and the moon with respect to
f. an inertial system.
I The orientation of the earth in an inertial coordinate system is also needed
v in geodetic astronomy, where observations are made to celestial objects, whose
positions are given in a celestial coordinate system of a standard epoch. The
precessional elements (T0 9i and z) define the orientation of the mean celestial
equator and equinox of date with respect to the mean equator and equinox of an ini-
|:. tial epoch. The orientation of the true equatorial coordinate system to the mean
&" equatorial system is also defined by the nutation in longitude and obliquity (A$, £. c).
t
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Lastly, the orientation of the average terrestrial coordinate system with respect ;
;; to the true celestial equatorial system is given by the two coordinates of the '-t
k true pole from the average (CIO) pole, together with the Greenwich hour angle \
vT of the true vernal equinox (Greenwich Apparent Sidereal Time). i
p The expressions for precession and nutation elements are obtained from \
?•• i
,> the analytical solution of the differential equations of motion representing the i
fef i
£. rotation of the earth on its axis. The nutation series that are currently in I
'•- use in astronomical work are those obtained by Woolard 194.1. The accuracy \
•'' ~ '
ri of the precessional and nutational elements obtained through the use of i
•if; current expressions are consistent with the accuracies of present day observa- \
fr. tional systems. However, in using observations made by future systems \
fe- which are expected to be more accurate, there is a possibility of improving
£V the accuracies of the elements of precession and nutation. The constants
|; for the expressions that give Co. 9i and Zjas .veil as those for the nutation i
'&. \|£- series can be regarded as pai ameters to be adjusted in addition to other !
K' !
u^ parameters of interest.
f$; Another way in which the orientation of an earth-fixed coordinate system
|£ can be obtained from the earth's rotational theory is proposed in this
j'; work. Essentially, this method considers the orientation of the terrestrial
£ coordinate system with respect to a fixed mean ecliptic system as made up of three
<;• Eulerian angles. The three angles and their time derivatives can be obtained
Iv from the three second order differential equations of motion for the rotation
ft of the earth in its complete form by numerical integration process. This
SK. topic is being given a complete treatment in Chapter 4.
•|,;. Figure 2.3 shows the relationship between the average terrestrial
3%<:j?V coordinate system (UVW) and a mean ecliptic coordir.ate system (XYZ) of a
i% standard epoch. The earth's Eulerian angles are denoted by 8f, >/)t. and *t.
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Mean Ecliptic
Terresnal Equator
Figure 2.3 The Earth's Orientation Angles.
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The advantage of the numerical integration method of obtaining the
orientation of the earth over the classical analytic method is the fact that
the angles obtained depend only on the initial conditions represented by six
constants. Consequently, only six parameters need be added to the param-
eters list if the values of precession and nutation elements obtained from
existing expressions are to be taken as variable quantities.
2.36 Computation of Distances between Points on the Earth and on the Moon.
In Figure 2.4, P is a station on the earth making distance measurements
to a moon point M. The geodetic coordinates of P are given by c\ A. and h.
The Cartesian coordinates of P in the ITVW system are given by
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^T -^Fag^
u"
V
\v
=
(N + h) cost? cos A
(N + h) cose" sin A
(N(l - e3) + h) sin<0
(2.1)
Earth
Figure 2.4. Laser Station (P) and Retroreflector (M)
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x«
y*
_z«
=
r cos b cos -t
r cos b sin I
r sin b
Similarly, we let I, b. r be the selenodetic coordinates of point M. Then
the Cartesian coordinates of M in the xyz system are given by
(2.2)
The geocentric Cartesian coordinates of the lunar center Xc, Yc, and Zc at
the epoch of observation is taken from any lunar ephemeris. In the deriva-
tions to be made here, it will be assumed that the XCQ, YCq, ZCQ coordinates
of the selenocenter is obtained from the latest numerically integrated lunar
ephemeris - the LE16. In this ephemeris, the coordinates are expressed in the
1950.0 mean equatorial system.
The coordinates of the laser station P can be expressed in the 1950.0
mean ecliptic coordinate system by applying a series of orthogonal trans-
formations [69]:
= R1(€o)P INTST
-
 p
_;rci. isso.o
U
V
W
(2. 3)
where P, N, S are 3 » 3 orthogonal transformation matrices as follows
P = Ra(-zO Raft) Rat-Co)
N = R!(-C- Ac) Ra(-A4)) Ri(e) (2.4)
S = Rai-xdlU-y,) RECAST).
The conventional orthogonal rotation matrices Ri(a), R2(a) and RS(O) are
often used (as in this case) to rotate a general system by angle a about the
axes X,Y,Z respectively. These matrices, consistent with a right handed
coordinate system are given by:
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Ri(or) =
1 0 0
0 cos or sin a
0 -sin« cos (V
"cos a 0 -sin a"
0 1 0
sin or 0 cos a
cos
-sin a
0
of sin a 0 ~~l
or cos or 0
0 i j
The parameters zu 6] and Co are the precession elements for the period between
1950.0 and the epoch of observation; Ac and &b are nutation in obliquity and
longitude respectively at the epoch of observation; c is the mean obliquity of the
equator of date; CAST represents the Greenwich Apparent Sidereal Time and
xp, yp are the polar motion parameters. c0 is the mean obliquity of the equator
at the epoch 1950.0. Equation 2.3 could be equivalently written as
"u"
V
W
EC1.136O. O
(2.5)
In a similar manner, the coordinates of lunar retroreflector (M) can
be expressed in the 1950.0 mean ecliptic system as follows:
Y* 1 =
—'Ccl.lSSIXO
*)
XM
(2.6)
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In equation (2.6), $, 9 and $are the Eulerian angles which define the
orientation of the selenodetic (x.y.z) coordinate system with respect to the
mean ecliptic system of date. The three angles have been treated in Section
2.34.
If
then equation (2.6) becomes
XT
ii(fe)PTRiK)Tl yM • (2.7)
u
 -
JEC1. 19BO.O
Since the geocentric mean equatorial (of 1950.0) coordinates of the lunar
center as obtained from the LE-16 or any other lunar ephemeris are given
by
the geocentric coordinates of the selenocenter, expressed in the mean
ecliptic 1950.0 system are given by
Eel.
c, (2.8)
where e0 as defined earlier, is the mean obliquity of the equator at 1950.0.
Thus, the topocentric coordinates of the lunar reflector (M), with the
laser station (P) at center are obtained.by considering Figure 2.5, as
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^x,,
topoc.
Xc
Yc
Zc
Eel.
(2.9)
EC1.1950.C
The topocentrlc coordinates of the moon point obtained by equation (2.9) are
expressed in the mean ecliptic coordinate system of 1950.0. It should be
noted, however, that since distances between two points are independent of
the coordinate system, the topocentric coordinates could have been expressed
in any coordinate system. The 1950.0 mean ecliptic coordinate system has
been chosen because it is a near-tnertlal coordinate system which will also be used
in the case of VLB! observations involving directions.
X
T (1950.0)
Figure 2.5. Topocentric Mean Ecliptic (1950.0) Coordinates
of Retroreflector (M).
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Into equation (2.9), we substitute expressions for
to obtain
and
Y«
Z.
tapec.
CQ
ZCQ
x«
y«
u
v
(V
(2. lOa)
r
sr,
-
which is fully expressed as
topoc
or,
Cp
u
W
(2. lOb)
i
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In vector form, equation (2.10) can be expressed as
XT = MIXCQ - M3Xp
where
(2. lOc)
(2.11)
X - is position vector, the subscripts indicating
T - moon point in a topocentric coordinate system
CQ - geocentric equatorial coordinates of moon's center
of mass
M - moon point in selenodetic coordinate system
P - earth observing station in average terrestrial coordinate system
MX, Ma, M3 are orthogonal transformation matrices for expressing
each position vector in a coordinate system parallel to that of the
1950.0 mean ecliptic system.
The rotation matrices in equation (2.5) were used in order to transform
from the average terrestrial system to the mean ecliptic system. It has been
explained in Section 2.35 that the orientation of the average terrestrial system
to the 1950.0 mean ecliptic system could be defined by a set of three Eulerian
angles - 0E, 4>E, and <&. If the three orientation angles are available, then
equation (2.5) can be written as
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Ta =
ite) Rat" *E)
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W
(2.12)
In a similar manner, the numerically obtained Eulerian angles for the
moon's orientation (see Section 2. 34) could define the orientation of the
selenodetic coordinate system to an inertial system such as the mean
ecliptic system of 1950. 0. Therefore equation (2. 7) could also be written
as
(2.14)
CC1.1903.O
where $0, 9«, *M are the numerically integrated moon's Eulerian angles
defining the oriencation of the selenodetic system with respect to an Inertial
system (in this case, the 1950.0 mean ecliptic system).
As an alternate expression to equations (2.10), equation (2.9) could be
expressed as follows:
v I iVXA I I •Xcq
I »•» m — I I «»
Yc,
U
V
W
(2. 15)
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Equations (2.10) express the topocentric coordinates of a moon point
at any epoch in terms of astronomical parameters in current usage in most
astronomical work. On the other hand, equation (2.15) gives the same
topocentric coordinates oi the moon, but expressed in terms of Eulerian
angles defining the orientation of the earth-fixed and the moon-fixed coor-
dinate systems with respect to the 1950.0 mean ecliptic coordinate system.
The distance from the earth point to the moon point is a function of 1j
the topocentric coordinates of the moon point as follows: •
j*' " \
|: D = (X£ + Y|, + Z^)6 (2.16) j
fr i
£;' where D is the distance aixi the X^, Ym. Z^ are topocentric coordinates of j
I' the lunar point at the epoch of observation given by any of equations (2.10) . j
?; J|$ or equivalently, equation (2.15). j
!'£ 2.4 Formulation of Observation Equations for Earth-Moon Distances
fl In Section (2.36) a set of equations have been derived, by which the dis-
-V|f. tance between any point on the earth and another point on the moon can be
I predicted for any epoch of observation. In general, the predicted and the
^ observed values of the distance will not be identical due to many factors.
£)' These include the fact that some or all of the parameters used in predicting
&: the distance may be inaccurately known, and the fact that the observed
|r distances themselves may suffer from systematic errors. In addition to the
fv common accidental observational errors.
•K In this section, the effect of small variations in the parameters on the
£••>
I?; calculated distance will be derived, which together with the differences In
&• observed and calculated values, could be used to correct Initial values of
fS the parameters. It IB asscmed here that the measured distances have been
P |
•^, • ;>!
v3 / -, -—
H ' . * . . i
'• " •- *' * * i*" «* ' **.-,r • - % ! - • -
- . *• - - :v-ff4 - - . ' . . . .
* '
corrected for all instrumental and other systematic errors (such as
atmospheric refraction). Consequently, no systematic error models are
introduced into the observation equations. Rather, the equations can serve
as a general model which can be used to adjust any type of distance observa-
tions from an earth point to a moon point if such observed ranges are freed
from systematic errors.
From equation (2.16), the distance equation can be written as ,
•{.
D = fi([XT!) (2.17) i{
where D is distance and [XT ] is column vector of topocentric coordinates \
of the lunar point. |
Also, from equation (2.10), if CAST = © |
[XT] = fa(€o.6,Co.0i.Zi. A^.&c, 6, Xf,yf,tj>,9,$, U.V.W, \
(2.18) j
XM v z 5C. Y Z \ ^
I
and if the parameters listed in equation (2.18) are represented by a column 3
C*
vector [xl, then \
[XT]=f3[x]. (2.19)
The mathematical structure represented by equation (2.17) with equation
(2.19) is of the type
I* = F(X.) (2.20)
where L, is a vector of the adjusted values of observed quantities, and X. «|
is the vector of adjusted values of parameters. The Taylor series lineari- >•
zation of (2.20) leads to the observation equations [94]
V = AX + L (2.21)
where
A
 ~ ale.
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Sf:
r
fs1
X = X, -X
L = I^-L
Lo= F(Xo)
(2.22)
and
XQ is the vector of initial values of parameters
1^ is the vector of observed values
V is the vector of residuals.
In this case, the design matrix [A] is given by:
. _ 3D an ftX, (2.23)
where D. x, XT are all column vectors. For each measured distance d,,
the ith row of matrix A is given by
adj frd, ?.
nK dXT 8
l-'rom equations (2.16) and (2.17),
fi(XT) = (X^ + Y^
Therefore
1
(2.24)
= D.
(2.25)
and
r
(2.26)
where n is the number of observations.
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In order to find ~T, it can be seen that the function fa in equation (2.18)
includes rotation matrices, which also have to be differentiated. Differ-
entials of rotation matrices are easily obtained through the use of special
skew matrices (hereafter referred to as Lucas matrices), whose properties
are such that when the skew matrix is either pre-multiplled or post-multi-
plied by a rotation matrix, the resulting matrix is the partial derivative of
the original rotation matrix [58],
Define:
LI =
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 - 1 0
•*- <•
— .
0 0 - 1
0 0 0
_1 0 0.
"o i o"
- 1 0 0
LO o o_
Then as an example, if Rn(o) represents a 3 « 3 rotation matrix, (n = 1,2,3),
R.(o) = Rn(o). L.
(2.27)
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Also, if
then
M = RB(o)
and
= LBM
Jj = R^L.R^Rjfr)
-|~ = Rs(or)R8O)R,(y)L3 = MLj.
ax.
(2.28)
The partial3 —-1 will now be derived from equation (2.10), for each
element of the x vector individually:
(1) For the mean obliquity of the equator at the epoch 1950.0, (f0):
axT
..
o (
+ P'Tl
XH
y«
ZM_
- If Iff
-Au \
V
w ,
or
OPOC.
(2. 29)
(2) For the mean obliquity of the equator of date (():
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j
I
i
i
t
1
I
1 T—1 = RI(€Q)
|
j
/
-PTLt ,
f
Ri(-e)Tj
k
1 (3) For the precessional elements
f
I
1 22l - ' f t * ! !| sCo •" Rl<eo)Ic
a
I
,PT
/
RI(-
L
~x«~
y*
.
z
"_
-NTST
-u-i
V
.
w
.
•*
rt
-P'N'LiS' V (!>.30)
j LV
/
Co, 9i. and zt:
f)TtT
-XT
y*
_
z
«_
-^s'
r -,\
Ul
V (2.31)
_W J /
t {
\ ^ = -Ri{«o)Ra(Co) L8 Ra (-^JRst2!
V
!-'
:
|
t
1
2Xi
 = R {e)PTI R(-f)TidZi 1( °; 3 . l
•
\
(4) For the nutation in obliquity and lo
.
.
. i
; •*. «*•
jv .
r
^ = -R^0)PT
and
•^^ = -Rj(Co)PTRif-f]
/
) R ,
\
~XH~
ngitu
NT1
LoR:
ee)1\
"x.
y*
i - r « A ii •
-tfS1 V j(2.32) !;
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(5) For the moon's Eulerian angles, 9, i/>, and *:
y« (2. 36)
dXT
and
dXT
y» (2. 37)
(2. 38)
(6) For the coordinates of the true pole xp, yp and the Greenwich Apparent
Sidereal Time ©:
dX,
dx. = -R1(e0)P
TNTSTLa
U
W
= -Ri(€o)PTNTR3(-e)LlR;(yP)R2(xp)
U
V
W
(2. 39)
(2.40)
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(7) In order to find the partials with respect to the coordinates (of earth
point, moon point and moon's center), let the column vectors X.Q, X,, and
Xp be given as (see equation (2.10)):
If
fvl1 •Kcp
XCQ = !YCQ
!"ZCQ
X* =
x»
y*
ZM
I = identity matrix =
t Xp ~
~ u ~
V
_ \v_
~1 0 0~
0 1 0
0 0 1
then
= Ri(fo)- I -
Similarly,
and
= -Ri(fc)P
(2.42)
(2.43)
(2.44)
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Each of equations (2.42) to (2.44) is a ? x 3 matrix, with the three columns
representing the three coordinates (of selenocenter, lunar point and earth
station), while the rows represent the three topocentric coordinates of the
lunar point.
In using measured laser distances as observed quantities it will be
impracticable to use some of the parameters that have so far been used in
finding the partials represented by equations (2.29) to (2.44) due to one
main reason. Some parameters, in their present form, change from epoch
to epoch and the total number of parameters to be solved for will always be
larger than the number of observations. Such parameters that vary with time
include the precessional elements, the mean obliquity of the equator of date,
nutation in obliquity and longitude, the Greenwich Apparent Sidereal Time,
the Eulerian angles of the moon and the geocentric coordinates of the seleno-
center. It is therefore necessary to express these variable parameters as
functions of time or like arguments, and to regard the coefficients of these
arguments as the parameters. '
Suppose a variable parameter, q can be expressed as afunction of time:
i.e.
where
q = go + &t + g2t2 + • • - + gnt°
q = f(G,t)
G is a column vector of coefficients go, gi
and t is some time unit, or similar argument.
axT = ax,
dG dq '
Each variable parameter will now be considered.
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Then
rI The Mean Obliquity of the Equator of Date.
An expression for the mean obliquity of the equator of date (e) is given
by F65]:
( = 23? 4522944 - 0? 013012501 - 0? 1638889 x 10~sts + 0? 5027778 * iff6!?
or
e = SQ + ait + aat8 + % ts
where t is in tropical centuries from 1900. 0
=
• • a3]T *€ " d^ • • • a,]1
and
,T= [i : t : t2 : t3].V •
If the variable parameter e is then replaced by the coefficients SQ, alt a^ 83,
then equation (2. 30) is replaced by
•«••«
where T—* is a column vector given by equation (2.30). The right hand side of
O €
equation (2.45) is a 5 x 3 matrix which will have to be pre-multiplied by equa-
j tion (2.25) so as to obtain a row vector that represents the partials of the
I lunar distance with respect to the coefficient an, ••• 83, i.e.,i - '•I • - . . - .
adi _ ad. axT a c ° . •
oTao,•••a3] I~ aXj dc arao.••• a,!' * , (2.46)
* .* '
The Precessional Elements. '- 't- •
~" N. C .-
The expressions for the precessional elements are given t^ [ 65]:
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I*»-
i;;
f>.
Co = 2304" 9516651 + O."302165t3 + O.'oiSt3
0! = 2004?258257t - O."426885ts - O."0418t3
Zi = 2304."95l615t + l."095195t? + O."01832t?
where t represents the elapsed time since the reference epoch of
1950.0, in tropical centuries. The above equations can be written, in
matrix form as
Co = BjT*
0! = B^T*
where 3, BS are column vectors of coefficients and
rt
T* = t3
e
Thus,
= ft | t2 j t3] = T*T (i.e. T* transposed)
and
Similarly,
axT (2.47)
(2.48)
(2.49)
45
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From equations (2.47), (2.48),(2.49} and (2.25) the partials of the distance with
"respect to BI, 63 and B, can be obtained in a manner similar to equation
•.(2.46).-, \ ; . - • , ; ; • ••• _' ; " . ;• V ' .V . . . '•' . - ; : - '" . /. ..
The Nutational Parameters. ^ .
When considering the nutational parameters Ac and &$, the situation
is more complicated. The series normally, used in calculating Ac and A0
for each epoch contain some 40 terms for Ac of which 24 terms are of
short period and 69 terms for A$ including 46 short periodic terms [65].
To Include all the 109 coefficients as parameters in a general adjustment
model not confined to solving for only the earth's precessional and nutational
terms would necessitate a large number of observations as well as increase
greatly the dimensions of the resulting normal matrix. Moreover, the
argument in each of the terms of the nutation series is a combination of
trigonometric functions of the five so-called "mean longitudes" (of the sun's
perigee, the mcon's perigee, sun, moon's node and the moon). The'"-mean
longitudes" are also calculated as functions of time (see [65]). The coefficients
of the terms in the expressions for the mean angles could therefore be also
treated as variables. '• > " . ; ' • - - - • ' • "?-.A:' ' .'/.•.'£.'}'?.?:-."•'. ''•'. • . ' ' ' •"•• • :- , • " . ' ' •
There are two possible ways in which the problem of the large number
of parameters can be avoided. In the first alternative, the mean longitudes
can be regarded as constants, while only a few of the coefficients of the argu-
ments in the nutation series are included as parameters. The other coeffi-
cients will have to be held fixed. The choice of the coefficients to be included
H3 parameters is more or less arbitrary, but should include coefficients of
both short and long periodic terms. The second way is to replace the orienta-
l-ion of the earth-fixed coordinate system with respect to an inertia! system
by the three Eulerian angles mentioned earlier, thereby combining the effects
of luni-solar precession, nutation and planetary precession. In this case, the
angles can be integrated numerically and the number of parameters is reduced
Ife
\
to only the six initial conditions for the three second order equations of motion '
(see Chapter 4). Expressions for both methods will be given here. ;
s
Let the series expressions for Ae and Alb be given as •
i
A € = S Jt G, .j1=1 . ;
69
Aft = S K,Q.1=1
where
J,, Kt are numerical coefficients
Glt Q! are arguments (functions of the "mean angles").
&</>* = S K t Q ,
I.|v Then
where
J, K are column vectors of dimension n and m respectively
and G, Q are column vectors of dimension n and m respectively.
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Also, suppose only n and m coefficients are to be regarded as parameters |
from &e and 6$ respectively, such that the reduced expressions are j
1
= EJ .G,
Thus
dx, ax. (2
-
50)
Equations (2.50) and (2.51) can be used together with equations (2.34),
(2.35) and equation (2.25) to find 'he partials of the measured distance d,
with respect to the nutation parameters. The equations for the partials, }
when Eulerian angles are used will be considered later in this chapter. ,
I
The Mocn'a Eulerian Angles. }
The moan's Eulerian angles 9, $ and $ are conventionally computed i
through the equations given in Section 2.34. Here, the mean angles L, Q j
and I can be regarded as exact while the libration angles T, o and p are )\
variable parameters. Hence, from the expressions for ft, $ and 4
dx,
 = dxT a$
dT d* dT I
O^ O U) oO^ OW oCT
oXT _ OXj o 9
dp ~ d6 "dp '
However, since T, (T and p are calculated through series expressions, the j
partials of XT with respect to the parameters in the series expressions are
the required partials. The situation here is similar to that of nutation
elements. The expressions for T, a and p contain 18, 11 and 11 terms respec-
tively [65]. Some or all of the 40 fixed coefficients can be regarded as param-
eters if the arguments are regarded as known, or if numerically integrated Eulerian
i
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angles are used, the six initial values of the integration are the only param-
eters that need be considered.
The physical libration in node, inclination and longitude have the respective
forms:
Ij where
'ff S, H, U are the column vector matrices of arguments.
^ Furthermore, the mean inclination I can be regarded as a parameter, hence
iff
&' M - v>. e /o =41| .
 dl  * S (2.54,
|,^ "' and from Section 2. 34
§ If '- l- <2'55>
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1 "
a = 7 S Et s, !1
 1=1 . i
I
p = £ F, H,
1=1
18
T = S G, U,1=1
where Elt F, and G, are constants, S,, H, and Uj are sine functions of com-
binations of the Delauny variables and I is the mean inclination. Thus, if E,
F, and G represent the column vector of parameters (related to physical libration
angles ) to be adjusted, then
- t
<2-53>
Thus,
axT _ ax, a4» ^r
dG &«S> ' dT " 9G
ax,
a*
axT _ axr ae ap
ap ~ as ' dp ' ar
and
a x T = a x T M H . . . .
ai as ' ai a* ' a ' ai
Noting from the expressions for the moon's Eulerian angles given in Section
2.34 mat
a &
 = a j > = £ l = M = 1
ar aa dp ai
and
a* _ .
"aV""1'
the above equations can be written as:
3Xr dXT dT
aG 3* 'dQ (2.56)
axT SXT do. dxT ao
dE ~ a^ ' oE ~ a« 'dE (2.57)
. S-^ ' f r
and
3£.
 = aXj.a^.Ss + ^ i.asr 59
ai ae a* ai a^ ai l '
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Equations (2.56) to (2.59) can be evaluated because expressions for the
partials appearing on the right hand side of the equations have already been
given. The size of the matrix obtained from equations (2.56), (2.57) and
(2.58) remain 3 * n, 3 * m and 3 * t where n, m and -t are the number of
parameters represented by the row vectors E, F and G respectively. Stmi-
larly, the result of equation (2.59) is a 3 s 1 matrix. These equations are
to be used together with equation (2.25) to find the partials of the measured
distance d, with respect to these physical Iteration parameters.
The GAST
' !
The Greenwich Apparent Sidereal Time (0) is given by (eee [69]): j
• \
©== UT+6h38B45:836 + 8,640,184/5421,, + 0!0929tf + Atf cose (2.60) |
I
where t^ is the number of Julian centuries of 36525 mean solar days since |
1900 Jan. 0.5UT. UT (Universal Time) is the UT1 epoch of observation, i
^ '
the next three terms gives the Mean Sidereal Time (MST) at C^DT, and )
(
the last term is generally referred to as the equation of the equinox. A$ is !
the natation in longitude and e is the true obliquity of the equator of date. J
Each UT1 time of observatio •> cannot be taken as a parameter, since
this will always Introduce one more parameter to the system each time an
observation is made. However, general time correctioms (clock offset error)
^^ca£t bs found for fairly ahert spans of time. If UTl* Is the chronometer
ttee ef ebservatton, and ^ T is the "regional" correction to UT1* in order to
obtain the correct UT1, then
UT1 = UT1* + AT.
Together with equation (2.60)
61
ff
i,
5-
,*•.
£»"
t-gs.
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If equation (2.60) is rewritten as
0 = UT1 + B*T + A# cos €,
then
dB
where
T =
It follows therefore, that
axT
and
, and B =
BO
axT ae
ae ' ae
axT ae
ae
(2.
(2.62)
—-* i^ given by equation (2.41), and . Jf1 can be obtained using equation
a@ oiir.ots
(2.25) as demonstrated earlier.
Since the "variable" parameters £$ and e are also used in computing
the value of 6, equations (2.51) and (2.46) can be modified by adding
respectively the expressions:
aXj
aK
axT
a6 a£^ ae
. axT . a©
a©
(2.63)
(2.64)
St-Ci
t£
•--£o»
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The first part of equations (2.63) and (2.64) are given by equations (2.51) .-
and (2.46). From equation (2.60) v
ae j
W> ' C03€ I
&©
 A, , ^
-— = -Aib sin c. ide 1
Coordinates of the True Pole
The coordinates xp, yp of the true celestial pole (with reference to the CIO
In practice, since AI/J cos e is a small quantity, the equation of the equinox
contribution to 6 can be regarded as errorless and if this is so, it is not ;
(
r necessary to use equations (2.63) and (2.64) in place of equations (2.51) ;
£. and (2.46) respectiv >ly. ?
'?- '
*-*
•(••;• . - - • - I
V; pole) are traditionally determined from the analysis of continuous latitude j
|y. and/or longitude observations at permanent observatories. Two agencies — j
•if the International Polar Motion Service (IPMS) and the Bureau Internationa! |
-— I!' de 1'Heure (BIH)-use the variation of latitude and/or longitude values at these j
i:*'* *|T\ observatories in determining the motion of the pole. The IPMS uses primarily i
£. five stations located near a single parallel of latitude, while the other stations \
r:- participate primarily in the Bffl program.
The coordinates of the true pole are published by both the IPMS and the
BIH. The final coordinates are given by IPMS at intervals of 0.05 year
(18.25 days) but published two years in arreas. The BIH final coordinates
are given at intervals of five days and are generally available one ironth
in arrears.
To date, the theory of polar motion is only approximately known.
|,V There are no existing mathematical functions which can be used to calculate
I
. -
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the position of the true pole at any epoch such as those that have already
been given for other parameters. However, coordinates of the true pole —
XPI yf — cannot be regarded directly as parameters as was noted above.
Hence, corrections to known values of Xp, yp will have to be assumed con-
stant for a short length of time (such as five days), or alternatively, the
corrections can be obtained in another way.
Recently, polar motion have been obtained from residuals of Doppler
satellite observations by J. Anderle and Beuglass of the U.S. Naval Weapons
Laboratory [8]. In a similar manner, corrections to the values of Xp,yp
used in predicting laser distances can be obtained by analysing the residuals
of the measured distances after adjustments.
The Geocentric Position of the Selenocenter
The position of the moon's center of mass given by XCQ, YCq, ZCQ are,
like other variable parameters considered above, computed for each epoch.
For this purpose, a lunar ephemeris, analytical or numerical, has to be
used. The lunar ephemerij with the smallest estimated uncertainties is j
the JPL LE16 which is estimated to have uncertainties of 100-150 meters J
in position and 50 meters in range. The laser ranges are expected to be :
at least one or two orders of magnitude better in precision than the best I
i -
ephemeris. It is therefore improper to use any of the existing lunar J
ephemerides in the prediction equation without allowing for the systematic 1
errors in the ephemeris used. 1
In order to take care of the systematic errors in the existing lunar f
ephemeris, such as the numerically integral . LE16, an empirical model \I
can be used in the observation equations, who?; dole purpose would be to |
absorb the systematic errors in the ephemeris. This will not necessarily
lead to an "improved" lunar ephemeris, but will prevent the distortion of
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the adjustment due to systematic errors of the ephemeris. Such an
empirical model can be a harmonic series, with fixed coefficients and
arguments which are linear functions of time, or a general polynominal,
the degree of which will depend on some pre-set conditions on the analysis
of variance obtained in the adjustment.
Such a harmonic series can be of the form:
S MI cos(j3,t + b,)-
i
Thus, the "true" geocentric coordinates of the selenocenter that will be
used in the distance prediction equation as well as in the adjustment model
can be of the form:
3,'t + b,*)
3,"t + b,')
E tf C03(#t + b,Z)
J —1
If a polynomial is used to model the systematic errors in the ephemeris,
the "true" geocentric coordinates of the moon wili become
"x*l [GO* * Ci"t + Ca't3 +
C0V + Cjrt
^ + Cit + Cat* + "_i
Depending on which model is used, the coefficients fi,, 0lf b, or Ct become
part of the parameters to be solved for in the adjustment.
The Geodetic Coordinates
Equation (2.44) gives the partials of the topocentric coordinates of the
C2Yta + •••
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moon poin* with respect to the U, V,W (geodetic) Cartesian coordinates of
the laser station. The U.V.W coordinates are functions of the geodetic
coordinates flp, X, h) of the earth point and the parameters of :he ellipsoid
(a, f) (see equation (2.1)). Optionally, if the position of the earth point is
defined In an absolute geodetic system, one can regard o, X, h, a, f as param-
eters In place of the Cartesian coordinates. Consequently, equation (2.44) will be
replaced by the following equations:
e*
" i
ax, _
dX
axt
dh
da
and
-(M •*• h) sine? cosX
-(M + h) sin 0 sin X
(M + h) cos CJ _
-(N + h) cos o sinT
(N + h) coso cosX
0
cos (0 cos X
cos (0 sin X
CO3Q COS X
W
coso sin X
W
(1-e8) sin o
W
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(2.65)
(2.66)
(2.67)
(2.68)
«*Be=^«s«^^ raas=s3i^ ^
axt
Sf = -Rl(f0)l'N
TS'•Tr,T
"a(l-f)sin3<fl cosocosX'
W3
afl-Qsin^g cosco sinX
W3
(M sina(0-2N)(l-f)sin<p
(2.69)
where
M =
 w*
and a, e, f are raspestively the semimajor axis, eccentricity and flattening
of the ellipsoid.
The above equations (2.65) to (2.69) are valid only when the U, V,W
coordinates are expressed in the "absolute" geodetic ("average" terrestrial)
coordinate system. In many instances, coordinates of earth stations are
expressed in a "relative" geodetic coordinate system, using any of the
conventional reference ellipsoids as the reference figure for the earth. The
reference ellipsoid used may not be centered at the geocenter, and the
Cartesian axes of such a "relative" system may not be oriented parallel to
the axes of the "average" terrestrial coordinate system. If the relative geodetic
(curvillinear) coordinates of the earth station is <p, T, and E, and the param-
eters of the reference ellipsoid are .a" and T, then the "relative" Cartesian
coordinates u, v,w are also given by equation (2.1) provided 0, X, h, N and e"
are substituted for cp, A, h N and e respectively. A general relationship
between the "average" terrestrial and the "relative" geodetic coordinates of
a point are given by (see [68]):
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U u ~j f6 <po "6 A0 "A u
V = • v j + A S A o + B f l t o + s A v (2.70)
* X
_wj LWJ u? noj LP T*?J LA w_
where:
A u u - UQ
A v = v - v0 ,
_A w_ [_w - wfl
sin 0o cos To sin \o -coscpo cos AO
A = sincpo sin Xo -cos A~0 -cos<5o sin A^j i
-cos<£>o 0 -stncpo _
sin<ft>Av-cos<ft)SinXo Aw 'cos<ObAw • -cos<DoAv- sin<posinAoAw
_ _ __ ' _ i ^ _ __
': B = -sin^Au + coscbcosAoAw ' sinAoAw , costpoAu + sinipoCOsAoAw
; cos^t)SinAoAu-cos<ft)CosAoAv cosAoAu + sinAoAv sinc^sinAoAu-sincbCOsAoAv
i
i 6 «b 5o - (Obti _
j 0 AO = AO " AO
l 5 ho ho - ho
|
{ 6 AO is the error in azimuth of the relative system
I 6 ^0 is the error in tilt of the system in the meridian plane
f 6 T)O is the error in tilt in the prime vertical plane
s
I' and
i s is a scale factor.
!•
1. It should also be noted that &po and 6Ao should be expressed in linear units.
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All the variables with zero subscripts denote the values of these variables
at the origin of the relative geodetic system.
If equation (2.70) is now substituted in any of the equations (2.10),
the topocentric coordinates of the moon point (XT) will be obtained. Also,
in equation (2.70), seven transformation parameters (&PQ, 6X0, 6ko> 6A<>, 6£o»
OTfc and s) have been introduced in addition to the "relative" geodetic coordi-
nates and the parameters of the reference ellipsoid. The partials of XT with
respect to ip, T, E, "a and 7 are given by equations (2.65) to (2.59), provided
the relative quantities (with bar) are substituted for their absolute counter-
parts. Taking the partials of XT with respect to the seven transformation
parameters we obtain:
-1*^d
6X0
-Ri(Co)P NTSTA (2.71)
a XT
^ R A.T ~ ~Rlj (2.72)
-Ri(Cc)PTNTS(Tw oT
Au
(2.73)
The above three equations ca-,i be used with equation (2.65) to (2.69)
Instead of equation (2.44) if it is desired to obtain corrections to the relative
geodetic coordinates of the earth station, the parameters of the (relative)
reference ellipsoio as well aa the seven transformation parameters.
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. s,
The Selenodettc Coordinates
'-.s in the case of the geodetic coordinates, the Cartesian coordinates of
the moon point (XM, jfo, ZH) arj functions of the spherical coordinates (I, b, r)
of the lunar point (see equation (2.2)). Equations for obtaining partials
for the x«, yM, ZM coordinates have been given in equation (2.43). If, however,
the spherical coordinates b, I, r replace xm yM and ZH as parameters, then
the following equations replace equation (2.43):
or
rsinb cost
-rsinb sint
r cosb
-r cosb sin-t
r cosb cost
0
cosb coat
cosb sin<C
sinb
(2.74)
(2.75)
(2.76)
2.5 Observation Equations when Orientation Angles
are Obtained t* rough Numerical Integration Process
The idea of obtaining the moon's Eulerian angles through numerical
integration of the equations of motion have been discussed in Section 2.34.
Also, it has been suggested in Section 2.35 that the conventional precession,
nutation and the Greenwich hour angle of the vernal equinox can be replaced
by three (Eulerian) angles, which can also be obtained by numerical inte-
gration. The numerical integration procedure for obtaining these earth
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Eulerian angles is outlined in Chapter 4 of this work .
If
and
EE = [eE : 4>E '; *Ei
E, = [9H ; !/>„ I *„!
respectively represent the orientation angles of the earth's UVW and the
moon's xyz axes (fixed to the bodies) with respect to an inertial system (such
as the mean ecliptic coordinate system of 1950.0), then the topocentric
coordinates of the moon point is given by equation (2.15):
i" - r i
x
"
YK : YCQ; + PB
topoc.
; v i (2.77)
w
where P* PE are 3x3 orthogonal matrices given by:
The predicted distance from an earth station to a moon point is computed from
equation (2. 16):
The matrix of partials (design matrix A) will be different from those
already derived in Section 2. 4, since the parameters are different from
those listed in equation (2.18). In analogy to equation (2. 18)
(2.78)
In addition, since the Eulerian angles are obtained from integration,
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I n
Eg] (2.79)
and
: iS.o: E?] (2.80)
where superscript o denotes that the quantities are the values of the
orientation angles, and their time derivatives at a starting epoch (initial
conditions). By differentiating equation (2.77), the following partial differen-
tials are obtained:
ax.
C(J (2.81)
F« (2.82)
(2.83)
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The variable parameters (9M, • • • , 4>E) will have to be replaced by the 12
Initial conditions In equations (2. 79) and (2. 80). If
Then
QXT bX ,
S: ESI (2'90)
where — T is a 3 n 3 matrix of partials whose columns are given by equations
oEH
(2. 82) to (2. 84). Similarly for [E? • Efl.
ax
A^T i 'Also, rr* Is a 3 * 3 matrix of partials, whose columns are given by equations ? j
5 :
(2.86) to (2.88). Each of the expressions , a ."-a-i and r g .f ry. is a I ;i
3*6 matrix which forms part of a matrix, usually referred to as the state | ].
transition matrix f 9 ]. This matrix describes the transition of a differential
variation of the Initial epoch conditions from the initial epoch to, to time t.
The matrix can be obtained along with the integrated orientation angles by
methods which are described in Chapter 4.
The partials of the laser distances with respect to each of the parameters
considered in this section can be obtained in the same way as was done in
Section 2.4 through the relationship given by equation (2.23)
BD ^ an axt
A v a V > vO ft OAf OX
where D represent the distances, XT moon point tcpocentric coordinates and
x the parameters.
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2.6 Surmrary
In this chapter, one of the new observational systems which could be used
to improve selenodetic control has been considered. A brief description of
the laser ranging systems was given and equations relating ranges between
an earth point and a moon point to astronomical, geodetic and selenodetic
parameters \vere derived. The range equations are valid for laser ranges
as well as any other kind of ranges made between a station on the earth and
a moon point.
The range equations were differentiated for the formation of observation
equations which can be used with lunar range measurements in an adjustment
model to obtain corrections to approximate values of the parameters involved.
In deriving the observation equations, observed ranges are assumed to
be corrected for atmospheric, instrumental and other systematic errors.
In Appendix B, the effect of the atmosphere on observed laser ranges Is
briefly discussed.
The range equations can be used in predicting laser lunar ranges for
real observations, and can also be used to simulate observational data for
experimental adjustments as was done in Chapter 5 of this work.
3 APPLICATION OF THE VLSI TO SELENODETIC CONTROL
f 3.1 Introduction.
I
j- Radio Interferometry began in 1346,when McCready et al., used an inter-
i, ferometer for solar observation {17]. Later in the same year, the
C two-element interferometer also came into use at Cambridge. Radio
> interferometry rapidly developed thereafter with longer baseline obser-
,': vations, but the maximum length of baseline was limited. The conventional
? Interferometry used superheterodyne receivers at each terminal. A
^ common local oscillator signal had to be transported across the baseline
1; by means of a cable connecting the two terminals. Over longer distances,
fr the operations were managed across the baseline by using a radio link
£ containing two repeater stations. The length of baselines for conventional
& interferometry hardly exceeded 130km.
<£_
iv The development of atomic frequency and time standards found a
;' useful application in radio interferometry. Using independent atomic
| standard oscillators, all real-time interconnections between the two inter-
ferometer stations could be eliminated. The interferometer signals from ,'
each telescope are independently recorded on a magnetic tape along with ] j
time, and the tapes are later brought together for processing. This tech-
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&
*: nique of "atomic-clock" interferometry or "independent clock" interferometry .,
Vi
'?. (with local freqcncy standards and tape recorders replacing microwave links
f"1 . '
f{ or cable intercouuections) is now known as Very Long Baseline Interferometry ^
F fVLBI).
With the VLBI. resolution of distant radio sources with angular *
•f.
diameter of 0"0006 has been achieved. This compares with a resolution ->
3
of •§• minute of arc achievable by the largest reflectors, which is roughly the -"
same as the limit for the unaided human eye [16]. The angular resolving power ,|
of a radio interferometer system is given by <
A *'
a = ± (3.1) 1
where |
.ji
a is the angular resolution in radians :s
j
A fs the wavelength at which the antennas operate |
and I
d is the length of the baseline. |
a
It is therefore necessary to know the length of the interferometer baseline J
in order to determine the size or position of the radio sources. J
The inverse problem is of more importance to geodesists. If the g
•*!»
coordinates of point radio sources are available, then the baseline param- jj
eters of the interferometer system can be determined.
Many possible applications of the VLBI in geodesy and geophysics have
been suggested by various scientists in recent years. Such areas of appli-
cation Include geodetic ties between continents, continental drift, deter- -^
;f
mination of precession, nutation and the earth's rotation rate, satellite i|
tracking, navigation and time synchronization. In this chapter, the J
possibility of using the VLBI for determining station positions on the earth ,-'J>
and on the moon will be investigated. The relative position of a lunar
 ;-jf
•*f'3
station to an earth station at any instant is a mathematical function of other if
"?iS
parameters apart from the geocentric and selenocentric positions of the -'-
earth station and the lunar station respectively. Consequently an updated
knowledge of these parameters can be expected when the VLBI is used
for earth and moon position determination.
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It is envisaged that the establishment of radio antennas on the moon
in the future is a possibility, notwithstanding present technological llmtta-
tiona. Consequently, the studies in this chapter include interferometric
systems made up of earth-to-earth, moon-to-moon and earth-to-moon
baselines.
In the next section, the basic operating principles of an interferometer
system will be given. An attempt has been made to make this brief descrip-
tion as non-technical as possible. Its presentation in this chapter should
point out the type of observations to be expected from the VLBI, thereby
making the rest of this chapter more easily understood.
3.2 Basic Operating Principles of the VLBI.
An Interferometer is an apparatus for measuring the phase difference
between simultaneously received electromagnetic radiation at two stations
from a distant source. Alternatively, the elapsed time between
the arrival of any particular wave front at each of the two stations (time
delay) can be measured. The phase difference A p and the time delay r
are related by the equation
T = •=*- (3.2)
where
CD is the nominal frequency of the radiation.
The necessary equipment at each of the interferometer stations include
a radio antenna dish, a local oscillator and an atomic clock (both controlled
by a highly stable frequency standard such as a hydrogen maser frequency
standard generator). Also there should be at each station a mixer, a video
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converter, clipper, sampler and a tape recorder. These pieces of equip-
ment are schematically shown in Figure 3.1.
Terminal A Terminal B
Tape Drive
Tape Recorder
antenna
Video
Converter
VF
Clipper
Clock SamplerInterface
Loran C
Receiver
Tape Drive
Tape Recorder
Figure 3.1
Equipment for a VLBI Observing System
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The look-angle of the radio source (such as the quasar) at the desired
s time of observation is pre-computcd at each station and each radio antenna
I is steered to point toward the direction of the radio source. The receiver
I is also tuned to the desired operating frequency. A synchronizing circuit
! starts the recording of radio signals received and time, at a pre-set
!
epoch.
The received signal, whose central frequency is cu, is mixed with a
! local-oscillator produced frequency that is phase-locked. The resulting
I' frequency out of the mixer, known as the intermediate frequency (IF) is
passed on to a video converter. The video converter's job is to convert the
output signal into a low-frequency signal, suitable for 1-bit digital sampling
and recording. The IF signal is amplified, filtered and phase-coherently
converted in frequency to obtain a single sideband output signal whose
carrier frequency is zero. This output video band signal (limited to 480kHz by ••
available digital recorders) is then passed on to be clipped, sampled and '
recorded. -*
\
Clipping. ]
The received signal now converted to video band frequency is com- I
\ pletely random, a characteristic of the emitting natural radio sources such as the ;j
quasars. This signal is clipped "infinitely", thereby retaining the sign of \
the voltage received and dispensing with the magnitude (see Figure 3.2). ';
A correction can 'ater be applied to the correlator output to compensate for |
the error introduced by clipping the original wave form. The correction ?
to the correlation output according to the Van Vleck clipping theorem ? .
is computed as, [84]: .J
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R,(t) = sinf-J- R^t)"! (3.3) I
<-*- J j
$.1
where
R»(t) is the corrected signal
RT(t) is the raw output of the correlator
y(t) = 1. x(t) > 0
y(t) =-1, x(t) <0
v
I
—> time
recetved signal
(a)
clipped signal
Figure 3.2
Clipped Signal in Relation to the Received Signal
Sampling.
For the purpose of recording the clipped signal on a magnetic tape,
the sign of the signal is identified at a regular, spaced interval of time.
The sampling rate .3, in accordance wita the Nyquist theorem, equal to
twice the recording bandwith. Thus as an example, the National Radio
Astronomy Observatory (NRAO), which uses a bandwidth of 360 kHz, records
the data at 720 Kbits/sec. In addition to the clipped and sampled signal.
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time is also recorded at intervals of 0.2 sec. The recording of signals
and time can be done either on a video tape or on a digital tape. It is
more convenient to record on the video tape when sources are be jg ob-
served since a video tape can last many hours of observations, whereas
a digital tape can only record three to four minutes of data. If video tape
is used, it is necessary to re-record the data on a digital tape afterwards,
for digital computer use.
Data Processing;.
The data now on the digital tape consists of the clipped and sampled
signal with time, one tape for each of the two interferometer stations. The
processing of the tapes is done in two phases, namely:
(a) correlating the tapes
(b) obtaining the true delay.
The correlation of the tapes is done by a digital computer. For each record,
the bit streams are shifted relative to one another by an amount that corre-
sponds to the theoretically predicted geometric time delay. The predicted
time delay is a function of the baseline length d, and the angle 8 which the
baseline makes with the direction of the observed radio source, -; ?
(3.4)
where c is the velocity of light. The theoretical correlation function is
given by
R(T) = lim — PT x( t ) -x( t +
T-»o> ** iLt
(3.5)
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d
~A B
Figure 3.3 Basic Geometrical Relationships in Interferometry.
'I
- T
Clipped signal received at A
as function of time, starling
nltc.
received at D,
starling at I.. Note the shift of
signal at B \v. r. to A
Figure 3.4 Clipped Signal Received at Two Stations and Time Delay.
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In practice because of finite record length the function is given by numerically
integrating over N records, i. e.
"i
R'(T) = £ x(to + nAt) y(to + n/St + T) (3.6)
using a number of values for T centered around ihe predicted geometric
delay rg, and Nt (number of records over which integration is to be carried
out). Nj depends on many factors such as
(1) source strength
(2) antenna size
(3) system noise of receiver
(4) clock stability, i.e. phase stability of the frequency standard.
The first three items put a 'ower limit on the desirable integration time since
weaker sources demand more integration time, and so also do small antennas,
and receivers with high system noise. On the other hand, stability of the
clock used places a higher limit on the integration time because phase stability
must be maintained to high accuracy (1 part in 10U or better) within the inte-
gration interval.
The correlation function obtained is corrected for finite record length by
multiplying R'(T) by a weighting function w (T) which is chosen to satisfy the
following criteria:
w(0) = 1 (noimality)
W(-T) = w(r) (symmetry)
w(T)T^, = 0
where TD is the total length of the record. The last condition ensures that the
corrected function R*(T) is defined for all r. An example of such a weighting
function used in practice is given by the "Hanning" function T843:
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W(T)
, if IT |<T B
if H>T..
The weighted correlation function is plotted against time delays and a
sharp peak in the graph is an indication of good fringes.
In the plot of the correlation function versus time delays, the central
peak of the plot denotes the approximate position of the true delay on the
abscissa (see Figure 3.5). The exact peak is determined by fitting a
theoretical function to the plot of the correlation function. In a perfect
situation, the observed true delay (TO) should be the same as the predicted
geometric delay (T5). Any difference between these two time delays (TB - ij)
is due to errors in apriori knowledge of baseline parameters and other effects
such as clock offset error, differential refraction and instrumental delays.
2 '
I i
- i
11
• forri-lation. function plot
eu I've fit
rt - calculatwl delay
r, - observed delay.
* r. « 7 rt r» Tt i A T
Figure 3.5 Fringe Amplitude Plotted Against Time Delays.
The accuracy with which the time delay is measured depends on the receiver
bandwidth, among other factors. When a receiver is tcaed to a central frequency (4
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it receives a broad range of frequencies centered about to. The width of
this range depends on the receiver characteristics and if this bandwidth is
Au), then the accuracy of the delay measurement depends on the correlation
interval AT given by
*
T =£3^- <3'7)
I
Tliur the accuracy can be increased by narrowing the correlation Interval, j
i. e. Increasing the bandwidth. Although there are practical limitations on \
the bandwidth attainable with a receiver, the effective bandwidth can be '
made larger by sampling narrow band video signals from many widely ii
separated windows. This method la described in detail by Hinteregger [34]. j
a
3.3 Equations for the VLBI Measured Time Delays.
It. has been shown in the last section how the VLBI operates and that the
observed quantities of interest to geodesists is the difference in the time of
arrival at two separated antennas of a particular wavefront from a given
point source of radio radiation. This relative time delay (or phase delay)
is a function of the source direction, the antenna locations, the relative
clock error between the two sites and any other influences such as the j
differential atmospheric refraction. By expressing the measured time delay
as a function of the various parameters involved, and with sufficiently large
number of observations for each of the observed celestial radio sources, the
"best fit" values of the parameters can be estimated by weighted least-
squares analysis. I i
» i
In this section, expressions relating VLBI measured time delays to J
parameters which influence the measurements will be derived for different
" 1
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configurations of interferometer stations. The three basic configurations
envisaged are those VLBI observations involving:
(1) two stations on toe earth (earth-earth VLBI)
(2) two stations on the moon (moon-moon VLBI)
(3) one station each on the earth and on the moon (earth-moon VLBI).
Although the primary interest in this study is the investigation of applica-
tion of VLBI to selenodetic control, other parameters indirectly connected with
tha determination of coordinates of points on the moon will also be considered.
Thus, the case of the earth-earth VLBI will be treated even though selenodetic
control cannot be derived directly from the observations except in the case of
the earth stations observing an artificial radio source on tbe moon.
3.31 Earth-Earth VLBI Equations.
From Source
Figure 3.6 Earth-Earth VLBI Observation.
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Two radio antennas A and B situated on the earth have position vectors
-» -» •*pA and ft respectively. The inter-site vector D is given by
D = ft-PA . (3-8)
The position vectors of OA and ft can be obtained from the geodetic coordinates
of A$o», XA, fa,) and B&fe, XB. ba) as
pA = UAT + VAT + WAk
- » • » - » • »
ft = Uei + VBj + WBk
(3.9)
where
VA
WA
V8
LWeJ
(NA
cosXA"
cos <fl» sin XA (3.10)
+ ha) cos<Oa cos XB
+ ha) coscfe sin Xe (3.11)
and
N
Also, i, J,k are unit vectors along the U,V,W earth-fixed coordinate system.
Thus the vector O expressed in the U, V,W coordinate system is given by
D = d,J (3.12)
where
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(3.13)
Let s represent the unit vector from the radio source to the geocenter
Natural radio sources such as quasars are nt extragalactlc distances away,
-»
so that the geocentric parallax can be neglected. Thus, s also represents
the vector from the source to any point on the earth. The vector sis
obtainable from the catalog of radio sources which gives the celestial posi-
tions of the sources in a celestial coordinate system (usually the 1950.0
mean equatorial system). If the cataloged source position is do, 60. then the
components of the unit vector SQ expressed in the 1950.0 mean equatorial
Cartesian coordinate pystem is given by the direction numbers as
-cos 5o cos i
-cos 60 sin <
-sin bo
(3.14)
The true equatorial Cartesian coordinates of the source at the observation
epoch is obtained from SQ by applying precession and nutation.
CT
The delay T is a function of the baseline length d and the sourco direction
with respect to the baseline as
^ , c - light velocity.
c
The above equation would give the difference between the two times of
arrival (tg. t:) of the wavefront at B and A if station B remained stationary
during the interval (tg-tt). However, due to the change in the position of
B in the interval (is-t^, the true delay is
T = — ID- s] 1 i fr*' S (3.16)
c i v« i
-»
where PS is the velocity of site B in the same coordinate system in which
s and D are expressed.
The vectors D and s are two vectors in space, and their scalar (dot)
product would remain the same irrespective of the coordinate system in
which the components of the two vectors art expressed. It is only impor-
tant that the components of vectors be expressed in the same coordinate
system. For convenience, as well as for the desire to work in an inertia!
coordinate system, the 1950.0 mean equatorial coordinate system can be
-» -» -» -r
chosen. Thus, if s^ and D0 are the vectors D and s whose components are
expressed in the 1950.0 mean equatorial coordinate system, then
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Thus, if the vectors D and s arc expressed in the same system, then since
-.•
s is a unit vector,
T = -i-(D- s). (3.15) j j
.-T
•3
(3.17)
: i
~V '
-
and SQ is given by equation (3.14). [T] is a transformation matrix necessary
-» -*
to transform the D vector expressed in the UVW coordinate system to D0
vector expressed in the 1950.0 mean equatorial system (XYZ). Thus
FT] = P IN IS I
where P, N, S are 3*3 orthogonal transformation matrices, whose full express-
ions have been given earlier in Chapter 2. Equation (3.17) can now be written as
Do = [PTNTST]D. (3.18)
In a similar manner, the vector fa (in equation (3. 9) can be expressed
in the 1950.0 mean equatorial coordinate system:
A,0 = rPTNTST]A».. (3.19)
-»
In equation (3. 16), the rate of change of the vector PBO with respect to
time is required. Rewriting equation (3. 19) by substituting expressions
for ST, N7 and PT,
. (3.20)
Differentiating equation (3. 20) with respect to time:
a R3 (-6l)R3(zl)NTST)
(ZiPTLoNTST) - i PT LI NT Sf) + (f PTNTL,ST) +
(3.21)
In the expression for PBO, the subscripted L matrices are the Lucas matrices
defined in Chapter 2. The dotted quantities are the rate of change of those
(3.22)
- » - »
vaj + vak
where
- > - » - »
i, j, k now represent unit vectors along the X,Y,Z axes that
define the 1950. 0 mean equatorial Cartesian coordinate
system.
Then equation (3. 16) can be written as
c-T - (Dl3l + Dfes, + Wl +(v.s^v^+^. (3. 23)
quantities which can be obtained by differentiating the expression for each
quantity with respect to time. Analytical expressions as functions of time
do exist for each of the dotted quantities except for x, and yp, whose values,
though . small, can be calculated from tabulated x? and yf values.
The pa vector, expressed in a geodetic UVW coordinate system, is invariant i
with time. i
If the vectors Db, SQ and ^0 have been evaluated from their equations •
. . 1
given above, let
Equation (3.23) represents the prediction equation for the measured
time delay for VLBI observations involving two stations which are located
on the earth's surface. The predicted values are compared with the
observed values and the differences can be used in an adjustment process
to correct the parameters which implicitly appear on the right hand side of
equation (3.23).
Alternate expressions for the equations for the two vectors D0 and
PBQ can be derived by considering that the orientation of the UVW coordinate
system with respect to an inertlal system is equivalent to three Eulerian
82 . •• ' / ' . . - • - ' . : : - ' ; '
\
i1
(orientation) angles at observation epoch. This concept, and ho\v to obtain
the orientation angles and their time rates i-= given in Chapter 4 of this work.
Let 9, <l> and <t define the orientation of the UV\V coordinate system
»vith respect to the mean ecliptic coordinate system of 1950.0. Then, the
_^
vector DO is given by
(3.24)
'?.'• where
'i- T - K.-,(4)K.(-9,K< u)
r.;.
i- Co is the mean obliquity of thr equator at 1950,0.
: Similarly,
I'
fc OBO - rRieco)RaeJ)Ki(^R->(-4)?P9 = r«i(eo)T:lA (3.25) -
v . .
Differentiating equation (:t. 25) with respect to time
(3.26)
v. Since ji, 9 and 4 are obtained from numerical integration as well as 9, it and
£ -r -t|: *. the equations for Do vector and &,0 vector can be evaluated. The predicted
f1'
fe- time delay can then be evaluated from equation (:;.2.3).
&, Observation Equations for Earth-Earth VLDI.
r 3
r- In order to use the differences between the predicted and the observed •«
? time delays in improving the present knowledge of the parameters involved in
fe~ VLBI observations, it Is necessary to derive the par t ia l derivatives of the
 g
H' time delay with respect to the parameters. The- paramci s involved arc .y
j," the station coordinates, the positions of the sources, t' precessional clc—
Q ments, nutation and polar motion parameters and the •'"vieh apparent
,;.; sidereal time. Alternatively, the Eulerian angles 9. t :tn be
-]
as parameters, in addition to the positions of the statioi. ;md radi sources. "
The equation for the predicted time delay (equation (3. 23)) can be written,
fc
i>*. - _ ,
in matrix notation, as
r - (D1 s v1 s)
where
DO = D =
D3
So = S = |
and
V3
The partials of r in equation (3.27) are givsn hy
TIs J3D c c
fr • r to'} * ifo>'«") * (v'so')i
f - i r ' » f l
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(3.27)
(3.28)
(3.29)
(3.30)
I" J
.&
'1
i,.i
:^
? --,- ^
11
v$
r;>,s>5S£3j^ ^
Each of the above equations for partials results in a 1 » 3 row matrix. The
elements of the matrices D, s, v are functions of parameters, and the
matrices will have to be differentiated with respect to these parameters.
Hence if the parameter list is represented by vector X, i.e.
D •-- f, (x)
s = f2(x)
v = MX).
Then
oT _ 21 ^
oX f>D oX
or ^s f\r ov
os ox
(3.31)
where the partials —, — and — arc obtained bv differentiating expressions;>x ox ^x • 6i-
for D, s, and v.
From equation (.'{. 14)
s =
-cos $o cos c/o
-cos 50 sin a0
-sin 60
Hence
as
sin 60 cos a0
sin 5o sin fto
-cos 60
(3. 32)
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as
cos 5O sin «o
-cos 50 cos Of,.
0
ii»
so that — . T^— are obtained using equation (3. 31).
OJo Oflfo
From equations (3.18) and (3.13),
(3. 33)
D =
Henco
-r£ = I«PTNTST
4.
d,
dv
(3. 34)
(3. 35)
•?fi = P'loN'S' (3.36)
d.
Pr.V:L.S* (3. 37)
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""•xl
dP
dAtf
d PTNTLiST
jaP _ rJ^T OT
^0 - -PN I^S
"d,
dv
dv
d, (3. 38)
(3. :i
(3.40)
JD
dy,,
Since
dXp
d,
d.
UB
V8
We
IV
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(3.41)
(3. 42)
• .<-y-•*•>-•-:-,--
ao
VA
= -P rN'ST (3.43a)
UB
= PTNTST (3.43b)
As can be expected, both o» and ft, vectors cannot be solved for together and
either of the vectors have to be fixed. Also, all the parameters whose
partials are given by equations (3.35) to (3.42) are "variable" parameters,
and their values vary from instant to instant. However, each of the parameters
can be expressed as functions of another set of "non-varying" parameters.
It is desirable to replace the'Variable" parameters with the "non-varying" set,
and this can be done with the same equations given in Section 2. 4 of this
work.
The alternate expression for D, from equation (3.24) is given by:
D =
V
d,
d-
so that
dv (3.44)
•\
'
u,. SKygaaajraf sm*
•IT
3D
-~
TT d. (3.45)
(3.46)
= -Rl(-€o)TTL0
4;
d. (3.47)
& UA'
(3.48)
(3.49)
and
3D
~ ' ;——5
Va
-W«l
The "variable" parameters 0, ty and 4- can be replaced by the initial conditions
(80, </>o. *o, 60, $o and *o) and the partials of r with respect to these "non-
varying" parameters can be obtained by using the state transition matrix
(see Chapter 4), equations (3.45) to (3.47) and equation (3.31).
The expression for p&0 given by equation (3.21) should also be differ-
entiated wtth respect to the parameters in order to define all the terms
*>
appearing in equation (3. 31) (the v matrix is represented by the vector ps^.
The largest of the terms in equation (3.21) is that dependent on the sidereal
rate, i. e.,
PBO =
Partials of equation (3.50) are given by:
UB
Va
WB
VB
(3.50)
(3.51)
3v
a<Jl
UB
VB
WB
ST) VB
WB
UB
V8
WB
(3.52)
(3.53)
(3.54)
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s
:'t
•'"'
O €
Q(PTNTL, VB
WB
(3.55)
UB
VB (3.56)
UB
VB
W8
(3.57)
0(PTNT T ST)
UB
Ve
WB
(3.58)
(3. 59)
If the alternate expression for p*a is used (equation (3.26)). then the largest
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term is the $ dependent term, so that
UB
VB
WB
(3.60)
In this case, the partials of v are
VB
WB
(3.61)
VB
VB
WB
(3.63)
U9
VB
WB
(3.64)
9 v
U0
VB
WB
(3.65)
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,u
dv (3. 66)
As in the case of the partials of [D], the "variable" parameters in the
above expressions for the partials of TV] should be replaced by another set
of "non-varying" parameters. Then, equation (3.31) can be evaluated for
the partials of the time delay with respect to the parameters (denoted hy
vector x).
The time delay equation, if the small p^, — dependent correction term
is neglected, and the error in time synchronisation is added, is:
1 -» -»
— (Do- So) + (3.6?)
where 6 tc is the clock synchronization error. The DO vector can be
expressed as
Do =
d cos 6L cos ort
d cos 5t sin orL
d sin 6L _
(3.68)
where
d is the length of the D0 vector
<yL, 6t are the angular coordinates of the vector D0
in the inertial coordinate system.
-•a
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\ The changing direction DO in space due to the rotation of the earth changes
j -»
i the angular coordinate <yL. The vector s0 is given by equation (3.14).
; Thus equation (3.67) gives
• dT = — Tsin 5t sin 60 + cos 6L cos 60 cos(aL-Qo)] + 6tc . (3.69)i C
? If the transformation parameters involving precession, nutation,
j polar motion and earth's rotation rate are assumed known, then the number of
«, unknowns are three for the intersite vector, two for the source vector in
i space of each observed radio source and one for the error in initial clock
I' synchronization. Hence the total number of parameters for n observed
i sources for a baseline is 2n + 4. However, by assuming the knowledge ofi,
£ the rotation axis direction and rotation rate, the origin of longitude is still
f: not defined. By fixing one more parameter for the definition of longitude
£ origin, the number of independent unknowns reduces to 2n + 3. Any
fc number of observations made to one source from a baseline can only resolve
*T three quantities which are the components of DO- so along the earth's a:ds of
if i
rotation plus 6tc, and the coefficients of the sinusoidally changing components j
-> •» I
of DO* SQ along two orthogonal directions in the earth's equatorial plane. In 3
> order to determine D, at least three observations must be made of at least ]j. *
i" n sources where n is the smallest integer that satisfies the equation
| 3n * 2n + 3 (3.70)
* which gives n to be 3. {
{•* The absolute accuracy of the velocity of light in vacuum is about 1 ppm.
!" which is much less accurate than the measurement of time delay. However,
£' whatever value of c is used in the computations merely provides a scale for
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Lthe whole system of measurement.
3.32 Moon-Moon VLBI Equations.
The equations in this section are derived for the case in which there
are two or more radio antennas located on the moon. These stations, if
located at sufficiently large distances, provide a network of selenodetic
control, whose positions can be determined by the VLBI method. The
observing procedure would remain basically the same as the earth-located
VLBI stations although slight modifications may be necessary for practical
purposes. It is assumed that the measured quantities would be time delays
as in the case of earth-earth VLBI.
Let VLBI observations be made at two stations A, B on the lunar
surface, whose position vector from the lunar center in the selenodetic
-» -»
coordinate system (see Section 2.32) are rA, rs respectively.
-• From Source
Figure 3.7 Moon-Moon VLBI Observations.
The components of the two vectors, in the xyz selenodetic system are
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XA
y»
_
z
*_
'Ke-
ys
.
ZB
_
=
=
rA cos bA cos tk
r» cos bA sin Lk
rA sin bA
ra cos bg cos -tB
ra cos ba sin -t-B
ra sin ba
If the vector from A to B is r then
-» -» -»
r = r« - rB
and in matrix notation
r = J'B YA
(3.71a)
(3.71b)
(3.72a)
(3.72b)
The vector 3 is a unit vector from the lunar center to the radio source.
Because of the small diameter of the moon compared to the distances of
-»
the radio sources, the vector s also represents the unit vector from the
radio source in the direction of any point on the lunar surface.
As was pointed out in Section 3.31, the VLBI time delay (T) can be
calculated approximately by
(r0 • So) (3. 73)
where r0 and SQ are the vectors r, s whose components are expressed in
the same coordinate system. The most convenient coordinate system for
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space orientation on the moon is the ecliptic coordinate system. Conse-
-» -»
quently, the r and s vectors can be expressed in an inertial coordinate
system represented by the 1950.0 mean ecliptic system.
If the 1950.0 geocentric mean equatorial coordinates of the source
is given as a0, 60, the geocentric mean ecliptic coordinates are obtained
by a positive Rj rotation through an angle equal to the mean obliquity of
the equator of 1950.0 <c0). Thus the mean ecliptic coordinates Xo, 3o are
obtained from
cos So cos X0
cos /Jo sin XQ
sin |3o
-cos 50 cosoto
-cos 50 sin O0
-sin 50
(3.74)
The "lunar monthly parallax of the moon" as defined by Kolaczek TSQ] is
very small for the radio sources and the effect of this parallax on
translation of the center of the ecliptic coordinate system from the geocenter
to the selenocenter can be neglected. Therefore, the selenocentric mean
ecliptic coordinates of the source is also given by equation (3.74).
-»
The r vector defined in equation (3.72b) has its components r,, ry, rt
along the selenodetic Cartesian coordinate system. This coordinate
system is related to the mean ecliptic system of date by the three Eulerian
-*
angles d, il) and 4>, as defined in Section 2.34. The r0 vector, with com-
ponents along the 1950.0 mean ecliptic Cartesian coordinate axes is given
by
(3.75)
fcl. 19SO.O
:.
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where
and
P is the precession matrix
T =
In analogy with equation (3.1C), the exact equation for the time delay r,
taking into account the motion of one of the two VLBI stations between the
interval r expressed by equation (3. 73) is
(3.76)
where
fBo is the velocity of site B in the same coordinate system in
which TO and sc are defined.
The vector rBo is obtained by differentiating with respect to time, the vector
TBO* which is
re0 = Ri(fo)PTRi(-f)TTra (3.77a)
or
re,
rB.
(3.77b)
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Since c0 and ra do not vary with time,
<I«PTRi<-«)TT) -
T') - C(PT LiR,(-€)TT)
- «(FRi(-«)TTL3J| ft. (3.78)
Thus If
-» -» ' -» -»
r0 = Tii + raj + r3k
fBo = f B l i + rB aj + irB3k = vti + vaj + v3k
- » - » - » - »
SQ ~ sii + ssj + s3k
where
i, j, k
mean ecliptic system,
 are unit vector along the X,Y,Z axes defind the 1950.0
As in the case of the earih-based VLBI, any differences between time delays
observed and predicted using equation (3.79) can be used in an adjustment
process to correct the assumed values of the parameters which appear in
the prediction equation. In order to do this, the partials of T with respect
to the parameters are needed.
*
then equation foi»*he time delay (from equation 3.76) is ~|
r
 + s + I '1T = — (r^ + tsSs + r3sa) 11 + VlSl ^! !iff . (3.79) 4
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To form the partials, equation (3.79) is rewritten in matrix notation
as
T = (3.80)
where the matrices r, s and v are
r = r0 =
s = So =
S3
and
V =
The partials of T with respect to r, s and v are given by equations (3.28),
(3.29) and (3. 30) respectively if the matrix r is substituted for the matrix D
in those equations. Similarly, since the elements of Jie matrices r, s and v
are functions of parameters (represented by the vector x), the partials of r with
respect to the parameters xare given by equation (3.31), replacing D with r.
The nartials — , — and -^ will be obtained by differentiating express-
*^ dx dx dw
ions for r, s and v.
Snce
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\ ,
8 =
~sf
S3
83
= Rl(«0>
HCOS 60 COS Oo
-cos 60 sin ao
-sin oo
dfo
as
as
-cos fiQ cos c
-cos ^0 sin Q
-sin fio
sin OQ cos a,
sin ^0 sincxc
-cos 60
cos 60 sin
-cos
(3.81)
(3.82)
(3.83)
and -T7- , r — , — — can be obtained by substituting these equations and
equation (3. 29) into equation (3. 31).
Also, from equation (3.75)
Hence, taking partials:
r,
(3.84)
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-£ = R1(€0)L0PTRi(-C)TT (3.85)
(3.86)
(3.87)
(3.88)
=-Ri(c0)PTRi(-€)UTT (3.89)
- = -Ri(€0)PTRi(-e>trI.3 (3.91)
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Since
y*
•— = - (3.92)
(3.93)
As in the case of the earth based VLBI, the coordinates of the two stations
cannot be solved for simultaneously. However, the differences in coordinates
can be solved for, or alternatively, one station coordinates can be solved if
the coordinates of the other station are held fixed.
The partials of time delay T with respect to the parameters that appear
in the expression for r6o can be obtained in the same way as was in the case
of the earth-earth VLBI. In equation (3.78), the most significant term is
the 4 -dependentterm. By neglecting other terms, the equation for v can be
approximated by
(3.94)
Partials of equation (3.94) are:
ye
ZB
(3.95)
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XB
ZB
(3.96)
XB
ZB
(3.97)
&
s
if
?•
XB
x8
ye
ZB
(3.98)
(3.99)
- « i[Rl(e0)PTR1(-e)I<, T rL3J ye
ZB
(3.100)
XB
ye
ZB
(3.101)
l i
i ,3
XB
ye (3.102)
(3.103)
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The partials of v, with the exception of - and -f, are partials withd e0 ^ re
respect to parameters varying from instant to instant. Both in this case
and in the case of the partials of r, the 'Variable" parameters can be replaced
by "non-varying" ones by expressing each parameter as a function of time or
similar "independent" variable. This procedure has been demonstrated
in Chapter 2 for the variables involved in this section.
An alternate set of equations for the moon-moon VLBI can be developed
if we consider the case in which the orientation of a moon-fixed coordinate
system with respect to an inertial system (such as the 1950.0 mean ecliptic
system) is obtained directly by numerical integration of the moon's equations
of motion. If 9 , 0 , < P represent the orientation (Eulerian) angles
defining the orientation of the selenodetic coordinate system with respect to
the 1950.0 mean ecliptic system, then equations (3.75) and (3.77b) for r0
and rBo become respectively:
TT (3.104)
and
VB (3.105)
where the transformation matrix TT is
TT - tfcH>)A|(9
;»
Also, rBo can be obtained by differentiating equation (3.105) for r^ Thus
105
(3.106)
Since the term dependent on 4- is the dominating term in this equation for
va
V3
YB (3.107)
With these expressions for r0 and f6o, the time delay can be computed using
equation (3.79). The number of parameters involved in computing time
delay using this method decreases considerably, with only the six initial
conditions for the numerical integration of <t, if>, 8, i, <i and 6 replacing
the precessional elements, mean obliquity of date and the orientation
angles of the moon with respect to the mean ecliptic system of date.
The partials of r0 and rB are now taken as before:
r,
(3.108)
(3.109)
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o*
= -TTL3
r,
*r
r,
=
 TT
Ye
26
(3.110)
(3.111)
(3.112)
(3.113)
(3.114)
(3.115)
(3.116)
and
dra
(3.117)
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; An approximate time delay equation for moon-moon VLBI similar to
; equation (3.69) for the earth-earth VLBI can be derived from equation (3.73)
'. as:
t r
T ss ~ [sin ft. sinftj + cos ft. cos floCOSfXt-Xo)]-1-6te (3.118)
t
j where
! -»
ft., XL are the ecliptic coordinates of the baseline vector r0
i r is the length of the baseline.
J The changing direction of the vector r0 in space due to the rotation of the
\, moon, changes the angular coordinate X^, but the rate of change is approxi-
{• mately 27.3 times smaller than the earth-earth VLBI baseline vector.
^. If the unknowns to be determined in the moon-moon VLBI observations
!•* are limited to the radio sources'positions, baseline vectors and time
f synchronization error, then for each baseline observing n sources, the
j- total number of parameters are 2n + 3 as in the case of the earth-earth
j' VLBI observations. Also, equation (3.70) is valid for the minimum
v. number of sources (three) that should be observed in order to be able to
j solve for the sources' positions and baseline parameters.
•;=' For a good determination of the baseline parameters, the three minimum
t
I observations to each observed source should be spaced in time as to allow for
L
\ large variation in the direction of the source with respect to the baseline.
j The main factor that accounts for the motion of the source relative to the
-. baseline is the moon's rotation, the sidereal period of which is approximately
^ 27.3 mean solar days. Hence, for a strong solution, observations to sources
I: should be made over this period. This requirement is one of the envisaged
I
fi E
I 1
- $i ! •
|: '4 '•
I 108 ii
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main difficulties of establishing selenodetic control on the moon with
moon-moon VLBI observations.
Another technical difficulty in VLBI observations on the moon is the
use of accurate time standards and frequency generators, necessary in
any VLBI observation. While it is required in VLBI measurements that
the generated local oscillator frequency be highly stable, and time accurate
to at least one part in 10U, it is also essential that the VLBI equipment
for use on the moon be as compact and light as possible, for easy trans-
portation. Synchronization of the clocks used at moon's VLBI stations
also presents another technical difficulty.
One major advantage the moon VLBI stations have over the earth VLBI
stations is the fact that the moon has no atmosphere. Hence, if VLBI
observations on the moon become a reality, the ever-present problem of
refraction, which affects almost all types of observations made on the
earth, will be absent.
3.33 Earth-Moon VLBI Equations.____^_^___
In this section, VLBI equations will be derived for the case when the
two ends of the baseline are located on the earth and moon. As noted earlier
in this chapter, this form of observation is non-existent at present, but it
is a future possibility. It is assumed that observations will be made to
natural radio sources by the two end stations in a manner similar to the
existing earth-earth VLBI observations. The observed quantities are also
assumed to be relative time delays. The derivation of the equations in this
section essentially follows the methods used in the last two sections.
t
'.'
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/ From Source
Figure 3.8 Earth-Moon VLBI Observations.
From Figure 3. 8,
P is the VLBI station on earth with geodetic coordinate «5, X, h
M is the VLBI station on moon with selenodetic coordinates b, t, r
110
O is the geocenter
C is the selenocenter
s is the unit vector in the direction from the source to the origin (geocenter)
p is the vector f nan O to the earth VLBI station (P)
r is the vec:cr from lunar center (C) 10 the moon VLBI station (M)
D is the vrrtor from the earth station to the moon station
-*
M is the ve-jtor from geocenter to the moon station
C is the Doctor from geocenter to thi- selenocenter.
The following vector relationships hold:
M = C ' r (3.119)
D = C + r* - p . (3.120)
If the wave frcnt of the observed radio source reaches the station M at time t
and reaches tl:e station P a t t & T seconds later, then the time delay r is:
T = i[g.?]|i+Sli|. (3.121)c
 L c J
This equation for time delay is valid provided all the vectors are expressed
in the same coordinate system. The coordinate system chosen is the mean
ecliptic coordinate system of 1950.0.
The vector D is given by equation (3.120) as
- * - » - * - »
D = C + r - p.
Expressing the vectors C, r and pin the 1950.0 mean ecliptic coordinate
system we have:
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or
or
and
or
where
C0
q, YCQ,
x, y, z
.
Co = Ri(e0)C
"Ci"
ca
-
C3_
= RI(<O)
XcQ
YCQ
_ZcQ_
= Ri(«o)PTRi(-e)T!| r
P"O = RI (€0) PT NT ST p
(3.122a)
(3.1223)
(3.123a)
(3.123b)
(3.124 a)
(3.124b)
is mean obliquity of equator at 1950. 0,
are the geocentric coordinates of the lunar center in
the mean equatorial system of 1950.0 (obtainable from
the JPL's DE-69 development ephemeris),
are the Cartesian coordinates of the moon's VLBI
station in the selenodetic coordinate system.
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U, V, W are the coordinates of the earth VLBI station in
the average terrestrial coordinate system,
P is the precession matrix,
N is the nutation matrix ,
S is the matrix necessary to transform coordinates in
the true celestial system into the average terrestrial
coordinate system,
T* is the matrix which transforms coordinates in the mean
ecliptic system of date into the selenodetic coordinate
system.
In matrix notation, the vector matrix fal is
[D] =
V
Da
_°3-
=
c,
Ca
A
+
V
ra -
Pi
Pa
_P3_
(3.125)
The vector s, from the source to the origin (geocenter) whose components
-»
are expressed in the 1950.0 mean ecliptic system (SQ) can be obtained from
the cataloged position of the sources. If 60, QO are the cataloged declination
and right ascension of a source (given in 1950.0 mean equatorial system),
then
so = RI(CO)S (3.126a)
or
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•sr
33
_Sa_
= Ri(co)
"-COS 60 COS Oo~
-cos 60 sin ato
-sin 60
For the M0 vector, from equation (3.119)
MO = Co + TO
so that
•* •* .-*
MO — Co "*" ^*o •
From equation (3.122a) and (3. 122b),
C,
or
C3
Y
^
(3.126b)
(3.127)
(3.128 a)
(3.128b)
The numerically integrated lunar ephemeris (such as the JPL's LE-16)
-> r»
gives both the position vector C as well as the velocity vector C in the mean
equatorial coordinate system of 1950.0. Alternatively, C can be obtained
by differentiating the analytical expressions for the position of the moon as
given by any analytical lunar ephemeris. The other component of MQ in
equation (3.127), i. e. r0,can be obtained by differentiating either equation
(3.123a) or (3.123b) with respect to time. Thus, similar to equation (3.78),
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r0 =
- C(PTL, Rt(-C)Tj,)
r. (3. 129)
- .
In this equation for the f0, the dominant term is the term dependent on 4>M.
Therefore, r0 is approximately given by
r.
Hence, from equations (3.127), (3.128b) and (3.130),
(3.130)
"ftl
A
-M,
V
_ZCQ_
. (3.131)
The time delay can now be calculated from equation (3. 121) as
r - i (D|8| + DW, .0,33) [ 1 + Ml9,
i. e., in matrix notation
T - 7-[(DTs) +f (DTsvTs)]
C C
where
3. 132)
(3.133)
va
ft,
fta
ft,
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It has been mentioned in Chapter 2 that the orientation of both the earth
and the moon with respect to an inertia! system (for example, the 1950.0
mean ecliptic coordinate system) can be numerically integrated (see also
Chapter 4 and [78]). In this case, if
0e, $c, *E represent the orientation (Eulerian) angles of the
earth-fixed coordinate system (UVW) with respect to
the 1950.0 mean ecliptic system
and
0M, $n» $M are the moon's orientation (Eulerian) angles of the
moon-fixed (xyz) coordinate system with respect to
the 1950.0 mean ecliptic system,
-» -»
then the vectors P0 and ro are respectively:
ft
ra
= Tj |y
LZJ
where
Te = Ha(*e)Hi(-ef)R3«fte)
(3.134)
(3.135)
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Consequently,
Also,
-»
r0 =
f .
t Since the
iU -.
?::- Hence,
t-
**'-,i}''
?"."
lv •
• "•'"
f . The time
Dfj
U> : = RI (fo)i
J»J
XCQ
YCQ
ZCQ.
+ Ti
x
y
z
-[']JM(lo TJJ ) + ^(RaHJHiLiRl^tORsf"1^)) -<
4>H term is the dominant term,
d
T* — t?i /T* T 1 T*O '^  *^^\ * H^-* !y
M » l
Mg i »s Rl(?o)
.MsJ
XCQ
Y
*
*M
elay is still computed from eqt
>
(T«
tation (3.1
E
U .7
V . (3.136) |
W J \
'i
-t
MTlL3)]r. (3.137) \
-i
- i
(3.138) 1
X
y
z
V
!
.j
c"I
(3.139) ,1
^
rf"
1
is
i
13 2) or equation (3. 13 3). .4
a
I-
The number of parameters that go into the computation of T is greatly reduced
if the numerical integration method is used to obtain the earth's and moon's
orientation angles.
As noted above differences between predicted and observed values of
the time delay are used to correct the assumed values of parameters used
in predicting the time delay. The partials of time delay T are found by taking
the partials of equation (3.133) as in the other VLBI cases (Sections 3. 31 and
:!. 32). Thus, the partials of r with respect to D, s and v are given by equations
(3.23), (3.29) and (3.30) respectively. Also, equation (3.31) gives the expres-
sion for the partials of r with respect to the parameters. The partials of
[D], [s] and rv] with respect to the parameters will now be formed.
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From equation (3.129),
Pa PT '5:. y ! - NTST. I
L'J
This equation for the D vector is identical to the equation for XT vector (for
laser observations) which is given by equation (2.10) of Chapter 2. Hence
-» •*
the partial derivatives of D are equivalent to the partial derivatives of XT
in Chapter 2 and are given by equations (2.29) through (2.44). The expression
-»
for the SQ vector as given by equation (3.12Gb) is also identical to equation
(3.74) in Section 3.32. The partial derivatives of s0 with respect to CQ, 60
and Ofe are therefore given by equations (3.81), (3.82) and (3.83) respectively.
Partials for matrix v is obtained from equation (3.131) as follows:
(3.140)
(3.141)
(3.142)
(3.143)
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y
z
(3.144)
X
y
z
(3.145)
~
X
y
z
(3. 146)
y
z
(3.347)
2k
~- y
z
(3.148)
Lz-
(3.149)
y
z
(3.150)
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The partlals of D and v are slightly different if the alternate expressions
for them are used (equations (3.136) and (3.139)). Those expressions which
differ from the ones given earlier are:
(3.151)
(3.152)
dp (3.15?)
(3.154)
i-
r
I
1
SD &D 3D . &D
with similar expressions for —, gg^, ^ - and -
1
V
W
Also,
(3.155)
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• « ' * .
^
•fj (3.156)
X
y
z
(3.157)
Sv
and
(3.158)
d f x
(3.159)
!
As it was in the case of laser observation equations, most of the
parameters that appear in the derived partials of time delay in their present
form are "variable" parameters, varying from epoch to epoch. However,
these 'Variable" parameters can be replaced by another set of parameters
which do not vary with time. For example, the integrated Eulerian angles
(both for the earth and the moon) are functions of the initial conditions and a
few physical parameters. These Eulerian angles, which vary with time, can
therefore by replaced by the initial conditions and the physical parameters
I
121
in an adjustment program. This principle has been explained in more detail
In Chapter 2.
In the earth-moon VLBI observations involving only one station on the
earth and another on the moon, if the only unknowns are limited to the inter-
site vector between the earth station and the moon station and the vector
to the observed sources, then there are 2n+3 unknowns, where n is the
number of observed sources. As in the other two VLBI cases, three simul-
taneous observations each on three radio sources would uniquely solve
the resulting nine unknowns.
3.4 Summary.
In the proceeding sections of this chapter, another new observational
system - the VLBI - which could be used for selenodetic control determination
has been treated. The basic operating principles of the VLBI were given, and
equations relating the geometric time delay to geodetic, selenodetic and
astronomical parameters were derived. These equations were then differ-
j. entiated so as to obtain the observation equations for measured time delays.
•' Equations developed In this chapter pertain to earth-earth, moon-moon and
\ earth-moon baselines, and are valid only for observations of natural radio
j. sources.
{ In deriving the observation equations, the observed time delays are
«. assumed to have been corrected for atmospheric, instrumental and other
) systematic errors which may affect the measured delays. However, the
; influence of the earth's atmosphere on VLBI measurements is discussed
j briefly in Appendix B. Also, modified equations for earth-earth VLB! with
i artificial radio sources are derived in Appendix A.
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4. NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF THE ORIENTATION OF AN EARTH-
FIXED COORDINATE SYSTEM WITH RESPECT TO AN INERTIAL SYSTEM
4.1 Introduction
The rotation of the earth on its axis and its orbital revolution around the
barycenter are of fundamental importance in astronomy. While the circles that
these motions describe on the celestial sphere serve as fundamental reference
circles, the apparent motion of celestial bodies produced by the earth's motions
f is the basis of time reckoning.
! The two motions of the earth are complex and irregular. The rotation of the
- earth on its axis is continually disturbed by the gravitational attractions of the
-• sun, moon and the nearer planets. Furthermore, variations in this motion
-'• occur due to the fact that the axis of rotation does not coincide with a principal
axis of inertia and because of tidal deformations of the earth. Also, mass
j_ distribution of the earth is not symmetric, and this distribution changes through
* transfers of mass upon and within the earth from the operation of geophysical
I and atmospheric processes. ;i
£ J
; The variation of the direction of the earth's instantaneous axis of rotation -
i
;. causes a continuous motion of the celestial poles and the equator among the *
f '•
stars, thereby causing variations in the coordinates of celestial objects with -
t respect to time. These variations can be divided into two parts, namely the :
; 5
/. secular part (precession), and the periodic part (nutation). Also, there is a ;
1 variation of the position of the instantaneous axis within the earth (polar motion), •
; causing a continual, but small variation of latitudes and longitudes !
f. ' . -j
v of points on earth. In addition to the variations in the position of the axis of /
v- i
\- I
K-
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rotation, there are also variations in the angular rate of rotation, which
affect the measurement and determination of time.
In geodetic astronomy, one customarily reduces the cataloged position
of an observed c.tar to its position at the epoch of observation using the tabu-
lated values of precessioiial elements and nutation in longitude and obliquity
together with the values of the star's proper motion. The tabulated values of
nutation in longitude and obliquity are calculated from the nutation series
developed by E.W. Woolard in [94].
The present accuracy to v.hich values of precession and nutation elements
are known is consistent .vith the level of accuracy expected from present instru-
mentation and observations. Furthermore, if the constant of precession is
in error, the error is absorbed into the stars' proper motion values due to
the method by .• hich these proper motions are obtained. Thus, as far as pre-
sent geodetic astronomy is concerned it would not matter one way or the other,
whether the value of the precession constant is revised. However, if
new observational methods of position determination become feasible
(s-scli as the Very Long Baseline Interferometry applied to geodesy) then the
need of knowing precession and nutation to better accuracy is of prime tmpor-
* •
tance. 1
is*
The more precise future observations can be useful in the process of $
finding more accurate values of precession and nutation.' By using a mathema- |
tical model in which precession and nutation quantities are parameters in addi- J
t'
lion to other desired parameters, correction to existing coefficients in the |
expressions for precession and series for nutation can be obtained. The large ;
number of the parameters involved (109 for nutation and 9 for precession) J
necessitates a arge number of observations over an extended period of time. J
In order to avoid having to solve for such a large number of parameters, one f
can do either of two things. The first alternative is to cut down on the number ]
of parameters by fixing some of the coefficients while solving for the remainder. f
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The second alternative is to devise anotlier way in which the effect of precession
and nutation could be computed without resorting to series development, and
in such a way as to drastically reduce the number of the parameters involved.
The motion of the earth around its center of mass can be represented math-
ematlcally by the equations for the motion of arigidbody. While the earth can-
not be regarded as perfectly rigid, the effects of departure from rigidity could
be expected to be included in the solution for the equations of motion of a rigid
body obtained by fitting real observations to the mathematical model.
The three, seconu order differential equations of motion of a rigid body
have aiways served as a starting point for finding effects of precession and
nutation. Understandably in the past, analytical solutions to these equations
have been derived involving large series expressions. The availability of com-
puters in the last decade have now made another approach to the solution of
the differential equations of motion possible. The original equations of motion
can be integrated numerically without resorting to the various techniques neces-
sary for finding analytic solutions to the equations of motion. The number of
parameters involved >vill reduce to the six initial conditions, which could be
solved for in a more convenient way than the present coefficients of nutation
series and precession expressions would allow. By using the numerical inte-
-
:
gration technique, the orientation of any earth-fixed coordinate system (for
' '•
example the "Average" Terrestrial Coordinate System - UVW) with respect
to an inertial system (for example the Mean Ecliptic Coordinate System of
1950.0 - XYZ) could be obtained directly. Thus, the coordinates of an observed J
celestial object desired in the true equatorial coordinate system could be ob- .,
tained by first transforming its catalogued position to the UVW coordinate
system, and using polar motion values and the CAST to transform to the true
equatorial coordinate system.
The equations of motion of the earth derived in the following Fubsections
is generalized, without simplification? other than the assumption of perfect ;!
rigidity of the body. 'j
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4. 2 The Equations of Motion of a Rigid Body.
The motion of any rigid body under the influence of external forces can be :
represented as the resultant of a translation, with the velocity of the center of
mass, and a rotation about an axis through the center of mass. The two com- ,
ponents of motion are -.iynam ically independent of each other. The center of i
mass moves as though it were a particle of mass, equal to the total mass of the
rigid body, and upon which all external forces were directly exerted. The rota-
tional motion, relative to the moving center of mass, takes place as if the center
of mass was at rest. This motion, which will be further investigated here, is
determined by the moments of the external forces about the center of mass. Parts
of the equations presented below are derived in more detail in text book? of celes-
tial and analytical mechanics such as T22T, T85] and F79]. :
Let a rigid body be composed of a system of particles m1( ma ..... mt, . . . ,
whose position vectors from a selected origin of a fixed reference system are i
respectively?!, r^, ... r,, .... If external forces F^ Fa, . . Flf ..., and ;
internal forces (due to mutual interactions of tlie particles), RIt Rg, ... Rlt ... f
;
are the two systems of forces acting upon the system of particles, then the ;
ir
force equation for the ith particle is given by |
-»F, * R, =
For the entire system, the force equation is given by
d3?F + S R, = E m , — g-1. (4.2)
n a 0t
iThe second term on the left hmd side of equation (4.2) vanishes since forces due \
to mutual interactions occur in pairs of equal and oppositely directed forces. 1
The forces acting on the ith particle is converted to force moments by 1
multiplying each term in equation (4.1) by rj x, which then gives: f
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Since
• •rs x F, + rt x R, = m, r,
? d3?, _ d_ + dr
equation (4.3) gives:
dr
-» ~ -» ~ ,-»
 ur, x F, + rt x R, = m, — (r, «— ').
For the entire system, the force-moment equation becomes
S r . x F t = S m . ^ x 1 )
by taking L r, x R, to be zero.
Z
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
Figure 4.1. Rigid Body and a Fixed System.
Considering Figure 4.1 above, XYZ is a fixed reference system with origin at
O.and G is the center of mass of the rigid lxM?y. If vt is the velocity of the
particle m, referred to O, then
Vt = p + r,.
If the origin O coincides with the center of mass G, then
and equation (4.5) becomes
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Sr. * F. = ^[Emtr, iv , ] (4.6)
n ut n
or
L = -|^ (4.7)
where
-* -» -»
L = £ r, * Fj = force moment
n
H = Em, f*, * 7, = i-otational momentum (moment of momentum).
For any particular rigid body the force moment L is obtained through the
force function while H can be expressed in terms of the inertial constants of
the body and its angular velocity. In the section that follows, the principles
of rigid body motion will be applied to the case of the earth.
4.3 The Rotation of the Earth About its Center of Mass.
4.31 The Dynamical Equations of Motion. \
In Figure 4.2 lettheXYZ axes represent an inertial coordinate system centered \
at O (for example the mean elliptic system of 1950.0). Also let the UVW axes •]
represent a coordinate system, fixed to the earth's body and also centered at \
O (for example, the average terrestrial coordinate system). The instantaneous \.
axis of rotation OP also passes through the earth's center but does not coincide | ',
with either the W axis, or the Z axis. | •
From equations (4.6) and (4.7) f :
•I .
H = Em,r*, « v,. (4.8) I ,
H *•
Replacing the summation sign by an Integration sign and writing dm for'the I •
f. element of mass, m,f equation (4.8) could be written as |,
I H = J ( r , iv , )d in |!
t:. * I:
% where I i
P -, - *s$•• rt ts the position vector of dm from origin O
I 1
t 128 I !
I .
\v
•J
P — Instantaneous Pole
u> — Earth's Rotational Velocity
XYZ — Mean Ecliptic (1950.0) Coordinate System
UVW — Average Terrestial Coordinate System
9 #* — Eulerian Angles
Figure 4,2 The Fundamental Coordinate Systems and the Eulerian Angles.
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and vt is the velocity of dm referred to the origin.
Also, v, could be expressed as
v, = u x r7
if u represents the angular velocity of the earth. Hence
H = J [r, x (w » r^ldm
»
or ^
H = J rw(r, « r,) - r,(rt. 5)3- (4.9)
«
If the coordinates of the n.ass element dm is u,v,w in the UVW coordinate
-*•*-*
system, and i, j, k are unit vectors along the U, V,W axes respectively, then
•* •* ^ -*
rt = uf + vj + wz
&•. Subtitutlng for r, and w in (4. 9) and carrying out the scalar products we obtain:Jy ^ ^
I H = J t(ttbT+ eovr-»- wjk)(u3 + v3 + w^-fuf^ vj+ wk)(u«
h ' "
K'- Expanding the above equation further and simplifying we obtain:
?V H = (AWi - Fu>v - Ewjii + (Bu)» - Du)M- FoOu>r+ (CWM- IXco
i' ="''fc" '
|; or (4.10)
iv- H = Huf + H»r + HHt
f '• '|': where A, B,C,D,E,F are the moments of inertial of the earth defined as:
•1~ A = J (v8 •«• w3) dm D = J v w dm
f j''- n A
*•$' B = J (u + w2) dm E = J w u dm
fii' a *
Iv; C = J(ua + v^dm F = J" uvdm.
fii.' " B
C- Equation (4.10) can be rewritten, in matrix notation as
fir
§:. [H] = [M,][w] (4.11)
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where
H =
^
Hv M, =
A -F -E
-F B -D
-E -D
Wy (4.12)
In order to differentiate H with respect to time, one also has to consider the
-»-»-»fact that the directions of the unit vector a i, j, k in space do change with respect to time.
Thus since
H =
d_H
dt
H»j + HJc,
*
dt ""dt Jdt * "'dt + k"dt*
From the above expression we obtain
AH • •» • •»(H» + WHH)
"-dT-
which can also be written as
^ = M,co + W x H.dt
(4.13)
(4.14)
This is the right hand side of equations (4.6) and (4.7). To obtain the left hand
side, i. e. L, we have
L = £<r ,xF t )
a
as earlier defined.
The external forces acting on the earth are mainly due to the gravitational
attractions of the sun <md the moon, and in a much lesser way, to the attractions
of the planets. Woolard in [94] considered the moon and the sun as the only external
bodies whose gravitational effects cause precession and nutation. Although the effects
of the other planets are thought to be negligibly small, the equations to be derived
here will include their effects so as to make the equations general. Besides the
generality of the equations, however, it to possible that long-term effects of
the planets on the rotation of the earth around its center of mass are of such
magnitude that can be detected with future observational systems.
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If U is force function and V is potential then
F = dU = -dV
:. L = dV * r.
The potential of the earth of mass M at a distant point P is given approximately
by the MacCullagh's formula [41] as
V = (4.15)
where G is the gravitational constant, A, B, C are the principal moments of
inertia of the earth with center of mass at O, R is the distance OP and I is the moment
inertia of the earth about OP. Equation (4.15) neglects terms depending on
1/R* and on, since these quantities are negligible in
astronomical problems because of
 n
the great distances involved.
If we now consider, as
in the case of the earth, a
system of n bodies of finite
dimensions, the total potential "v J Earth
energy of the system is given by (Mags M)
_
 GfMMi , i MM, t MfAi+BiH T...T
L RI "" RO 2RV5 T. . .-T 2RF
where
R!* • • RO are distances from earth's mass center to the
center of mass of external bodies 1, . . . n respectively
M!« • • Mn are masses of external bodies 1, . . . n respectively
AL B,, C{, I, are the inertia quantities that pertain to the body i,
i = !• • • n in the same way as A, B, C,I were defined above,
M is the total ma<*s of the earth
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and I1 Is the moment of inertia of the earth about the line join-
ing the earth's center to the center of body i, I = 1,... n.
Since V depends on the orientation of the earth only through I1, only
the last term of (4.18) need be considered. Thus differentiating (4.16)
However,
I1 = Sa (XlM,X,] (4.18)
where Xs gives the coordinates of the body i from the earth's center in the UVW
coordinate system.
MI has been defined previously.
Hence
and
f
i!
f
1
I
£
P QfJTUf ..
 n 3G1W r ^ 3G1V1 r ^dV = " (TTB-HMiXiV ^r3 (M,Xel+ •• • + —f^fed^J
L RI Kg Rn
or in vector notation
dV = [dVt + dV3 + •- + dV.].
Since
-» -» -»
L = dV x r,
then
- » - » - » - » - » - » - »
L = dVi x Xi + dVa « Xg + • • • + dVn « XB
or
From equations (4. 7) and (4. 14),
-» dH •*. -» -»
L =
 dt = M| + WH.
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j (4. 19a) |
(4.19b) 1
"<$
^S
»
•i7*
S
-» - "-^
xX,,j. (4.20) p
;;
'»a
Ii
ji
!
1
.i
i
j
S1
•J
I
t
-i1
i
• 1
' J
'"'1
1
 '-i
Therefore, since H = M|U>
X, » xn (4. 2i>J
The above equation (4. 21) is the dynamical equation of motion for the earth,
assuming rigidity, if it la further assumed that the products of inertia (D, E,F) are
zero, the equation reduces to the well-known Euler's equations of motion [79].
4.32 Euler's Geometric Equations. :
;.- In the last sub-section, the motion of the earth about its center of mass
',- has been dynamically represented as a rotation about an axis which constantly
*>. passes through the center of mass, but whose position within the earth and direc- ;
x-'- tion in space varies from instant to instant. The orientation of the earth-fixed
jv- UVW coordinate system with respect to the fixed ( inert tal) coordinate system
?;. (XYZ) also varies from instant to instant. This orientation at any instant can i
4_ J. ?
f , be defined by a set of three angles - known as the Euler angles - 9, ii>, $. \
These angles are presented in figure 4. 2 and are defined as follows: |
iy
0 — the inclination of the average terrestrial equator (moving equator of 1
fig-ire) to the plane of the fixed exliptic (of 1950. 0) reckoned positive j
•*'
from the plane of the fixed exliptic to the plane of themovlng equator, !?
such that 6< 90° j
i/j — the longitude of descending node of the equator of figure reckoned i
,!from the fixed equinox *
<tf ~ t^le angle in the plane of the equator of figure, between the moving ^
^ .nodal line and the U-axis, reckoned positive eastwards from the -i
descending node to the positive U-axis. |
Thus the relationship between the inertial XYZ coordinate system and the mov- i
ing UVW axes fixed in the earth's body is given by: •}
i;
- r .-..,.,„«,.
"i)~l r>
V = Hj($)Ri(-$)Hj($) T
W '
f (4.22) j
S
?
where &)($), Ri(-8) and RQ()J>) are 3 » 3 orthogonal transformation matrices. -.;
The rate of change of the three Eulerian angles — ^ ,0,8 can also be used - ;
to represent the motion of the earth about its center of mass. In the figure 4. 2, \
$ is a rotation about the W-axis, $ a rotation about the Z-axis and 8 a rotation t
*?
about the line of nodes. The relationship between the components of the angular .',-,
. . . • »
veloctiy cs> along the U,V,W axes — wo, u)v, IOM ~ and®, iji, 6 can be obtained, .•;
.,5
by geometrical considerations, from figure 4. 2 to be •*
i
• • 1<A, = -8cos§- fy sin 8 sln$ >
I- cu» = 8 sin 4 - $ sin 8 cos $ (4. 23a) .?
.- U)u = ^> cos §i
;~ which could also be written as:
•£ rWl Te"
':i't
if" w» = Sj ^j
f;
 w A
or
-» -#.
: CO = SxE
where
(•" -cos^ -sln9 sin© 0
t-
I
£ |_ 0 cos8 1J
j
'1
1(4.23b) ^
1
1(4.23c) |
'^
"e" "a\i" ; |^
|J> , CO = fctf» . • J
* %
^^j L^J ''J.s
Differentiating equation (4.23c) with respect to time.
CO = (4.24)
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where
83 =
-cos8sin<& sin $ -sin8cos$
-cos 9 cos $ cos4> sin8sin<J>
-8tn8 0 0 _
and
E2 =
From the equations (4.23) and (4.24). the relationship between the o> and u)
vector and the E and E vector is established. These equations, usually referred
to as Euler' a geometric (or kinematic) equations, could now be used in conjunction
with the dynamical equation (4. 21) to obtain three second order differential equations
of motion, whose solution would give the orientation of the earth-fixed coordinate
systenvwith respect to the coordinate system fixed in space,at any particular instant.
4.33 Differential Equations of Motion of the Earth.
From the earth's dynamical equations of motion given by (4. 21), expressions
~f ~*for oi) and co given by (4. 23) and (4. 24) could be substituted. This gives:
M?Xn x
- Hi KB
(4.25)
Retaining only E on the left hand side,
(4.26)
Equation (4.26) is a system of three second-order differential equations of mo-
tion, and the solution for E gives the motion of the axis of figure - UVW, or
equivalently, the orientation of the earth in space. The position of the Earth
relative to the instantaneous axis of rotation at any instant can also be obtained
1,36
through the angles that this axis makes with the three body-fixed axes - UVW.
since the direction cosines of these angles are given by:
COS OS =
w
cos Ofa = — * (4.27)
cos nt, = — "
CO
Wo, coy. WH could be obtained from the Euler's geometric equations given by (4.23).
4.4 Numerical Integration of the Earth's Orientation Angles
The simplified form of equation (4.26) has always been the starting •
equation for the development of the existing solutions of the earth's ;
precession and nutation. The differential equations have been derived with
only one assumption — that the earth is a rigid body. In previous solutions. .1
further simplifications are made by assuming that the M. (moment of inertia) .;
matrix is a diagonal matrix (putting D = E = F = 0). It is also usually '
assumed that the earth possesses rotational symmetry about the W axis |
(i.e., A - B). Furthermore, the external bodies whose attractions influence 3
•j
the earth's motion are limited to the moon and the sun, hence the term j>;
"luni-solar" precession and nutation. j.
The simplified differential equations of motion aie. prior to this time. *
•j
analytically solved by the well-known method of variation of parameters. ^
involving successive approximations. First, the motion that would occur. .-'4
if all external forces were to vanish is solved for. and this solution is there- J
.J.
after modified to obtain a solution under actual conditions. The motion of -5
the axis of rotation is generally calculated in two pcrts. The secular'part •••§
*•' J
'|-:. of the motion is referred to as "luni-solar precession" and the periodic 7f
; part is called "nutation". A very good example of the classical method of H
£'• obtaining expressions for precession and nutation can be found in the work -$,
r
- ~ ~~* \-
•&~ -<?i%• "^g"'"1 • 5+t
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of Woolard [94], which at present serves as the basis for the calculation of
nutation tabulated in the various astronomical almanacs.
In this section, an alternate method of using the differential equations
of motion (equation (4. 26)) to obtain the orientation of the earth with respect
to an inertial coordinate system will be giver. The method Involves the
use of digital computers to numerically integrate the earth's equations of
motion.
The three second order differential equations (4.26) are transformed
into a form suitable for numerical integration by setting
Y =
such that
JLY =d t I E
or
Y = E
L J
where f(E, E) is represented by the righiuard side of equation (4.26). This
is a system of six first order equations, of which the first three are linear
and the last three are non-linear.
These six first order equations can be numerically integrated by any
standard method. Two methods were used in these studies. The first
method is the modified Hamming fourth-order predictor-corrector method.
This is an integration procedure that is considered stable and which uses a
special Runge-Kutta procedure to obtain starting values. Provisions for
controlling local truncation error by changing the step size at each -?tep
are included. The detailed algorithm is described by Ralston in [80}.
The second method used is the variable order Adams predictor-corrector
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method, developed and used by JPL :n their Orbital Determination Programs.
In addition to being a variable order method, provision is made for making
either absolute or relative error tests for the control of local truncation
errors for each of the integrated quantities individually. Stepsizes are easily
halved or doubled at each step. A description of the integration algorithm
is given by Krogh ?55],
The variable order Adams method was preferred to the Hamming's
method due to its special features. Although the investigations presented
in this chapter were started with the Hamming's integration subroutine,
it was later replaced by the variable order subroutines. Consequently,
results presented later in this chapter were obtained by using the variable
order integration subroutines.
4.41 Calculation of Initial Values.
Any numerical integration procedure is formulated for initial-value
problems. It is therefore necessary to obtain the starting values:
-?1 _
-
EJto
"e0"
*0
60
00
(4.29)
The starting values were computed in the following way. In Figure 4. 3,
XYZ — is the mean ecliptic coordinate system of 1950.0
UVW — is the "average" terrestrial coordinate system
8, <l>, 4- — are the Eulerian angles (orientation angles).
Then let
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and
i, j, k represent unit vectors along XYZ axes respectively
i', j', k' represent unit vectors along the axes UVW respectively,
n represents the unit vector along the line of nodes, positive
toward the descending node of the equator.
2
Figure 4.3 Calculation of Eulerian Angles and Their Rates
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The transformation from the XYZ coordinate system to the UVW
coordinate system is given by
= S N P RX (-«e)
or
bpocft
(4.30)
19&0.0
= T
spech
X
y
.Z_19SO.O
where
T = S N P R! (-CQ)
and S, N, P and c0 have been defined previously. Since the 3 * 3 matrix T
transforms a set of coordinates expressed in the 1950.0 mean ecliptic system
to the average terrestial system, it follows that
Tu Tla TU
T 'P Tai •taa *33
TSI T3a T33
(4.31)
From Figure 4.3 and equation 4.31, 9 is given by
cos9 = k'. k = T33
Hence
Similarly, if
6 = cosl(T33)
*' = 360° - 0
-» -»
cos$ = i • n
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(4. 32)
•14
'i?
-.?
-!*
Tl'
iI
iv^1
^
.•'jf'KSf
Jl
***?ff"3*
and
k' x k = n sin9
!
-
e
- -, i -»
n
 - riSe^"1-1
Hence
(4. 33)
For the third angle <S>,
cos <& = i'• n
1 .. .
,* rAuA^a - AiaAfu" .
 (4. 34)L sin 0 j .= cos
For the initial epoch, the T matrix is calculated. Then the initial values
of the three Eulerian angles 6, $ and $ are obtained using equations (4. 32),
(4.33) and (4.34).
The time derivatives of the angles are obtained by numerical differenti-
ation. The angles are calculated for an epoch to + ut and the time rates
are obtained from
a - £t« * at ~ 8t*
i _
*
(4.35)
At
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At is a small increment, whose choice is rather arbitrary. However, the
increment must be small enough to make the calculated 9,0 and * close to
their true values. From trial runs, it could be concluded that a value of
1/16384 of a day (approximately 5 seconds) is sufficiently small for this
purpose.
4.42 Parameters of Integration.
In numerically integrating the system of equation (4.28), the function
-»
for calculating fi has to be evaluated. This function, (equation (4.26)) is
given in terms of E, E and some other parameters. These other parameters
include the moment of inertia matrix of the earth M,, the masses of the
moon, sun and the nearer planets as well as their geocentric positions.
The earth's moment of inertia matrix is given by
M, =
A
-F
-E
-F
B
-D
-E
-D
C
Tne elements of the M, matrix are related to the second degree spherical
harmonic coefficients as follows (see [68])
Cao = ' -Kl"C -&(A + B)]
C3i = K - E
Caa = B-A
——
(4.35)
where
831 = K • D
FC_ — V • —^uCba ~ K- ~
K =
a., M are the earth's semi-major axis and mass respectively.
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From equation (4.36), there are five quantities which explicitly give the
six elements of the M, matrix. Consequently, an additional equation must
be defined in order to find the moments of inertia from the spherical
harmonic coefficients. From equation (4.36),
A = C + - (Cao - 2Ca3)
B = C + — (Ca0 + 2C2a)
D
=
= - C3l
(4.37)
By putting
= C
'
K
c -C
 K
and equations (4.37) become
A = — (K' + C20 - 2Caa)
B = — (K' Cao * 2Caa)
and expressions for D, E, F remain the same. If by some other means the
value of K' can be found, then the "scaled" moment of inertia matrix can be
calculated without using the value of K. It turns out that the scaling of the
M, matrix by -r does not affect the validity of equation (4. 26).
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In the integration program, the value used for K' is taken from
KaulaF44]
c •K' = 7^3 = 0.33076. '*
Ma? 3
Also, the coefficients of spherical harmonics used were taken from
RappTai]. Thus,
[0. .'J29G7 -0.1692 « 10~5 00.1692 xI f f 5 0.32968 0 .
I\ «
j_ 0 0 0.33076
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f.. In addition to the sun and the moon, four other planets were used in \
I?' equation (4.26). These are Mercury, Venus, Mars and Jupiter. The j
£ position of these planets as well as the sun and the moon are obtained in
£ the integration program by reading these values from the JPL Development
? Ephemeris 69 (DE-69) tape. The DE-69 is the latest of JPL's ephemeris
fjr tapes, and contains the position of all the planets, the moon as well as
I- nutation in obliquity and longitude. The positions in the DE-69 were obtained
;-. by numerical integration process, and the ephemeris is said to be gravita-
I tionally consistent. The planetary masses used are from the JPL system
;:-• of planetary masses F62]. Table 4.1 gives the gravitational constant for
'^  each astronomical body.
Body
Earth
Moon
Sun
Mercury
Venus
Mars
Jupiter
Gravitational Constants
(Kma/day~s)
0.2975542 x 1016
0. 3659906 x 10**
0.9906936 a 10sl
0.1655848 x 101S
0.2425068 » 10W
0. 3197127 « 1018
0.9458682 x 1019
Table 4.1
Gravitational Constants
4.5 Adjustment of Initial Conditions
In order to obtain the earth's orientation angles at epoch t, the six first-
order differential equations of motion (equation (4.28)) are numerically
integrated from a starting epoch t^ The values obtaini••-* .'or the angles and
their rates at the desired epoch t depends to a large extent on the starting
values of these quantities at the initial epoch, and on the parameters that
are treated in Section 4.42. The method through which the starting values (at to)
can be calculated has been given in Section 4.41 and it necessarily
involves the current expressions for precession, nutation and Greenwich
Apparent Sidereal Time, as well as a form of numerical differentiation.
Small errors in the calculation of the initial values at the starting epoch are
propagated through the integration from time to to t, and become exaggerated
over a long period of time. Consequently, it is Important to provide a means
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by which initial values and parameters can be corrected in an adjustment
process, involving some form of observations.
Suppose Z is a set of data which can be computed as a function of the
•earth's orientation angles together with some other parameters, i.e.
Z = Z(Y, M) (4.37)
where
Y
' L 6
and x is a set of parameters also needed in (4.37). Then the variation in
Z is obtained through the linearization of equation (4.37) by a Taylor series
expansion truncated at the first degree:
5Z = AY6Y + A x6x (4.38)
where
*?.
Ay =
_A
*
 =
oY
SZ
However, the variation 6Y in the Eulerian angles and their rates is further
related to the variations in the initial conditions Y0 and other parameters a
through the solution of the differential equations
Y = Y(Y0,o) (4.39)
where
The variation in Y obtained in a manner similar to equation (4.38),is given
I
*
:
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by:
6Y = U6Y0 + Vda.
The matrix of partial derivatives
'BE
u =
SE
(4.40)
SE
dE0
(4.41)
is known as the state transition matrix, which describes the transition of a
differential variation of the initial epoch conditions from time to to time t.
Also, the matrix of partials:
V =
oE |
" (4.42)
is called the parameter sensitivity matrix. It describes the effect of a
differential variation in the parameters a on the integrated quantities E, E.
When equation (4.40) is sub?**tuted in equation (4.38). the variation in Z
is obtained as:
6Z = A y - U ' 5 ^ ) V-6o + AK6x. (4.43)
The matrices of partials AY and AK can be evaluated from the formulas
obtained by forming the partials of the various parameters which are functions
of the observables. Such expressions for the laser distances were given in
Section 2.4 and for VLBI, in Sections 3.31, .3.32 and 3.33. However, the solution of
the differential equations (equation (4.39)) cannot be written in a closed form.
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Consequently, approximate expressions for the U and V matrices have
to be found which can be evaluated by numerical differentiation or inte-
gration. ]
4.51 Evaluation of the State Transition and the Parameter Sensitivity Matrices. •*
One way by which the U and V matrices can be evaluated is by numerical r
r differentiation (also called numerical variant) method. In this method, the \
desired partial derivatives are obtained by incrementing each of the initial |
\
conditions, and integrating the differential equations of motion to the J
;',- required time t. Then the nominal values of the angles (obtained using ;<
"••-. the original initial conditions) are subtracted from the values obtained ^
f;. when each initial condition is incremented and the result is divided by the
 7;
t- increment. |
"••' 4IX: Thus a set of forty-two differential equations of motion can be integrated jf
{',';• together, six for the nominal initial conditions (Y^) and six for each of I
' V the six initial values varied. If, for example the first initial condition Yj> 3
'- '• 4?;;( is varied from Y^, to Y^, then |
— Y
(
^L (4.42)
Ycg - Y^ I
:,
and similarly for other values varied.
In these studies, the numerical differentiation method was used to
obtain the U matrix. The choice of increment is .rather arbitrary,, although
it must be such as to give as close approximations to the partials as is
possible. A number of increments is tried, until by trial and error, the
U matrix can be considered stable. The stability of the U matrix is ensured
when a small change in the increment does not affect the U matrix appreciably.
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The V matrix can be obtained In the same way as described for the
U matrix. The parameters of interest are varied one by one and the
equations of motion integrated to the desired time t. Then the nominal
values of the angles are subtracted from the values obtained by varying
any of the parameters and the result divided by the increment.
An alternative way of evaluating U and V is by numerical integrationT9].
The equations of motion (4.28) can be written in the form
Y = Y (Y, o)
and the variation in Y Is given by
6Y = B5Y * H6a. (4.43)
Substitute equation (4.40) into equation (4.43) to obtain the equation:
6Y = B- U- 5Y0 + (-3- V + H) 6a. (4.44a)
However, equation (4.44a) can also be obtained by differentiating equation
(4.40) with respect to time:
6Y = U6Y0 + ^50. (4.44b)
It follows from equations (4.44a) and (4.44b) that
, U = B-U (4.45)•y
£ and
I V = B-V + H. (4.46)
Equations (4.45) and (4.46) are differential equations whose integration
£ will result in the state transition matrix U and the parameter sensitivity
/ matrix V. The solution to equation (4.45) depends on the solution to the
? equations of motion because the matrix B Is a function of the integrated
ft
Ji values of Y. Once expressions for B and H have been derived, the differ-
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ential equations (4.45) and (4.46) can be integrated along with the six
equations of motion (4.28). The matrices B and H are given by
dY
O EJ ot* '
^F ^C1OE* O J-*
j)E dE
0 I
Bai BZS
(4.47)
H — da
dor O
(4.48)
Expressions for Bat, Baa, and H3 can be obtained by differentiating the
second order differential equations represented by equation (4.26). This
differentiation was not carried out in this work since another method was
chosen for the evaluation of the state transition matrix.
4.52 Numerical Fit of the Numerically Integrated Angles to the Calculated Angles.
In order to investigate the feasibility of numerically integrating the
earth's orientation angles, the differential equations of motion (4.26)
were Integrated for a limited period of time. The results are presented
in Section 4.6 of this work. As would be expected however, the numerically
integrated angles differed from the calculated angles. Also, the differences
grew larger as the epoch of integration moved away from the initial epoch.
The differences in values of the integrated angles and the calculated angles
are due, at least in part, to the inaccurate values of the initial conditions.
Better initial conditions can be obtained through adjustment processes involv-
ing real observations together with the use of the state transition matrix and
the parameter sensitivity matrix already treated in Sections 4.5 and 4.51.
E
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Without available real observations, it is still possible to obtain
corrections to the initial values. In this case, the calculated angles could
serve as pseudo-observations, while the integrated angles are "approxi-
mate" values. This idea originated from the work of JPL in the develop-
ment of their numerical cphemeris. The lunar ephemeris obtained by
numerical integration was fitted to the Brown-Eckert ephemeris in order
to adjust the initial conditions for their integration [29], It is important
to note that such a numerical fit of integrated quantities to their correspond-
ing values obtained through other means does not distort the numerical
integration process. It merely seeks to relate the integrated values to the
values obtained through other proven means. This is clearly permissible
in this case because classical methods of calculating the earth's orientation
are known to yield results very close to the actual orientp.tion of the earth.
Let
be the earth's Eulerian angles obtained through precession, nutation and
CAST. Also, let
EC =
be the corresponding values from numerical integration with initial condi-
tions:
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In a perfect situation, it is expected that
Ee -
• e "
*>
*
f 9 "
— I iji
. U.
=
b
"o "
0
.0
In general, however, there are differences between Ec and Eb, i.e.
AE = Ee - Eb = (4.49)
Since Ee is a function of YO, it follows that
AE =
A*
= f(Yo) =
153
*0
*0
(4.50)
V ^
Using the principles of least squares, the weighted sum of squares of AE
is minimized. Thus, using the notations of Uotila [931, the corrections, X, to
the approximate values of the initial conditions Y? is given by
where
X = -(ATPA)*(ATPL)
A =
(4.51)
(4.52)
L =
- eb
(4.53)
and P is a weight matrix. In obtaining the design matrix A, the state
transition matrix is also needed.
A =
However,
and
SAE
dE
dE d(Y0) '
= I (identity matrix)
Ji U2].
(4.54)
Hence the A matrix can be evaluated along with the integration of Y, if the
Ui, Ua submatrices are obtained through one of the methods in Section 4.51.
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The I matrix is easily obtained by caii-ulating the Eulerian angles at each
epoch of comparison (using processor., etc.) and subtracting these values from the
integrated angles. In general, the size of the A matrix is 3n x 6 and that
of L is 3n x 1 where n is the number of discrete epochs over which the
adjustment is to be made.
The choice of the function to be minimized in a case like this must be
made carefully. If the £E quantities are large, it may be necessary to
find other functions to minimize. The su of squares of the £E quantities
have been minimized in these studies became they are quite small. Numeri-
cal results from the adjustment and the improvement it made to the inte-
gration made with the unadjusted initial conditions are presented in
Section 4.6.
4.6 Numerical Experiments and Results.
In the previous sections of this chapter, a method by which the orientation
of the average terrestrial coordinate system with respect to a fixed celestial
coordinate system (such as the mean ecliptic system of 1950.0) can be obtained
by direct numerical integration of the earth's equations of motion has been
outlined. The earth's dynamical (rotational) equations of motion were derived
in a more complete form, without assumptions as to the mass distribution
and dynamic shape of the earth. Since the integrated angles and their time
rates at any epoch depend on the initial conditions and physical parameters
used in integrating the equations of motion, an outline of a method through
which corrections to the initial conditions and the physical parameters can be
obtained was also given. Such a new theoretical approach to an old problem
as this needs some confirmation as to the validity of the method numerically.
It is therefore the purpose of this section to provide such needed numerical
support for the theoretical parts of the chapter.
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: An extensive numerical experiment on this subject is well
• beyond the scope of the present study. Consequently, the experiments
;• reported in this section are limited to those necessary to verify the correct-
\ ness of the equations derived and the computer programs developed for the
a| numerical integration of the Eulerian angles and their time rates. Also,
y the ability to adjust the initial conditions with the adjustment computer
s
i programs based on the method presented in Section 4.5 was verified.
i An important aid in verifying the computer programs developed in con-
,*•
v' nection with this study was the Simulated Earth-Moon Environment data
(hereafter referred to in this section as the simulated data) which was
developed by Papo T78l. The generated simulated data are based on a
r~
t -
'£ moderately complex model of the earth-moon dyn-unic system consisting
s-
y of a rotationally symetric rigid earth and a perfectly rigid moon whose
a" i
K. dynamical shape is that of a triaxial ellipsoid. Details of the model and {
\: the mathematical formulation of the equations of motion of this simplified I
£• earth-moon system arc contained in T78]. |
|g A simulated ephemeris of the earth and the moon was created for a
|, period of one year beginning at 2440222.5 JD (1969.0). The ephemeris
fe' consists of numerically integrated geocentric position and velocity of the
f, moon, the Eulerian angles and their time rates for the earth and the moon
|r recorded at half daily intervals. In addition, a fifth-order modified Everett
I interpolation formula f 77] was available for use in interpolating the 18
K:'
& quantities at epochs which fall between tabulated values.
& The following two numerical experiments are reported in this section.
fe (1) Fitting the numerically integrated earth's Eulerian angles to
&''. those obtained from the simulated data.
?; (2) Comparing the numerically integrated Eulerian angles to their
fe. counterparts obtained through classical method (using
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precession, nutation and polar motion as outlined in
Section 4.41).
4.61 Fitting the Numerically Integrated Euierian Angles to the Simulated
Angles.
As previously mentioned, the availability of the simulated data enables
j one to independently check the equations of motion of the earth as developed
i in this chapter and the computer programs written on the basis of the
f equations. Therefore, the first task that was performed was to compare the
|. numerically integrated angles to the simulated angles. In order to make the
[ two sets of angles compatible, the numerical integration program
| written .'or the real case had to be slightly modified to accomodate the
following restrictions imposed by the simulated environment model:
(1) For the elements of the moment of inertial matrix, A = B and
D = E = F = 0.
(2) Only the moon is the external celestial body whose potential
affects the rotation of the earth.
(3) The geocentric position of the moon at any epoch is that given
by the simulated data rather than the one obtainable from a real
lunar ephemeris.
It turned out that these modifications to the real integration program were
easily achieveable through the alteration of a few statements in the program
and data cards.
The integrating subroutine used to Integrate the equations of motion is
the DVDQ subroutine, a variable step, variable order Adams integrator [55].
A comparison of angles integrated and their counterparts from the simulated
data shows residuals which were less than 0*0001 for 8 and Of001 for $
and $ over the one year interval. These results indicate perfect agreement
between the two numerical Integration programs which are results of equationf?
derived independently, using different methods and expressed in different forms.
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The next step was to test the adjustment program and the ability of the
adjustment method to recover the initial conditions. For this purpose, the
theoretical initial conditions (values of the integrated quantities at the initial
epoch of 2440222.5 JD), read from the simulated data were varied. Three
test runs were made in which
(1) only the initial angles were varied
(2) both the initial angles and their time rates were varied
(3) only the time rates of the angles were varied.
The adjustment was performed over an interval of forty days beginning at
2440222.5 JD and ending at 2440262.5 JD. Values of the angles integrated
with wrong initial conditions were compared with the "true" values at half
daily intervals. Table 4.2 shows the "correct" initial conditions, and the
initial conditions used in each of the three cases mentioned above.
Symbol
6
<!>
t
6
<5
&
Correct
Initial Values
0. 4091596226
_-0.13l89&»'108
4. 8950936587
0. 659363 xl(P
-0.300932x10*
6. 3003883741
Initial Values
for Case 1
0. 4091693189
-0. 110152 xlO~4
4.8951033498
0. 659363 xl(P
-0.30093 xlg8
6. 3003883741
Initial Values
for Case 2
0. 4091644707
-0. 616711 xlO8
4. 8950985068
0.725299*10'
-0. 303942 *168
6. 3003943826
Initial Values
for Case 3
0. 4091596226
-0. 131898 « IS8
4. 8950936587
0.725299x16*
-0. 303942 xl<P
6. 3003943826
Table 4.2 Starting Initial Conditions for Three Teat Cases.
(fl, $, § in radians, 9, i. 4 in rad/day)
-i
' Ji
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Symbol
e
0
*
9
*
*
Correct
Initial Values
0. 4091596226
-0. 131898 « 10s
4. 8950936587
0. 659363 *107
-0. 300932 x 19s
6. 3003883741
Recovered
Initial Values
for Case 1
0. 4091596227
-0. 131869 »15B
4. 8950936584
0.652045 xlO7
-0. 298465 *106
6. 3003883718
Recovered
Initial Values
for Case 2
0.4091596227
-0. 131880 *106
4. 8950936585
0.654780* 10*
-0.299432*10^
6. 3003883727
Recovered
Initial Values
for Case 3
0. 4091596226
-0.131860*16°
4. 89509P6584
0.649609*10'
-0. 300307 *1<P
6. 3003883735
Table 4.3 Recovered Initial Conditions for Three Test Cases after Two Iterations.
(8, $, $ in radians, 9, $, 4> in rad/day)
Table 4.3 presents the adjusted values of the Initial conditions for the
three cases after two iterations. Comparison of the recovered parameters with
their correct values shows agreement up to the ninth decimal figure (equivalent to
0?0002 for the angles, and O."0002/day for their time rates). The residuals
obtained from the comparison of the integrated angles and those from the simu-
lated data were, for all three angles and in all three cases, less than Of 0001
throughout the adjustment interval. Since Case 2 is the most general case, the
residuals before and after adjustments are presented in Figure 4.4 for 8 and $
and in Figure 4.5 for $.
From the adjustment results, it appears as if some of the parameters In
the solution have poor separation from other parameters. This can be seen in
Table 4.4 which presents the correlation matrix obtained from the adjustment.
The correlation matrix for all three test cases Is identical up to the first two
significant digits. Also, the inverted normal matrix (weight coefficient matrix)
for all three cases is very similar, and Table 4.5 shows the weight coefficient
matrix for Case 2. In spite of the high correlation between certain parameters
(especially between 0 and 4j the results of these experiments show that the
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solutions for all the parameters do actually converge to their true values.
The adjustment performed over a 40-day interval with two iterations takes
approximately five minutes to run on an IBM 360/75 computer.
e
0
*
e
•
4
9
1.00
-0. 17
0.10
0.22
0.41
-0.41
0
1.00
-0.35
-0. 76
-0.41
0.41
*
1.00
0.46
0.25
-0.26
8 0 4
1.00
0. 54 1. 00
-0.54 -0. 99 1.00
Table 4.4
Correlation Matrix for Adjusted Initial Values
in the Simulated Case.
u
e
0
*
6
6 e 0
1.5X10"3
-3.5X10"3 2.9X10"3
S.OXIO^-I.SXIO"3 6.2X10"3
S.exiCf^^XlO'3 3.8X10"3 1. IxlO"1
s.gxio^-s.exio"3 4.9xio"a i.4Xi<rl e.sxio"1
I5.3X10"1 5. IX10"3 -4.6XlO~a -1. 3X10"* -5. 7X10"1 5.3x10'
Table 4.5
Weight Coefficient Matrix for Adjusted Initial Values
in the Simulated Case.
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J. 4.62 Comparison of Numerically Integrated Eulerian Angles to those '
Obtained through Classical Method. ?
The experiments performed in Section 4. 61 have demonstrated that the i
: method and equations developed in the previous sections of this chapter can -1
-, be used to accurately integrate earth's Eulerian angles and, if necessary, to i
', adjust initial conditions in a simulated model. Nevertheless, the ultimate .|
test of this method as to its applicability to the real world rests on how ]
'.' such numerically integrated angles compare with their counterparts using 1
•; existing methods. The purpose of this section is to evaluate, through !
•; numerical experiments, whether or not the equations an^ methods presented |
U; earlier can be used in a real situation. In this case, there is no known ]
I; "true" solution, and only good estimates of the solution can be obtained, j
£ usually through an adjustment process. Consequently, the experiments '
•t- reported in this section show: |
| (1) How close the values of the angles integrated are, compared to \
[' corresponding angles obtained through classical methods
JV
| (2) Results obtained, if the initial conditions are adjusted.
| In Section 4.41, a method has been outlined through which the three
?; Eulerian angles 9, rfi, $ can be obtained at any epoch (using values of pre-
i.3
21 cessional and nutational elements, and the CAST). The initial values of the
f> angles for the numerical integration as well as the angles compared with the .
integrated angles at selected epochs were computed using this method. The ]
,i
time rates of the initial angles were obtained by dividing the difference between
computed angles at the initial epoch and at 1/65536 day later by the time
interval. -1
t-.
;;. The integration was performed over an interval of approximately one
£. year between 2437610.5 JD and 2437970.5 JD. The earth's equations of
C.' motion were integrated by the DvDQ subroutine. The geocentric position
'A of the sun, the moon and the planets (see Section 4.42) at the epoch of
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integration were read off the JPL's latest numerical development
ephemeris — DE69. The constants of integration were those given in
Section 4.42. The integration over the one-year period took approximately
five minutes on the IBM 360/75 computer.
Instead of the Cowell type of integration performed in the simulated
case, the Encke type of integration was used in this case. This can be
done by modifying the original equations of motion from Cowell1 s to Encke's
type, i. e. defining a reference case of motion for which analytical expres-
sions can be given, and obtaining the difference between Cowell's equations
of motion and the equations of motion of the reference case. Thus, the
equations integrated are "perturbations" of the reference case. In addition
to this modification, it was decided to integrate perturbations of the quantities
9, ii, 0 + <£ and their time rates instead of 8, tji. $ and their time rates. The
main reason for doing this was to find out whether or not the strong correla-
tion between $ and & can be removed. As it turns out, this affected, very
little, the high correlation between the two parameters.
The quantities integrated (in the Encke mode) were:
6a
63
6*
6s
_
where
*+ 0 - K,
flc = 0.409170 rad.
& = 6.280350 rad.
KO = *c + & = 7. 082407
Kt = 6. 30038810 rad/day (sidereal rate)
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and
t = time in JD from the initial epoch.
Also, the quantities compared at each epoch with the computed values were
9,$ and * + #. The initial values of the integrated quantities were
6t = 7.00084121 Xl0~7rad. 64 = -1.85309594 xlO'7rad/day
6a = 4.42734527 xlO"7rad. 65 = -3. 32660736 xlO~7rad/day
63 = 1.30133957 X10"brad. 6e = -6.40369792 X10"7rad/day.
All quantities integrated refer to the mean ecliptic system of 1950.0.
}
s
»
"j
The residuals in 9, 0 and <S>+ t|> are presented in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. '<<
It can be seen from these figures that residuals in <J and d> exhibit a semi-
monthly period while residuals in $ +>!> have a dominant secular trend. However,
the residuals were very small, not exceeding O."02 in 6. O."05 in $ and 0."3 in
9 + $ over the period of one year.
An attempt was also made at adjusting the initial conditions by fitting
the numerically integrated angles over the computed ones. For this purpose,
a relatively short interval of forty days beginning at 2437610.5 JD was
chosen. The initial values of the integrated quantities (5i to fig) were those
given above. After a single iteration, the corrections to the starting values
of the initial conditions were less than 0?01 and the adjusted values of these
quantities were:
«! = 7. 23518822X 10"7 64 = -1. 96953572 XlO"7
6a = 4.99809019X10"7 66 = -3. 21460406 XlO"7
63 = 1. 30475169X 10"d 6e = -6. 36575208 XlO"7
This single solution took approximately three minutes on the IBM 360/75
computer.
The correlation matrix as shown by Table 4.6 shows in general less
correlation between parameters compared to the simulated case (Table 4.4).
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However, the high correlation between 65 and 6S is alcost the same as
that between tj> and 4 in the simulated case. Table 4.7 also presents the
weight coefficient matrix for the adjusted initial conditions.
6,
62
63
6*
65
68
61
1.00
-0.13
0.04
0.15
0.33
0.33
63
1.00
-0.08
-0.80
-0.44
-0.40
63 64
1.00
0.01 1.00
0. 14 0. 48
0.00 0.44
68 68
1.00
0. 98 1. 00
Table 4.6
Correlation Matrix for Adjusted Initial Conditions
in the Real Case.
6;
63
63
64
6e
61 63
6.2X10"3
-1.6x10"° 2.2X10"3
5.1xlO"*-1.7xlO~3
S.VxlO^^.lxlO'3
1.2xlO"a-2.9xlO"3
8.8xlO~*-2.0xlO~3
63 64 65
2.2X10"3
4. lxlO~3 1.0X10"3
3.0X10"3 6.9X10~3 1.9X10"1
-4.4xlO"6 4.8X10"3 1.5X10"3
6a
i
1.2XloH
Table 4.7
Weight Coefficient Matrix for Adjusted Initial Conditions
in the Real Case.
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The residuals in 9, t/> and 9 + 1/1 before and after the adjustment are shown %
in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. It can be seen from these two figures that the i
basic form of the residuals remained after adjustment, but the residuals |
were more or less centered around the zero line. The semi-monthly period |
\'- present before the adjustment remained after the adjustment. j
?One basic conclusion that could be made on the basis of tests performed /
v, in this section is that It is possible to obtain, by the numerical Integration j
?' .'
£ method, the orientation of the average terrestrial coordinate system with \
lr respect to a coordinate system fixed in space (such as the mean ecliptic
k system of 1950.0). It has been demonstrated that over a period of one year,
i< the integrated angles compare well with the angles computed by classical
If means to within of 2. Also, it is possible to adjust the initial conditions
j: through the method given in this chapter In order to obtain a better fit of the
| integrated angles with computed ones using the classical method. Neverthe-
|; le>FS, it is Important to note that the most desireable goal is to adjust the
if initial conditions, using real observations.
5 ADJUSTMENT MODEL FOR LASER AND VLBI OBSERVATIONS.
5.1 Introduction. ^
;
In the previous chapters, we have treated two basic types of new I
observations which can be used to obtain more accurate position determination f
on the moon. In both Chapters 2 and 3, the prediction equations for the observables 1
]
have been developed as functions of certain physical and astronomical parameters. •>
i
Also partial derivatives essential to the formation of observation equationshave
been derived. In general, the observed values of the observables and their com-
puted values will be different, the differences resulting from errors in the
observations as well as errors in the assumed values of parameters used in the
prediction equations. These assumed values of parameters can then be
"corrected" using the deviations cf the observed values from their predicted
counterparts through an adjustment procedure. Much more often than not,
there are more equations available than unknowns {due to large number of
observations), and a unique solution is usually obtained through the use of
the principles of least squares. This technique Involves the minimization of
a quadratic form, which is the total weighted sum of squares of the residuals.
la this study, the two observation types we are concerned with are the
laser distances and the VLBI time delays. Furthermore, VLBI observations
have been classified under three types namely
earth- earth VLBI observations
earth-moon VLBI observations
moon-moon VLBI observations.
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the other observation types are only a future possibility. Therefore, a
sequential solution of the normal equations is desirable, whereby the laser
observations could be adjusted first, and the result later combined directly
with other observation types whenever they are available. Lastly, it is
recognized that there are many parameters involved in the adjustment of this
klcd, some of which are either undesirable (nuisance parameters) or known
more accurately through other means than can be obtained using the observation
173
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Although the earth- earth VLBI observations cannot be used directly to
obtain coordinates of points on the moon (except in the case of observations
made to artificial radio sources located on the lunar surface), they can be 3
used to determine more accurately the orientation of the earth-fixed axes |
In space. In turn, the knowledge of the earth's orientation in space is £
s
essential to the determination of selenodetic control through earth-based
observations. Therefore, the adjustment equations developed in this chapter
will be applicable to the four types of observation as follows:
(i) lasers |
(11) earth-earth VLBI f
(Hi) earth-moon VLBI 1
(iv) moon-moon VLBI.
|£ In developing the adjustment model, consideration is given to the fact
V"'|> that values for most of the parameters to be solved for are available through
!? some sort of previous determinations. Therefore, since these "approximate" | •]
|V values of parameters have some variances associated with them, they could
tf"
& also be considered as "observations" with corresponding residuals and weights.
i:' It is also recognized that laser observations are currently under way, while
-*
. - • -. . " . " , " . ' *-.*'•'
types considered in this study. For example, parameters related to
refraction models and clock synchronization errors are nuisance parameters
while geocentric Cartesian coordinates of earth stations may be obtained more
accurately through other means, such as artificial satellite data analysis. j .
In summary, the adjustment model to be developed will be a generalized | ;
model in which parameters will be regarded as "observations" associated j ,
with their corresponding weights. The solution of the normal equations will I <
be of a sequential nature, and parameters whose solutions are not required '
will be eliminated from the normal equations while their contribution to the ; ;
solution of the other desired parameters will be accounted for. The derivation : '
of the normal equations and their solution follow, in most part, the method
used by Uotila in [93J.
5.2 Classification of Parameters in the Solution.
It has been noted in Section 5.1 that all parameters in the general ad-
i
Justment model will be regarded as observations with corresponding weights. '
!
In addition to these quasi-observations, we also have observations made with j
,t
either laser or VLBI instrumentation. These observations are divided into i I
four groups as follows:
(a) laser — (F - group)
(b) earth-earth VLBI - (G - group) i \
(c) earth-moon VLBI — (H - group) .1
(d) moon-moon VLBI — (J - group).
The parameters (or quasi-observationc) are also in two categories.
The first class of parameters are of direct interest, and their solution Is
the main goal of these studies. Parameters in the second class can be i
described as transient. They are needed for the mathematical modeling of
the observation groups, but they are either of no direct interest (nuisance
parameters) or they are not as sensitive to the observation types being con-
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\ sidered here as other known types of observations. 3
! In this work, parameters are classified into four groups - Xj, X^ f
| Xa, X« - through the consideration of the above defined classes of desired i
'.' I'
i and non-desired parameters as well as other factors. 'j
!• Parameters X
This group includes the Cartesian (x, y, z) coordinates of the lunar ?
stations in the selenodetic coordinate system. These are the main set of |
parameters in which we are interested. Transformation into polar coordinates j
can be done easily (since the lunar figure approximates a sphere).
Also in the Xt parameter group are the lunar orientation parameters.
In this chapter, the orientation of the moon with respect to an inertial system
will be assumed to be defined by the three Eulerian angles obtained through the
numerical integration of the moon's equations of motion. Consequently, the
orientation parameters consist of the initial values of the Eulerian angles and
their time rates at a standard epoch. This set of parameters which is non-
variant, is related to the moan's orientation angle at each epoch through
a 6 « 6 partial derivatives matrix known as the state transition matrix. The
partlals of the mathematical functions with respect to this set of parameters
are obtained by using the state transition matrix together with the partials of
the functions with respect to the orientation angles at each epoch of
observation. Thus, the moon's orientation parameters to be solved remain
six, irrespective of the number of epochs at which observations are made.
The last set of parameters in this group relate to the dynamic figure
of the moon. These are the moon's principal momenta of inertia, or the
lower degree acd order harmonic coefficients of the moon. These constants
appear explicitly in the moon's equations of motion which are integrated in
175
order to obtain the moon's orientation angles (see [78]).
All the three sets of parameters in this group are desirable parameters.
In addition to this, they also appear in the mathematical functions for the
three observation types F, H and J.
Parameters Xa
The parameters in this group are the geocentric Cartesian coordinates
of the observing stations on the earth and the earth's orientation with respect
to an inertial system. They feature in the mathematical functions for F, G
and H-type observations, since these observations require at least one station
on the earth.
The orientation parameters are defined in the same way as the moon's
orientation parameters above. In Chapter 4, the numerical integration of the
earth's orientation (Eulerlan) angles and their time rates have been suggested.
In this way, the number of parameters reduce to the six initial conditions
which are related to the Eulerian angles and their time rates at any observing
epoch by the 6*6 state transition matrix.
Also included in this group are the parameters of polar motion (coordi-
nates of the true (instantaneous) pole from the average pole). For easy
parametisation, it is reasonable to regard these coordinates as constant over
short Intervals of time.
The Xa group of parameters may or may not be regarded as desirable
depending on the purpose of adjustment. In this work we shall treat them as
desirable parameters. However, H is clear that the coordinates of stations
determined from the types of obssn-ations considered in these studies will be
less accurate than those obtainable with current methods of station position
determination on the earth.
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Parameters Xa
This group of parameters consists of the undesirable (nuisance) param-
eters which are necessary for modeling observation types F, G and H only.
The group includes parameters necessary for modeling the systematic errors
in the existing lunar ephemeiis. Also, included in this group of parameters
are the corrections to the error models used in computing corrections to the
observed quantities, for systematic observational errors such as atmospheric
refraction and earth tides (see Appendix B). The parameters will not be
solved explicitly, but their contributions will be included in the solution for
the desired parameters.
Parameters XA
This group of parameters is also undesirable, but does appear in the
mathematical functions for the G, H and J observation types (VLSI). The param-
eters include the radio source positions and clock synchronization errors. Alsr>,
residual instrumental errors (which are systematic in nature) can be included
ia this group. The X^ group of parameters can be treated in the same way as
the Xg parameters.
Summary
In summary, the following tables present the classification of observations
in the general adjustment model.
Type (Symbol)
F
G
H
J
Description
Earth to Moon laser observations
Earth to Earth VLSI observations
Earth to Moon VLSI observations
Moon to Moon VLSI observations.
1
1
I!
Table S.I
of Observations
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Symbol Parameter Types
(I) Cartesian coordinates of
moon stations
(ii) Orientation parameters of
the moon at initial epoch
(iii) Principal moments of
inertia of the moon
(i) Cartesian coordinates of
the earth station
(ii) Earth's orientation
parameters at an initial
epoch
(iii) Polar motion parameters
(i) Lunar ephemeris system-
atic error model
(ii) Residual refraction errors
(iii) Residual earth-tidal errors
<i) Radio source positions
(ii) Clock offset errors
(iii) Residual instrumental error
Comments
Desired parameters
Desired parameters
Undesired parameters
Unde sired parameters
Table 5.2
Types of Parameters (Pseudo Observations)
5.3 Generalized Adjustment Model.
5.31 Formation of Normal Equations.
The mathematical structure for the adjustment can be written, using
Uotila's notations [93] as:
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F(L?, L'v L^ L',3) = 0 (5.1)
H(L5, L^, LI,, Ltj, L^) = 0 (5.3)
J(L5, L»v L^) = 0 (5.4)
where
F,G,H,and J are mathematical functions of observations
Lf Is a set ol laser observations
LQ is a set of Earth-EarthVLBI observations
LH is a set of Earth-Moon VLBI observations.
Lj is a set of Moon-Moon VLBI observations
LXl» L*3, Lx3, L,4 are "observation" groups defined in Section 5.2.
The superscripts denote the following:
, a = adjusted value
Ib = observed value
o = estimated value.
Linearization of equations (5.1) to (5.4) through Taylor series yields the
following corresponding equations:
BjrV, + B, XjV,, + B, xaVxa + B, n3Vx3 + W, = 0 (5.5) |
I
Yj \f +• R. V + TL, V "*• Bu V + W — 0 / 5 6\ j-*
B«V, + BH
 SlVxj + BM xaV,a + B« x3Vx3 + BM ^Vx^ * WH = 0 (5.7)
s
'A
where
Vij, V«a, Vx3> Vx4 are corrections to the estimated values of parameters
VF, Ve, VM and Vj are observation residuals "i
-j
; f •
'. fe 179 . %
Br = . B,x. =., W roL l oL
•*
%
F.
Ii
and similar expressions for Be, BH, BG»,, BHK,, Wc and \VH. In addition, let Pr,
Pc, PH, PjandP^ represent weight matrices cor responding to L,, 1^ ., LjandL^,
assuming that these groups of observations are not correlated to one another.
The determination of the corrections (V's) through least squares
require the minimization of the quadratic form VTPV. Introducing a
function P and Lagrange multipliers Kr » KG and KM, it is desired to minimize:
PGV5 * V^PnVn + L (Vl. P. V. ))i=> i ' *= <V,
TPrV,
-2K,:(B,Vr
Wc)
-2KTJ(BJVJ (5.9)
Differentiating equation (5.9) with respect to Vfr , Vc , VH , Vj and V^, setting
the result to zero and taking equations (5. 5) to (5. 8) into account, the system
of equation (5. 10) is obtained in matrix form. This is a system of normal
equations of the form
NX U = 0
and the solution
X = -N"1 U
usually requires the inversion of the N (normal) matri>
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-PH
-P,
Br 0 0 0
0 Bg 0 0
0 0 BM 0
0 0
 ( 0 Bj
5.32 Solution of Normal Equations.
The solutioc of equation (5.10)
however the dimensions of the norm
to eliminate some of the parameters
sets of equations, expressions can b
Vr, V6 and VM as:
v« =
VM =
v, = P.XKj
B;
0
0
0
8r\
Bf«a
gT
0
0
0
0
0
•ixa.
are
syst
for
0 0 0~
B j 0 0
0 Bj 0
0 0 B]
0 Bl,t Bj,,
Bj Bi«_ 0
Bj Bit 0
0 0 0
o o o
0 0 0
0 0 0
V,"
ve
VH
V,
V
«l
V.
V
K,
KS
KH
5J_
:=
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-Wr
-we
-WH
-Wj_
A
**S
^
1
-«? .'
*
*
**
(5. 10) !
I
-•* :j
•1
•3j
1 :
1 •
'•S 1
-1
.'1;? ,
. . | J
Igebra can be obtained; 1 :
V3 * '
large and it is desirable ^ •• •'•
em. From the first three % , '.
% ' - .\
the observation residuals ^ '
-§ ' ' •
(5.H) jj . - . ]
•••%: '1
'i%~ ' A-
1 j
By inserting the expressions for V's above into the last three sets of equations
of equation (5.10) and re-arranging, the system of equations reduces to:
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'"'^ "•'^ ^•^•v^qr«*^ii<*w;jaM?^a««»a«B««BiL«»«s9«^«««~1-n'»T»-
Mr 0 0 0 B^ Bf^ B,^ 0
0 MS Ov 0 0 B^ Be*, B6»4
0 0 MM 0 B«XI Buxg B^ B^
0 0 0 Mj BjXl 0 0 BJX4
B?*, 0 BjXj BjXl -Px2 0 0 0
BrT^ 36% Blxj, 0 0 -P^ 0 0
B/fc B J ^ BiU, 0 0 0 - P ^ 0
0 B,J>4 B^ BT^ 0 0 0 -P,^
vhere
Mr = BfPr'B;
Ms = BG?X
MM = BHPHBl
Mj = Bj^Bj.
The equation set (5. 12) can be re-written as:
"M BX~J ~K "I r~\v~
_BT, -pj [yj L °_
where
MF 0 0 0~| [Brxj
0 MS 0 0 0
M =
 0 0 M« 0 ' B> = BH,1
_0 0 0 MJ BJXJ
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~K,1 p-W,"| i
KG -W8
K. -WH ;
Kj -W,
Vx. = 0 (5.12)
*
V
"b ° Iv
-3 ° ;
Vx. 0 |l_ •U l_ - ,
i
I
_
-
•
.
t.
V
•9_
(5. 13) 1|
i
B,,3 Bf^ 0~ I
B^ B,,, B,^ |
BMXg BH'^ BH,^ >j
0 0 Br^ \
of
j
1 -
"!'"
^
' i - - ,
-%, -.
-1 '- ,
^ .-^ i.-*
'1
i
1
13i^
ar
1
•1
;l*j
4
3fes
r^Sfel
If!li
;^
1
'^5SiifS1itfSi
I&<
1
^
^3
rtr.)
1i
i§
Px =
\
0
0
0
_
0
p
-te
0
0
0
0
ps
0
0
0
0
PXi
, vx
"V
V
»a
V
-b
vx4_
K =
V]
KG
KH
_
K
-L
. W =
"w,
WG
WH
_Wj_
Prom the first equation of (5.13),
K = -M1(BXV» + W)
and from the second equation.
PO'BIM'W. (5.14)
Then,
L» = Lbx + vx.
Equation (5.14) above gives the combined solution for the residuals
of all parameters ("observations") using all the four types of observations.
The weight coefficient matrix of L/Jfadjusted values of parameters ("observa-
tions")) is given by:
Qta = [Px + BXM-1B,]* . (5.15)
It was already noted above that there are two classes of parameters,
the first class containing parameters we wish to solve explicitly, while
the solution to the other class of parameters is not needed. Therefore
let the Vx matrix be divided into two groups namely:
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V,0 - desired parameters
Vj,u - undesired parameters
where, according to the parameter classification of Section 5.2, ?1
rt
s^
m
Furthermore, since laser observations will most probably be available
before the VLBI observations, the solution of V,0 using only F-type
(laser) observations can first be found followed by the sequential solution
of VXo with the addition of the other observation types.
For the first case (using only F-type observations) the normal equations
can be written as
-P,
-
p
»
i V *c
|_V'U
(5.16)
Eliminating both K, and V,u from the system, the expression for V»0 is
, = -[P,B rtu)*W, (5.17)
where
Also,
M,Ig =
(5.18)
384
pl—o
n
1
and
K, = - (5.19)
The weight coefficient matrix for the adjusted parameters - L*B Is
(5.20)
where
M
"
The last part of the above equation is the contribution to the weight coef-
ficient matrix, of the "folded-in" (unsolved) parameter set L^
Introducing the G, II and J-typcs of observations (VLSI), the normal
equations can be written as:
1M, 0
0 M,
'•o ^
Ke
-W,
-Wc
0
0
Me =
w- = . Kc = K.
(5.21)
ii
1
The solution of V,, from equation (5.21) is
V
'D = -t
(5.22)
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where
Comparison of equations (5.17) and (5.22) shows that the latter equation
could be written as
vs = v; * 6vs
where
•
V^ is given by equation (5. 17)
and
9 V% - [ Ps « Q,V.<H» *M^) '
ti
The term 6 V^ gives the contribution of the G-. II- and J-sets of observations |
if these seta are sequentially used to find V^ after an initial adjustment with •
the F-set of observations. :
An alternative way of carrying out this a^ucntlal adjustment is to use f
1
ths system of equations (5. 16) where the F-set matrices are replaced by 1
the C-set. However, the "observed" 1\. should in this case be the adjusted i
LL. obtained from the adjustment of the F-set of observations. Also, the |
weight matrix P^ should be changed accordingly to the inverse of the variance- I
covariance matrix resulting from the adjustment of the F-set of observations. j
5.4 Numerical Experiments. \
In this study, a few numerical experiments were performed for the
purpose of investigating the expected accuracies of position determinations,
using lunar laser distances as observations. The adjustment system Is
based on the laser observation equations derived in Chapter 2, and the
adjustment equations presented in the previous sections of this chapter.
Since no real data were available, laser distances were simulated for
the purpose of these experiments. No strong conclusions can be drawn
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from the results of adjustments performed with simulated data concerning
the results cad would obtain using real data. Nevertheless, in the absence
of real observations, simulated data are often used in evaluating a pro-
posed model, as well as investigating the relative accuracies of the
various parameters In the model.
In an earlier report [25], eight lunar control points, arbitrarily, but
uniformly located over the lunar near-side were used to represent positions
of lunar rctroreflcctors, to which eight laser stations, located on earth,
observe lunar ranges. The design of the numerical cxperimeats to be
reported in thia section reflects the existing conflguratioa of lunar ranging
slat leas and rctrorcflectors. The three retroreflectors deposited oa tba
moon by V. S. astronauts serve as the moon stations to distances which
are measured from laser utatlono on the earth. A set of numerical
experiments were performed for lite case when the only actively observing
laser station - the McDonald Observatory at Ft. Davis, Texas - ranges
to the three lunar reflectors. Simitar expcrimecis were also performed
for the case when three laser stations observe laser ranges to the lunar
reflectors in order to determine any improvement in expected accuracies
of parameters In the adjustment model as a result of observatioss from
multiple laser stations on earth. For this purpose, two laser stations
were chosen, in addition to the McDonald Observatory, such that the
stations are located as distant as possible from the McDonald Observatory.
The two stations arc located at the Crimean Observatory, USSR and the
Mt. Slromlo Observatory in Canberra, Australia. The establishment of
permanent laser observing station at these two observatories has also
been proposed. Tables 5.3 and 5.4 present the coordinates of the three
laser stations and the three lunar retroreflectors. The locatioa of the
lunar retroOcctors is also shown in Figure 5.1.
For the limited objectives of the experiments performed, oaly the
following parameters were Included In the adjustment model as unknowns.
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Point No.
1
2
3
U(km)
-1330.81462
-4466.54586
3784.28692
V(km>
-5328.78935
2683.24104
2552.21344
\V(km)
3235. 69752
-3667.44266
4440.46175
Location
Ft. Davis, Texas
Ml. Sromlo, Australia
Crimean, USSR
Table 5.3
The Geocentric Cartesian Coordlnatc3_of 1 hree Laser Rations
Point No.
1
2
3
x(km)
1591.42945
1652. 86823
y<km)
691.97322
-520.44969
1554.85951 i 99.26753
1
z(km)
19.26380
-110.54128
762.35841
Remarks
Apollo 11 Mission
Apollo 14 Mission
Apollo 15 Mission
Table 5.4
Sfleoodctic Cartesian Coordinates of Three Lunar Rctroreflcctora
1S8
V .
Figure 5.1
l-ocatlcn of the Three Lunar Rctroreflectors
(1) The geocentric Cartesian <U, V, W) coordinates of the
laser stations on the earth.
(2> The parameters of the orientation of the U, V, W coor-
dinate system with respect to the mean ecliptic coordinate
system of a standard epoch, which was chosen to be
1969.0 (2440222.5 JD). These parameters are represented
by the three Eulerlan angles and their time rates for
the epoch of 1969.0.
(3) The scleaodetic Cartesian <x,y,z) coordinates of the
lunar retroreflectors, to which laser distances were
simulated.
(4) The parameters of the orie&atioa of the x,y,z coordinate
system with respect to the mean ecliptic system of 1969.0,
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Yc
Zc
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V
V
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represented by the physical libration parameters - T, a, o -
and their time derivatives at the epoch of 1969.0.
(5) Three physical parameters of the moon, represented by
the spherical harmonic coefficients Cm, C& and the
C-A
moment of inertia ratio o = —r— .
£>
The simulated data were assumed to be completely free from systematic
errors, and the geocentric coordinates of the moon's center of mass were
assumed to be known.
The mathematical model used to simulate the laser distances was that
presented in Section 2.5, whereby the to|jocentric coordinates of the lunar
retroreflector is expressed as (see equation 2.77):
(5.23)
where
Xc, Yc, Zr are the geocentric coordinates of the center of mass of
the moon in the 1969.0 mean ecliptic coordinate system.
The orientation matrices Pc, P, are obtained from integrated Eulerian Angles
of the earth and the moon respectively.
The. two cases of experiments reported in this section are as follows:
(1) Obtaining the weight coefficient matrix of the adjusted values
of parameters, using simulated laser distances obtained from
Ihr Simulated Earth-Moon Environment Data.
(2) Investigating how well the parameters in the adjustment model
can be recovered if their "true" values are altered. This
investigation was also performed with the simulated environ-
ment data
190
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Simulation of laser distances.
The flow of computation for the simulation of laser distances are as follows:
(a) The rotational equations of motion of the earth are numerically
integrated so as to find the earth's Eulerian angles and their
time rates at regular half day intervals, over a one-year period.
All the integrated quantities refer to the initial epoch of
1969.0. An additional output of this step is the 6 * 6 state
transition matrix. The state transition matrix, the Eulerian
angles and their time rates, and the epoch of computation are
then stored on a temporary storage device for later use.
(b) Step (a) is repeated for the moon.
(c) The U,V,W coordinates of the laser stations, and the x.y.z
coordinates of the moon points are read as input into a program
which generates laser distances.
(d) At each half-day interval, all the "observable" laser distances
are computed, using information from steps (a), (b), (c) and
a lunar ephemeris. These distances are then punched out on
cards for later screening.
•<
A laser distance is deemed "observable" if the observing
*.
conditions are such that |
(i) The altitude of the moon point is between 30° and 70° '
(it) The observed moon point is on the front side of the
moon's disc (with respect to the laser station) and is
at least 10° off the lunar limb.
Integration of the Eulcrtan angles.
The numerical integration of the earth's Eulerian angles follow the method
outlined in Chapter 4. The Encke-type integration was used, in which the
quantities integrated are given as
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r
i_
V
5a
63
5«
55
8 - 9C
!fi - <fc
4- + i/j - K0 - Kit
e
* + i - K
(5.24)
where 6C, &, K0 and Kj are constants. The expression for the state transi-
tion matrix U, which was obtained by numerical differentiation is given as
U = ^- (5.25)
d6o
where
and
63 64 6S 6, "V
is the value of 6 at the initial epoch of 1969. 0.
For the moon's Eulerian angles, the equations developed by Papo r?8 1, for
the integration of the physical libration quantities (r, a, p, r, (T and o) and the
state transition matrix (U*), were used. The Eulerian angles are then obtained
from the physical libration quantities and the expressions for the Cassini laws:
4-
4
*»
<*•
*
>_
L + T - fi
n
i
L - r.
A
0
T - a
o
o
r - i
a
_ 6 _
(5.26)
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Apart from the physical libration quantities and the state transition matrix,
the integration program also computes tiie 3*6 parameter sensitivity
matrix, S, which is given by:
s _ a o T a
A similar expression for the U* matrix is
p f 6- p]T
3 rTc Ob Po TO Ob PolT ' ' ...\
Weighting.
The adjustment method used regards all the parameters, in addition to the
simulated distances, as observations with associated weights. The relative
weight of each of the parameters was computed as the inverse of its estimated
variance, thereby choosing the variance of unit weight to be 1.
The values of the variances of parameters were selected to conform with
the level of uncertainties in the present knowledge of these quantities. The •
standard deviation of the parameters are as follows: •
U.V.W coordinates, m = 25 meters ;
x.y.z coordinates, m = 1 kilometer :-.
s
6,,52. 5.T m = 1.0 sec \
\
6.-1. 64, 5S m = 0.5 sec /day \
T, o, a m = 20.0 sec "•}
£
ft
-.i
f, p, a m = 10.0 sec/day ?,
C2s m = 0.5 sec \
_4
>
9 m = 2.0 sec i
••'
-f
Cao m = 0.01 sec . i
;
The standard deviation of each "observed" distance was assumed' i
to be 15 cm,which is the precision currently expected from lunar •%
laser ranges.
Experiment (1).
The purpose of this experiment is to investigate the internal precision
of the adjustment system. An idea about the internal precision of the
adjustment system can be obtained through the inspection of the variance-
covariance matrix, particularly the diagonal elements (variance. >, and
the associated matrix of correlation coefficients.
The simulated distances used in this experiment were computed using
the Simulated Environment Data [78]. From laser distances simulated
according to the procedure already outlined above, a number of them are
chosen over a certain period of time, for adjustment. There were three
cases of experimental computer runs:
(1) In the first case, laser distances were simulated between
one laser station (at the McDonald Observatory), and the
three lunar retroreflectors. Different numbers of obser-
vations over differing periods of time were chosen for
the formation of the normal matrix. These were as
follows: 50 observations over a three-month period,
100 observations over a six-month period, 150 obser-
vat ions over a nine-month period, and 200 observations
over one year.
(2) to order to have an idea about how the parameter vari-
ances improve with increase in the period of time over
which observations are made, the second case consists
of computer runs where the number of observations v.as
held fixed, while the period of observations was varied.
(3) In the third case, the simulated distances used, com-
prised of distances between all the three laser stations
already mentioned above and the three lunar retro-
yT"
fi reflectors. The total numbers of observations and the
'^ix
••: observation periods chosen were the same as in case (1).
V 1944V •
.The partials of distances with respect to the parameters were evaluated
using the equations developed in Section 2.5. Since the orientation param-
eters (of both the earth and the moon) defined in Section 2.5 are slightly
different for those in this adjustment model, a simple transformation
had to be made as follows:
dD 3D oE r
c - —— • 2— for the earth's orientation angleso E oo
 o 5O
and
where
6D oE H
= -v- 2i- for the moon's orientation angles
d E of d ?o
5 = r«i 63 63 54 55
and
D is the distance.
H follows form equations (5.24) and (5.26) that
d E E
a5
" i
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
-1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
-1
0~
0
0
0
0
1
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and
"o
0
1
0
0
_0
0
1
-1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
-1
0 "
0
0
1
0
0
The expressions for the partials of distances with respect to the orientation
parameters can thus be evaluated.
Table 5.5 gives the diagonal elements of the variance-covariance matrix
of case (1), where the only laser station observing is located at the McDonald
Observatory. The general pattern shows, as can be expected, that the param-
eter variances decrease as more observations are made over longer periods
of time. It can also be seen from the table that, in addition to a general
improvement in lunar position determination through the use of laser ranges,
we can also expect an improvement in the determination of geocentric
positions of stations on the earth's surface. A general improvement in
the accuracy of determining the orientation parameters of both the earth
and the moon, and", the moon's lower order spherical harmonic coefficients
can also be expected by using lunar laser ranges. The exception to this is
the variances obtained for the moon's physical libration in the node and its
time derivative (a and fr). Even with 200 observations over a one year
period, the variance obtained for tj and d a.'e 250'.'? and 29.5 sec^day3
respectively, compared to the a priori values of 400" and 100 sec2/daya.
A good explanation for this poor determination of a and a cannot be found,
especially since the dominant term of libration in node has a period of
about one month. On the other hand, it should be realized that the node
itself is defined by the intersection of two planes at an angle of only 1?5.
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Parameters
U
V
W
Xl
Vi
zl
*9
Xa
za
x
»
Ya
zs
6
»
«a
«s
T
a
0
C3a
0
Ca,
S*
6%
«•
T
a
•P
50 Observations
3 Months
meter2
312.7
19.6
36.0
16.3
57.1
646.3
• 10.5
138.7
627.4
17.5
113.2
539.6
second3
0.6X10-3
0. 3 x 10~3
0.5
1.5
397.8
1.4
0.3X10"3
0.4x 10"3
0. 1 x 10"3
secVdav3
0. 2 x 10"3
0.6X10"1
0.4 xlO"3
0. 8 x 10"3
98.2
0.02
100 Observations
6 Months
meter3
1.0
0.07
8.9
2.9
10.1
220.9
2.3
27.6
191.9
14.4
26.7
171.5
secona
0. 1 x 10"3
0.2 xlO"3
0. 1 x 10"3
0.3
382.0
1.2
0. 2 x 10~3
0.3 x!0~*
0.1 xlO"3
secVdav3
0.2X 10"3
0.7 xlO"3
0.5 x 10~*
0.6X10"4
81.3
0.015
150 Observations
9 Months
meter3
0.3 •
0.02
1.8
1.2
4.2
85.8
1.1
10.6
66.6
10.1
9.8
63.2
second3
0.2X 10"*
0.8x10"*
0.3 x 10"3
0.1
318.7
0.8
0.5x10"*
0.8 xlO'8
0. 1 X 10"'
secVdav3
0.1 x 10"3
0.6 x 10"3
0.4 x 10"B
0. 1 x 10"*
55.1
0.011
200 Observations
12 Months
meter3
0.08
0.01
1.4
0.5
1.9
57.7
0.4
4.4
50.1
6.0
6.3
44.6
8econu
0. 1 X 10"*
0.6xlO~*
0.1X 10"3
0.04
250.7
0.4
0.2 xlO"*
0. 3 x 10"6
0. 1 x 10 -
sec2 /day3
0. 8 x 10"*
0.3 X10"3
0. 2 x 10"B
0.6 xlO"6
29.5
0.009
A Priori
Variance
meter3
625
625
625
1 X 10s
1 x 10s
1 x 10s
1 x 108
1 X 10°
1 x 108
1 X 106
1 X 10s
1 X 10s
SGCO*tti
1.0
1.0
1.0
400
400
400
0.25
4.0
0.1x10^
sec3/da.v2
0.25
0.25
0.25
100
100
100
Table 5.5
Variances of Parameters for Case (1).
jVith One Laser Station Observing
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Another trend that could be noticed in Table 5.5 is that, in general,
the x coordinates of the lunar reflectors are better determined than the
y and z coordinates. The z-coordinates are the ones with the poorest
determination. This phenomena can be explained through the fact that the
ranges are likely to be more sensitive to changes in the X coordinates
of lunar stations since the X-axis is always oriented approximately toward
the earth. This same conclusion cannot be made for the geocentric
coordinates of points on the earth which are likely to depend more on the
geometry of the simulated distances chosen for adjustment.
Table 5.6 displays the variances of parameters for case (2), where
the number of observations are held fixed and the periods of observation
are varied. All the parameters show sensitivity to the length of the
period of observations as can be seen from decreases in the variances
of parameters when the period of observation is increased. The sharpest
change in the variances occurs when the period of observation is increased
from three months to six months. A further increase in the period to
nine months shows further decrease in the variances, but to a lesser
degree.
In Table 5.7, the diagonal elements of the variance-covariance matrix
(variances of parameters) for case (3) are tabulated. In this case, there
are three observing laser stations on the earth. The characteristics of
this table are similar to those of Table 5.5 for case (1), where only one
laser station is ranging to the lunar retroreflectors. From both tables,
i; can be seen that the accuracy of determining the parameters increase
with increase in the number of observations and the period of observations.
The largest degree of improvement is obtained when the number and
period of observations are increased from 50 and three months to 100
and six months respectively. Also, the least sensitive parameter in the
adjustment model remains the moon's physical libration in node and its
time derivative (a and CT).
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Parameters
U
V
W
Xl
yi
Zl
*a
ya
Za
*3
Ya
Z3
*i
«a
63
T
a
P
CJB
ft
c»
s*
65
«6
T
a
P
50 Observations
3 Months
meter3
312
19.6
36.0
16.3
57.1
6-15.3
10.5
138.7
627.4
17.5
113.2
539.6
second3
0.6 x 10~°
0.3 xlO'3
0.5
1.5
397.8
1.4
0.3 XJO"3
0.4 X10~3
0.1 xlO^»
50 Observat ions
6 Months
meter3
3.03
0.2
30.0
5.4
16.9
S63.1
3.7
48.0
531.2
16.3
45.1
437.2
second2
0.3 x 10~3
0.5X10"3
0.4 X10~a
0.48
392.4
1.38
0.4 xlO"3
0.4 XlO"*
0. 1 x 10"3
sec^dav2 see3 /day3
0.2 xlO"3
0.6 xlO"1
0.4 x 10-°
0.8 XlO"3
98.2
0.02
0.5 XlO"3
0.2 xlO'1
0. 1 x 10"3
0. 1 x 10"3
94.5
0.015
50 Observations
9 Months
meter3
1.2
0.1
10.7
4.9
13.4
241.7
3.1
35.4
211.5
14.4
28.0
168.0
second2
0.7 x 10~*
0.7 xlO"3
0.2 xlO"3
0.4
372.2
1.2
0.2 XlO"3
0.3 xlO"*
0.1 xlO"3
secVday3
0. 1 x 10"3
0.6 xlO"3
0.4 xlO"4
0.5 X10~*
80.9
0.014
100 Observations
6 Months
meter
1.0
0.07
8.9
2.9
10.1
220.9
2.3
27.6
191.9
14.4
26.7
171.5
second3
0.1 x 10"3
0 . 2 X 10"3
0.1X 10"3
0.3
382.0
1.2
0.2 X 10"3
0.3 X 10~*
0.1 XlO"3
seca/dav3
0.2 xlO"3
0.7 XlO"3
j 0.5X10"*
! 0 .6xlO~*
81.3
0.015
100 Observations
9 Months
meter2
0.43
0.03
2.88
2.0
7.1
117.4
1.6
16.8
92.2
12.3
19.8
85.5
second3
0. 2 x 10"*
0. 1 X ID"3
0. 6 x 10"3
0.2
348.5
1.0
0.9 X 10"*
0. 2 X 10"*
0. 1 x 10"3
sec2 /day2
0.2 xlO"3
0. 8 x 10"3
0.6X10"6
0.2 xlO"*
68.9
0.013
Table 5.6
Variances of Parameters tor Case (2).
Period of Observation Varied
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Parameters
Vl
Vj
Wi
Ua
Va
wa
Us
V3
W3
Xl
Vi
"a
ya
Za
Xa
Ya
Z9
6i
6a
j
*
T
a
P
Caa
IS
Ca>
6*
65
te
T
O
P
50 Observations
3 Months
meter2
169.43
10.61
9.69
43.04
119.04
8.08
38. 88
85.47
9.83
10.50
43.26
243.70
6.71
81.66
207.30
17.05
67.06
197.62
second3
0. 14 * 10"3
0. 11 x 10"3
0.25
0.94
397.58
1.44
0. 17 x 10"3
0. 48X10"3
0.1 xlO"3
secVdav3
0.50 xlO"3
0.99 xlO"3
0.67 xlO"*
0.55 xlO"3
97.37
0. 16 x ID"1
100 Observations
6 Months
meter3
1.17
0.08
2.49
0.34
0.81
2.14
0.25
0.59
2.51
2.51
6.92
131.25
2.08
22.11
96.73
13.90
17.71
98.69
second*
0. 38 x 10"*
0.39 xlO~*
0.17 xlO"a
0.23
i 378.84
i 1.14
0.20 xlO"3
0.25 X10-*
| 0.1 XlO"3
secn/day
0.18 xlO"3
0.18 xlO"3
0.12 xlO"*
0.55 xlO"*
78.40
0.15 xlO"1
150 Observations
9 Months
meter2
0.1
0.02
1.26
0.04
0.08
1.05
0.03
0.06
1.26
0.97
3.09
82.21
1 0.87
| 8.23
! 62. SO
I 9.62
8.21
64.18
second"1
I 0.21X10"*
0. 23 x 10"*
i 0.15X10"3I
j 0.83 xlO"1
335.64
0.76
j 0.38 x 10~*
j O.SOxlO"5
j 0. 1 x 10"3
; Boc-yday3
1
 0. 12 x 10"3
; 0.68X10"3
0.46 xlO"6
1 0. 13 x 10"*
j 51.74
0. 13 x 10"1
200 Observations
12 Months
meter3
0.04
0.01
0.75
0.02
0.03
0.62
0.01
0.03
0.76
0.47
1.61
49.60
0.46
3.96
42.57
6.25
3.83
40.77
; second3
O.J5*10"5
O.HxlO"*
0.63x10"*
!
0.39 xlO'1
! 247.27
0.44
0. 14 x 10"*
' 0.33xlO"&
0. 1 x 10"3
Sec'Vdaj-*
0.63 xlO~*
i 0.23 >10"*
j 0.16 xlO"6
i 0.53 xlo"&
30.10
0.93 xlO"a
A Priori
Variances
meter3
625
625
625
625
625
625
625
625
625
1 x 10s
1 x !06
1 x 10s
1 x 10B
1 x 10s
ix 106
1 x 10°
1 x 10*
1 x 106
second3
1.0
1.0
1.0
400
400
400
0.25
4.0
0.1 xlO"3
"s^/dav3
0.25
0.25
0.25
100
100
100
Table 5.7
Variances of Parameters for Case (3).
With Three Laser Stations Observing
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The correlation coefficient matrix presented in Table S.& is that of
Case (3) with 200 observations over a one year period. The correlation
matrix obtained for the other cases are similir to the one presented
here, but, in general, correlation between parameters are higher for
cases involving less observations performed ever less periods of time.
The first striking feature of the correlation matrix (Table 5.8) is the
high correlation that exi&s between the I" and V coordinates of the same
Isser station on the one hand, as well as the h gh correlation between the
x and y coordinates of the retroreflectcrs en tt.e other. Also, the U
coordinates are correlated among one another, and the same applies to
the U, W, x, y, ?. coordinates. These phenomena may be due to the fact
that the orientation of both the earth and the iroon, as well as the geo-
ctmer are part of the parameters in the solution. R can also be noticed
in Tab'ie 5.8 that there is a high correlation between "s and 63, as well
as between tg and 64. This was also the case in Chapter 4 (see Tables
4.4 and 4.6). For the moon's orientation parameters, high correlation
exists between 9 and p, and p and b. The coordinates of laser stations
were neither correlated with the selenodetic coordinates of the reflectors,
nor with the orientation parameters of the moon.
Experiment (2).
This experiment was performed in order to investigate how well the
parameters in the adjustment model can be recovered, if known shifts are
introduced into the starting parameters (as approximate values of the
parameters). The computational methods in this experiment are similar
to that of Experiment (1), except that arbitrary shifts were it&roduced
into the "known" values of parameters. The experiment was performed
for the case when three stations are observing to the three retroreflectors,
with only 50 observations over a three moslh period.
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Correlation Matrix for Case (3).
200 Observations Over A One Year Period
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Table 5.9 presents the shifts introduced into the various parameters,
and the corrections obtained from the solution. The coordinates of the
laser stations were recovered to within 10 meters in almost all the cases
while the coordinates of retroreficctors were recovered to within 70 meters
for most of them. The earth's Eulerian angles are well recovered
although their time rates (except 6a) are not. Except for T and p, the
physical libration parameters are poorly recovered, especially ff and cr.
The moon's physical parameters Csa, (3 and Caj were all well recovered.
The degree of recovery of parameters for this experiment, especially
for the coordinates of the laser stations and retroreflectors are some-
what lower than might be expected. Nevertheless, it is not utterly sur-
prising because of the high correlation that exists between some of the
parameters. Moreover, only one adjustment cycle was performed for the
case presented here, and two or more iterations on this solution might
have brought the magnitudes of the corrections closer to the respective
shifts introduced.
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Parameters
Ui
Vi
Wl
ua
V2
ws
U3
V3
W3
xa
ya
X3
ya
Z3
Shifts
Meters
14.6
89.4
- 97.5
45.9
- 41.0
42.7
- 86.9
- 13.4
- 61.8
-429.4
-973.2
-263.8
-868.2
449.7
541.3
-859.5
-267.5
-358.4
Solution
Meters
- 26.2
- 89.6
90.4
- 39.8
51.0
- 48.1
92.5
5.0
54.7
394.7
1059. 0
304.1
897.1
- 371.9
- 517.6
827.8
336.1
394.7
Parameters
61
62
63
T
a
P
Css
|3
Csa
6*
6s
f
CT
P
ShiRs
Seconds
- 2.1
2.1
- 2.1
4.3
45.1
- 5.4
0.7
0.8
0.0
Sec/Day,
0.001
0.006
0.0
- 1.5
-62.7
- 2.6
Solution
Seconds
2.1
- 2.0
1.6
-14.2
- 4.6
- 2.6
- 0.8
- 0.8
0.0
Sec/Dav
- 0.1
0.3
0.0
1.5
- 1.2
2.4
Table 5.9
Shifts Introduced to Parameters, and Corrections from Solution
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.
The main purpose of this study has been that of deriving the observation
equations necessary to utilize the lunar laser ranging and the VLBI measure-
ments for the establishment of a primary control network on the moon. The
control network consists of coordinates of moon points in the selenodetic
Cartesian coordinate system, which is fixed to the lunar body, centered at
the moon's center of mass and has its axes coincident with the three principal
axes of the moon. The control points are those moon points to which range
measurements have been made from terrestrial stations, or those points
which have been used in conjunction with terrestrial or other lunar stations
for VLBI observations of natural radio sources.
The problem of determining coordinates of points on the moon in the above-
defined selenodetic Cartesian coordinate system using earth-based observa-
tions is rigorously tied to the knowledge of the following dynamic behavior
of the earth and the moon; the orbital motion of the moon about the bary-
center, the rotational motion of the moon on its axis and the motion of the
earth about its center of mass. In addition, the knowledge of the geocentric
positions of the terrestrial stations is essential. Therefore, it can be expected
that our knowledge of the parameters related to the above phenomena of the
earth-moon dynamic system as well as the geocentric positions of earth
stations can be improved simultaneously with the determination of coordinates
of lunar points. For this reason, the derived observation equations for the
laser ranges and the VLBI time delays were based on a general model, in
which the following groups of unknown parameters were included:
1. The selenodetic Cartesian coordinates of lunar points.
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2. The geocentric Cartesian coordinates of earth stations.
3. The parameters of the orientation of the selenodetic coordinate
system with respect to a celestial coordinate system fixed in
space. These may be given by three Eulerian angles, obtainable
either through the nuMerical integration of the moon's equations
of motion, or through the Cassini laws and the physical libration
angles determined through the classical method.
4. The parameters of the orientation of the average terrestrial coor-
dinate system (U,V,W) with respect to a fixed celestial coordinate
system. Traditionally, these have usually been given in terms
of the precessional elements, the nutations in obliquity and in longi-
tude, the Greenwich Apparent Sidereal Time and the motion of the
true pole with respect to the CIO pole. It has been shown in this
study that the orientation of an earth-fixed coordinate system with
respect to a fixed celestial system can be represented by three
Eulerian angles, which can be obtained through numerical integration
of three second-order differential equations.
5. The geocentric coordinates of the center of mass of the moon as
given by a lunar ephemeris.
The laser and the VLBI equations were developed in Chapters 2 and 3. In
Chapter 4, some effort was devoted to the derivation of the earth's equr-iioiis
of motion (rotational) and an outline of how these differential equations can be
numerically integrated was presented. The justification for the extensive
treatment of this subject in this study lies in the fact that the knowledge of the
earth's orientation in space is an important factor for accurate determination
of selenodetic coordinates of points on the moon. Moreover, the number of
parameters defining the earth's orientation is 'greatly reduced when the angles
are obtained through numerical integration process. This eases up the impor-
tant practical problem of computer storage in handling the solution of a huge
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system of normal equations, which would have resulted from the inclusion
of precessional and nutational parameters in the adjustment model. A
general adjustment model, based on the theory of adjustment computations
using matrix algebra, was developed for the analysis of laser and VLBI
observations in Chapter 5.
A few numerical experiments were performed in this study, basically for
the purpose of checking the models and equations developed in parts of this
work. The first group of experiments are limited to the numerical verifi-
cation of the equations and methods developed for the numerical integration
of the earth's orientation angles, and the computer programs based on these
equations. From the results obtained, it was demonstrated that, over a
period of one year, th« numerically integrated angles compare very well to
the classically computed ones, to within 0"2 in the worst case. It was also
shown that the solutions for the initial conditions of the integration do con-
verge inspite of high correlations between some of the parameters.
Another group of experiments was performed for the purpose of
investigating the accuracies of determining geodetic and selenodetic
coordinates as well as the orientation parameters of the earth and the
moon, when laser ranges are used. For this purpose, the three retro-
reflectors on the moon deposited by U. S. astronauts served as the
lunar bench marks and simulated ranges were obtained to their reflec.._<j
from three laser stations located on the earth's surface. Results of the
experiments indicate significant improvement in the accuracy of deter-
mining station positions (both on the earth and on the moon). Also, the
results indicate that the orientation of the earth and the moon, represented
by 6 parameters each, can be more accurately solved for with the use
of laser ranges. However, it was clear from the results that a good
number of the parameters in the solution were highly correlated. This
fact seems to have affected the degree to which parameters could be
recovered, if their known values are arbitrarily altered.
• .
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One logical extension of the study performed here is the numerical verifica-
tion of the observation equations for the VLBI, and the improvement that might
be expected in the adjustment system if VLBI observations are combined with
laser ranges. Another problem area is the investigation of the possibility of
containing the types of observations treated in this work with other types such
as earth-based optical observations, satellite-borne photography, lunar
laser altimetry and range/range-rate observations to lunar satellites.
In deriving the observation equations for the laser and the VLBI, as well
as the equations of motion oi the earth, both the earth and the moon were
assumed to be rigid bodies. The effects of non-rigidity of the earth and
the moon on these equations still remain to be investigated.
Finally, the ultimate goal in the application of the findings contained in
this study to Geodetic Science and other related academic disciplines would
be reached when the equations presented here are successfully applied to
actual laser and/or VLBI observations.
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APPENDIX A
Equations for Earth-Based VLBI Observations of an Artificial Source
The use of a radio beacon, deposited on the moon, as an artificial
source for an independent clock interferometric system was one of the
recommendations of the Lunar Science1 and Exploration Conference of
1967 r75~l. The radio source could be a transponder, whose transmitted
signals are observed by two or more radio telescopes widely separated on
the earth. The main advantage of using an artificial radio source is the
stronger signal reception expected because of the proximity of the artificial
source. The differences in the arrival times of the radio signal at the two
interferometer stations (time delay) are obtained through the usual VLBI
technique of delay mapping (described in Section 3.2). The difference between
the observed and the predicted time delays can be used to obtain corrections
to approximate or assumed values of parameters used in the prediction
equation.
Since the source is at a finite distance from the earth, the equations
for the earth-based VLBI observations of natural sources derived in
Section 3.31 Is no longer valid, and a corrected equation will be derived
in this appendix.
In Figure A.I,
O is the geocenter
C is the selenocenter
A, B are the VLBI stations on earth
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M is the position of the radio source on the moon
-»
C is the vector from geocenter to selenocenter
M is the vector from geocenter to the radio source
-> -»
R», Ra are vectors from geocenter to A and B respectively
-* -»
SA, 83 are vectors from A, B to the radio source
-»
D is the vector from A to B.
M
I
B
Figure A. 1 Earth-Based VLSI with Artificial Source.
From the figure,
MF = MB = \ S B \ .
Hence, the delay distance (d) is given by AF. If c is the velocity of light,
the time delay T, is given by
T = (A.I)
.-
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However,
or
and since
it follows that
Therefore,
d = AG + GM - MB
d = ol cos 9 cosy-
siny = |ol sine,
d = |D | cos 9-
T -
c sin v
(A.2)
(A.3)
(A. 4)
represents the corrected equation for the time delay, which is the dif-
ference in the arrival times (ta, tt) of the radio signal at stations B and
A respectively.
If the various vectors in Figure A. 1 are expressed in the same coor-
dinate system (for example, the mean ecliptic system of a standard epoch),
then the following vector relationships hold:
D = Ra - RA
SA = C + r - RA
- » - » - » - »{% = C + r - Re.
Also,
cos9 =
|SA||D|
(A.5)
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and
cosy - . (A-6)
In matrix form equations (A. 5) and (A. 6) can be written as
DT S,
cos 8 =
and
cosy =
where D. S4, % are column matrices of vectors D, S» and $, respectively.
The equation for the time delay (equation (A. 4)) can be evaluated for
any epoch through vectors D, S. and s£. As noted earlier, the components
of these vectors must be expressed in the same coordinate system, such as
the mean ecliptic system of any standard epoch.
The vector D which is the Inter-site vector, is a function of the geo-
centric position vectors of the two observing stations and a transformation
matrix which varies with time. Both S, and SB depend on the geocentric
position of the lunar center of mass, the selenocentric position of the radio
source and transformation matrices that vary with time.
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APPENDIX B
- Systematic Errors Affecting Earth-Based Lunar Observations
i
v Most of the systematic errors which have effects upon all observations
F
; made to points or objects on or near the moon can be classified under the
'£ following two main groups:
[; A. Instrumental errors
<•:•. E. Errors due to physical effects.
C—
V- In the development of observation equations for the two types of observations
T considered in the main chapters of this work (i.e. the laser and the VLBI).
£,. it was assumed that these observations have been corrected for all systematic
V errors. This assumption is a reasonable one, in view of the fact that most
- observers go to a great deal of effort to correct their observations for known
v instrumental and other systematic errors. Nevertheless, it often happens
*^.' that inadequacy in the theoretical knowledge of the physical phenomena
&
R involved and incomplete identification of all sources of instrumental errors
' "
f may result in incomplete systematic error modelling and the treatment of
I observations, thereby leaving residual errors in the corrected observations
v.
t> presumed to be free from all systematic errors. Consequently, the correct
>•' procedure in adjusting any set of observations should include provisions for
| the inclusion of mathematical models capable of absorbing all or most of
5-'
t the residual systematic errors. While the development of such models for
iT-f, laser and VLBI observations is beyond the «wope of this present study,
if;:: the purpose of this appendix is to identify and discuss possible sources of
?'
systematic errors in the types of observations already mentioned above.
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A. Instrumental Errors.
Instrumental errors are those errors which are Inherent in the
measuring systems. Their sources are not easily identifiable in new and
complex observational systems. Full identification of all the sources of
errors comes with experience in the usage of such new measuring <jystems,
and through the analyses of measured quantities. However, once the sources
have been identified, instrumental errors can be controlled or corrected very
accurately.
Since both the laser and the VLDI are new observational systems, all their
sources of errors have not yet been identified. Nevertheless, a few sources
of errors can be mentioned tor each system.
For the laser, these sources include errors in the time interval measur-
ing circuitry, and in the determination of the physical point in the transmitting/
receiving telescope, to which the measured distances are referred. Another
source of instrumental error in the laser is in the determination of total
instrumental delay of the signal, due to the optical path length of the telescope
and the delay through the photomulttplier.
The main source of instrumental error for the VLBI is in the possible
drift of the generated local freo^iency standard, and the limited phase stability
of the locally generated signal. This results in a clock offset error which
can be easily incorporated into the mathematical adjustment model as one of
the parameters to be solved. Also, inaccurate determination of the "system
zero bias" is one of the sources of VLBI instrumental errors. The "system
zero bias" is dependent on the determination of the focal point of the telescope,
and on the Instrumental delays of the observed radio signal.
Most of the instrumental errors are expected to be eliminated from the
observations, leaving only residual errors which, if large enough, can be
determined by the incorporation of suitable mathematical models Into the
! adjustment model.
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B. Errors Due to Physical Effects.
Systematic errors In this group are caused by the fact that earth-bound
observations to moon points are made through the earth's atmosphere, and
that certain geophysical phenomena (such as earth-tides) do change the
positions of earth stations relative to the geocenter. Therefore, errors
in this group can be treated under the following headings:
(1) Atmospheric refraction errors
(2) Earth tidal effects
(3) Continental drift
1. Atmospheric refraction errors.
Atmospheric effects on radio or optical signals can be classified under
the two following headings:
(a) Tropospheric effects
(b) Ionospheric effects.
The lower part of the atmosphere (the troposphere* contains both dry air and
water vapor, while the ionosphere (the upper part of the atmosphere) Is made
up of layers of free, electrically charged particles (ions). The electron
densities of the ionospheric layers vary considerably with solar activity, geo-
graphy and the time of the day.
The refractive Index in both the troposphere and the ionosphere departs
from unity, thereby causing both a deviation of the ray from the straight line
path, and a change in the phase velocity of the signal from its velocity In
vacuum. Thus:
(B. 1)_c_
n
where
and
vp is the phase velocity in the atmosphere
c is the velocity of electromagnetic radiation in vacuum
n is the refractive index of the medium.
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The departure of the ray path from a straight line is usually very small for
normal observing conditions, and it is non-existent in the zenith direction.
Neglecting this deviation, the difference between the path in free space and
the actual path is given by:
5d = j d h - r ndh .
or
8d = j( l-n)dh (B.2)
where the integration is to be performed over the entire path.
The above equation (B. 2) is exact for r.n electromagnetic signal observa-
tion in the direction of the zenith, and corrections for observations made at
other elevations are functions of the correction in the zenith direction, pro-
vided no horizontal gradient is present at the time of observation.
Tropospheric effects.
In the troposphere, the refractive index (n) is greater than unity. The
correct evaluation of equation (B. 2) requires the knowledge of the refractive
indices along the entire ray path at the time of observation. Since this is
practically impossible, numerous methods have been proposed for the
prediction of the value of the integral equation. These methods include radio-
~4
optical dispersion techniques, range measurements at two optical wavelengths, j
and prediction from surface weather data. Hopfield in [ 35 ] shows how, with •.
1
the use of surface weather data, the dry air component of the range correction 1
for laser and radio observations, in the zenith direction can be predicted »jth ]
a root mean square error of few millimeters (out of a total correction of |
about 2. 3 meters). However, the range error prediction for the more vari- I
j i
'<• able but smaller wet part of the troposphere is not as accurate as that for the '
•«/" 1
*.' dry part. The residual tropospheric refraction error is larger for the VLBI 5
* observations, than for laser ranges because of the increased influence of j
*:' *
water vapor in the radio spectral region. At optical frequencies, the effect of \
t ' I
I • 5
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water vapor is so much decreased as to be almost negligible.
Ionospheric effects.
Unlike the troposphere, the ionospheric medium is such that its refractive
index is less than unity. Consequently, the two effects (tropospheric and
Ionospheric) tend to cancel each other. For a microwave radio path which
traverses both the troposphere and the ionosphere, the overall effect is a
negative differential phase path length.
The calculation of the ionospheric refraction error, which depends on
the frequency of the wave, the electron density, the earth's magnetic field
and the collision frequency can be done using ionospheric models and the
ray-tracing technique T6l]. In general, the ionospheric correction is
inversely proportional to the square of the signal. From T451. an approxi-
mate equation for the average day-time ionospheric correction for the
observed range is given by:
i < i i?i
o r«i \~*' "/
where <
5d is range error *
and • }
f is propagation frequency. -j
The observations made at radio frequencies are much more affected by )
the ionosphere than those at optical frequency. Consequently, it is desirable I
that VLBI observations be made at high frequencies, subject to other limiting 5
conditions. i
From the above discussion, it is evident that corrections due to atmo- '-.
spheric effects are usually calculated from theoretical models. Residual
refraction errors are almost certainly bound to remain in the corrected '•
observations,, the magnitudes of which depend on the departure of the actual 3
atmospheric conditions from the model used in calculating the corrections. |
|
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VLBI observations involve two stations, and the residual refraction error in
the corrected time delay depends on the residual refraction errors at both
stations. The determination of the residual errors, if large enough can be
done by introducing suitable mathematical models into the adjustment
model, and regarding these residual errors as unknowns in the adjustment.
2. Farth tidal effects.
The tidal phenomenon, which is a result of the varying attractive forces
of the moon ami the sun, produces periodic deformations of the geoid known
as earth tides. These deformations cause small variations in the intensity
of gravity, in the direction of the vertical, and in geoidal heights. On an
absolutely rigid crust, the periodic variations in the magnitude and direction
of the gravity vector can be calculated from the potential of the bodies which
causes these variations. Theoretically, the magnitudes of the variations
are 0^04 and 0"2 milligals for the deflection of the vertical and the intensity
of gravity respectively. However, the globe as a whole cannot be truly regarded
as rigid, since the earth is somewhat elastic and viscous. Consequently, the
theoretical deformations of the earth due to luni-solar attractions and their
phases are altered by the earth's elasticity and viscosity. Furthermore, the
non-rigidity of the earth gives rise to tensions and cubic expansions vvhich
would not be present with a rigid globe.
In lunar laser ranging and earth-based VLBI, the observations are made
with instruments rigidly attached to the earth's crust. The periodic variations
of the radial distances of. observing stations introduce systematic errors into
both the laser and the VLBI observations, which should be eiliminated before
adjusting the observations.
From the static theory of tides, the theoretical height of the observed
tide (£) at a point is given by r 63n:
\\~
•• '- ~ <B-4>
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where
VY2 is the potential (to the second degree) of the force-producing bodies
(sun and moon) at the point
g is the value of gravity.
For the moon, if •/, is the geocentric altitude, the height of the theoretical
tide is
f. = 26.7 (cos 2 2;^ 1/3) cm. (13.5)
The geoidal height therefore increases by a max imum of 35.6cm and decreases
by a maximum of 17. 8cm, giving a total range of 53.4cm. For the sun,
*&= 12.3 (cos 2 / .H< 1/3) cm (B. 6)
which is equivalent to an oscillation from 1(5. 4 cm to -8.2cm or a total range
of 24.6 cm. Thus the combined luni-solar effect would give an oscillation of
of 78cm for the geoid, if the earth were a perfect liquid.
From observations of tides, the actual response of the earth to the tidal
generating forces results in a rise and fall of the elevation of the earth's
surface on the order of 25 to 30cm in the midlatitudes and of 50cm near the
equator. The projected precision of both the laser and the VLBI measurements
shows that for both instruments, the systematic errors due to earth tides can-
not be ignored, and observations made by both instruments must be corrected
for tidal effects.
In the classical method of determining tides, earth tides are broadly
classified under three types namely:
(i) long periodic
(ii) diurnal
(iii) semi-diurnal.
\Vithin each type, there are several tidal waves of differing amplitudes and
frequencies. The instruments used in earth tide observations include hori-
zontal pendulums, tidal gravimeters and extensometers. From a continuous
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record of observations made with these instruments, the nniplituc'.* and
phase of each wave is determined, using methods of harmonic analysis
which are based on the theory of the combination of ordinatcs rG3l. The
laser and the VLBI can play important roles in the determination of earth-
tides in future provided measurements marie by them are of a continuous
nature.
It is relevant to mention here that solid tides on the surface of the moon
do exist, and that tidal effects on the moon are relatively larger, at least
theoretically rG3"1. So far, very little is known about the moon's internal
constitution, and no observations have been made on the surface of the moon
for the purpose of determining lunar tides. Consequently, lunar tides for
the present, can only be considered theoretic-ally.
3. Continental drift.
During the past few years, some geodetic evidence has been accumulated,
which shows that the earth's surface is mobile. Large blocks of the ca.-th's
outer layer appear to be moving with respect to one another at varying rales
from 1 cm/year to as high as 15cm/year r45l. This "drifting of the conti-
nents" causes changes in the geocentric positions of earth stations, to which
laser and VLBI instruments are rigidly fixed. However, the average rate
of motion is small enough to have no appreciable effects on lunar laser rang-
ing and VLBI measurements, if the observations cover a relatively short
span of time. For observations taken over a long period, the effect of
crustal motion may become appreciable, and the observations should there-
fore be corrected before they are used for adjustment purposes.
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